2015
1.1

Emperor Akihito released a statement for the new year. In the statement, he mentioned
both continuous struggling from the aftermath of the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and
tsunami, and also the 70th anniversary of World War II. He said “I think it is most
important for us to take this opportunity to study and learn from the history of this war,
starting with the Manchurian Incident of 1931, as we consider the future direction of our
country.” The full statement is available on the official website of the Imperial
Household Agency.
(http://www.kunaicho.go.jp/e-okotoba/01/gokanso/shinnen-h27.html accessed
5/27/2015)
Professor Jeff Kingston interpreted the Emperor’s statement as having a deliberate
meaning to restrain the government led by PM Abe, which is regarded as revisionist,
despite the Emperor’s use of very careful and ambiguous expressions in order to avoid a
political stand.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2015/01/10/commentary/japancommentary/peoples-emperor-speaks-truth-power/#.VWYbwEZKCUl accessed
5/27/2015)

1.5

PM Abe said that he will reflect on the essence of the Murayama statement in his
statement to mark the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II. The Murayama
statement is known for expressing apologies for Japan’s wartime aggression.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201501050087 accessed
5/27/2015)

1.9

Former Asahi reporter Uemura Takashi filed a libel lawsuit against Bungei Shunjyū and
Nishioka Tsutomu, a large publisher and a scholar of Korean studies. According to
Uemura, he has been threatened by right-wingers and historical revisionists for his 1991
report on comfort women that Asahi Shimbun officially recognized as poor coverage in
2014.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/09/national/former-asahi-reporter-fileslibel-suit-over-comfort-women-issue/#.VWYQ30ZKCUl accessed 5/27/2015)

1.9

It was reported that Sūken Shuppan, a Tokyo-based publisher, deleted some descriptions
of comfort women such as “military comfort women (jūgun ianfu)” and “forcibly
moved (kyōsei renkō)”, from text books the publisher made for high school students.
The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, MEXT, approved
the textbooks in December 2014.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/09/national/tokyo-based-textbookpublisher-to-delete-depictions-of-comfort-women/#.VWYTnkZKCUm accessed
5/27/2015)

1.10

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide appeared on a TV program on BS Asahi and
said that the discussion about constitutional revision should start with ‘environmental
protection’ and governmental aid to private schools before Article 9. He suggested the
importance of the creation of a new article to obligate the government and people to
protect the environment and revision of Article 89, which prohibits using government
money to support private schools.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH1B5T88H1BULFA008.html accessed 6/2/2015)

1.13

Professor Jeffrey W. Hornung published an article, Japan’s Discomfort Women, in
Foreign Affairs magazine. In the article, Prof. Hornung said “Arguments that counter
the Korean version of the story only support the Korean narrative that the Japanese are
denying history” and that PM Abe needs to realize that any efforts for historical revision
about comfort women is “a lose-lose issue” for Japan. Prof. Hornung proposed some
effective actions to resolve the comfort women issues as diplomatic reconciliation:
officially reaffirm the Kōno statement in the planned Abe statement for the 70th
anniversary of the end of World War II, reopen the Asian Women’s Fund and visit the
memorial statue in front of the Japanese embassy in Seoul. Prof. Hornung also said
“South Korea should refrain from playing politics with Abe’s outreach, as it has in the
past, and acknowledge Japan’s past apologies, reparations paid, and postwar record of
peace” and should welcome when the PM makes efforts for rapprochement between the
two countries.
(https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/japan/2015-01-13/japans-discomfort-women
access 5/27/2015)

1.14

The Abe administration decided not to submit a controversial conspiracy bill in the
upcoming Diet season. The bill would have enabled the state to punish people who were
involved with serious crimes, such as international terrorist groups, in the planning or
preparation stage of an attack.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/14/national/crime-legal/abe-governmentwont-submit-conspiracy-bill-to-upcoming-diet-session/#.VWdNWEZKCUm accessed
5/28/2015)

1.14

According to the Jiji Press, PM Abe appeared on a TV show on Kansai TV and said that
the Japanese people should create a new constitution by their own hands, mentioning
ideal national vision of Japan in the 21st century. He also expressed hope to gain
support from other parties, such as the Japan Innovation Party.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201501%2F2015011400908 acceded 6/3/2015)

1.15

The Defense Ministry’s Okinawa Defense Bureau started installation work on a new
base in Henoko, district of Nago, Okinawa Prefecture. Anti-base protesters clashed with
Japan Coast Guard officers in waters there and also with police outside of Camp
Schwab. Governor Onaga said the restart of the base relocation is “profoundly
regrettable” and the work should be halted.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201501160054 accessed
05/27/2015)

1.15

According to a Japanese lawmaker, PM Abe and South Korean President Park Geunhye indirectly exchanged messages and expressed hope to ease tension in bilateral
relations.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/16/national/politics-diplomacy/abe-parkhope-repair-japan-south-korea-ties-50th-anniversary/#.VWh4IEZKCUl accessed
5/29/2015)

1.16

Professor Alexis Dudden released an article entitled The Shape of Japan to Come that
discussed the Abe administration over Japan’s territorial disputes with its Asian
neighbors in the New York Times. In the article, Prof. Dudden pointed out Japan’s past
revanchism and aspiration over disputed islands in the context of the Abe

administration’s policies, including constitutional revision.
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/17/opinion/the-shape-of-japan-tocome.html?gwh=06F79B353CBCAA4C45980BF3F72FE0F9&gwt=pay&assetType=op
inion accessed 4/29/2015)
1.18

Okada Katsuya was elected president of the DPJ. Okada defeated Hosono Gōshi to won
the election. Okada, 61, headed the party between 2004 and 2005.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/18/national/politics-diplomacy/okadadefeats-hosono-win-dpj-leadership-election/#.VVu18EZKCUl accessed 5/19/2015)

1.18

PM Abe gave a speech at the Japan-India Business Co-operation Committee held in
Cairo, Egypt. He stated that Japan will provide an additional $2.5 billion of support to
stabilize the Middle East region in non-military fields such as humanitarian aid and
infrastructure.
(http://mainichi.jp/shimen/news/20150118ddm001010117000c.html accessed
5/27/2015)

1.20

A terrorist group, likely ISIL, published a video of two Japanese hostages and
demanded that the Japanese government pay ransom money of $200 million within 72
hours. It is speculated that the two Japanese hostages are Yukawa Haruna, kidnapped by
ISIL in northern Syria in August, and journalist Gotō Kenji.
(http://mainichi.jp/shimen/news/20150121ddm001030180000c.html accessed
5/27/2015)

1.20

PM Abe had a press conference and spoke about the Japanese hostages captured by
ISIL. He regarded it as an unforgivable and regrettable act of terrorism. Extending
condolences to victims of the Charlie Hebdo shooting, he stated that Japan will
cooperate with international society against terrorism. Also, he said that the Japanese
government will not retract the financial support toward Middle East he declared in
Cairo, which ISIL mentioned as a reason why they seized the two Japanese hostages.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/statement/2015/0120naigai.html accessed
5/27/2015)

1.22

Reuters published an article entitled Islamic State Threat Could Stiffen Japan PM Abe’s
Stance on Security. The article argued that the capture of two Japanese citizens by ISIL
would polarize Japanese public opinion on the Abe administration seeking legislation to
exercise Japan’s right to collective self-defense. According to the article, PM Abe
emphasized the necessity to loosen the limitation on Japan’s military action abroad,
citing the Algerian Hostage crisis of January 2013 in In Amenas that killed 10 Japanese
citizens. Also, PM Abe proposed additional large financial support to the Middle East
despite the Japanese government recognizing that ISIL captured at least one Japanese
civilian, Yukawa Haruna at that point. Supporters of PM Abe’s security policy say that
the captive shows a situation that requires Japan to have more flexibility on military
actions and contribute in international society to the excursion of terrorism. However,
critics of PM Abe’s changes to Japan’s security policy insist that Japan has been
involved in conflicts between the US and anti-American Islamic groups because of the
recent changes. They also argue that Japanese citizens, such as Yukawa Haruna and
Kenji Gotō, are involved, and that Japan’s security has been threatened because of
Japan’s departure from its postwar fundamental principle, ‘pacifism’, under PM Abe.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/01/23/us-mideast-crisis-islamicstate-pacifism-

idUSKBN0KU0WN20150123 accessed 5/29/2015)

1.24

A new ordinary 150-day session started in the Diet. The upcoming session would focus
on the legislation of Japan’s exercising its collective self-defense right.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/24/national/politics-diplomacy/diet-sessionstart-monday-focus-security-bills/#.VWiToEZKCUl accessed 5/29/2014)

1.25

A new video announced that Japanese hostage Yukawa Haruna was killed by ISIL. PM
Abe published a statement criticizing the act of terrorism by ISIL. In the statement, PM
Abe said the Japanese government will keep working to get the other hostage, Gotō
Kenji, released and will cooperate with international groups to stabilize the world
without yielding to terrorism.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/discource/20150125seimei.html accessed
5/27/2015)

1.25

During a press conference, NHK Director-General Momii Katsuto’s comments about
controversial political and diplomatic issues, especially comfort women and territorial
disputes over islands, aroused controversy. He said that it is natural for NHK to support
Japan’s stance on international broadcasts and that NHK cannot oppose the government.
Also, as a personal opinion, he criticized Korea’s pursuit of Japanese apologies about
taking comfort women during World War II, saying the same situations occurred in
other countries involved in wars in those days.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASG1T5J3XG1TUCVL005.html accessed 6/2/2015)

1.26

Okudaira Yasuhiro, a jurist and one of the founder of the Article 9 association (Kyujyō
no Kai) died at 85. He was known as a defender of the constitution.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/30/national/constitution-defender-okudairadies-85/#.VWitrUZKCUl accessed 5/29/2015)

1.29

PM Abe criticized the textbook published by an American publisher, McGraw-Hill that
included a description that comfort women were forced to work in brothels for the
Japanese military during World War II.
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/30/world/asia/japans-premier-disputes-us-textbooksportrayal-of-comfort-women.html accessed 5/29/2015)
According to an article in the Japan Times, PM Abe said “I just looked at a document,
McGraw-Hill’s textbook, and I was shocked.”
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/01/29/national/politics-diplomacy/abepledges-correct-record-wartime-sex-slaves/#.VWiptEZKCUk accessed 5/29/2015)

1.30

According to an article in Reuters, U.S. Would Welcome Japan’s Patrols in South China
Sea, Admiral Robert Thomas, commander of the Seventh Fleet and the top US Navy
officer in Asia, said "I think allies, partners and friends in the region will look to the
Japanese more and more as a stabilizing function," in an interview. Although Japan has
never declared any intention of surveillance in the South China Sea, it is speculated that
Japanese and US officials have started negotiations to make a new bilateral security
guideline, giving Japan a more productive role in the alliance. According to the article,
PM Abe has pushed for Japan’s robust military activities based on using its right of
collective self-defense. On the 29th, Philippine Defense Secretary Voltaire Tuvera
Gazmin and Japanese Defense Minister Nakatani Gen had a meeting in Tokyo. They

signed a memorandum on cooperation that covers military exchanges. The Philippines
has a territorial dispute over the Scarborough Shoal with China.
(http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/01/30/uk-japan-southchinaseaidUKKBN0L20ME20150130 accessed 5/29/2015)
2.1

ISIL released a new video to indicate that they killed the second Japanese hostage, Gotō
Kenji.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH1T5RC5H1TUHBI01G.html accessed 5/29/2015)
PM Abe denounced ISIL and said that Japan will cooperate with international society to
repudiate terrorist groups and never give into terrorism.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH2121VBH21UTFK002.html accessed 5/29/2015)

2.9

The Washington Post reported that a group of American historians will release a letter to
show support for scholars in Japan and other areas, concerning the current Japanese
government’s conservative suppressive attitude toward academia. The group cites the
Japanese government’s attempts to interfere in textbook descriptions, for example in an
American textbook published by McGraw Hill, especially about comfort women. The
letter will be published in the March issue of the American History Association’s
magazine Perspectives and History. According to the Washington Post’s article, one of
the organizers of the letter, Professor Alexis Dudden of the University of Connecticut
said “We do not want this to be seen as Japan-bashing,” and “It’s the opposite of Japanbashing. It’s a statement in support of our Japanese colleagues.” The Washington Post’s
article declared that there was personal oppressive contact to Professor Herbert Ziegler,
an associate professor at the University of Hawaii and co-author of the textbook, from
the Japanese government.
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/american-academics-condemnjapanese-efforts-to-revise-history-of-comfort-women/2015/02/09/e795fc1c-38f0-408f954a-7f989779770a_story.html accessed 5/31/2015)
In addition to the Washington Post’s article, the Japan Times wrote an article about the
letter, entitled U.S. Historians Slam Abe Effort to Change Textbook Dealing with
‘Comfort Women’. The article quoted a part of the letter that mentioned McGraw Hill’s
textbook: “We support the publisher (McGraw-Hill) and agree with author Herbert
Ziegler that no government should have the right to censor history. We stand with the
many historians in Japan and elsewhere who have worked to bring to light the facts
about this and other atrocities of World War II.”
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/02/09/national/u-s-historians-slam-abe-effortto-change-textbook-dealing-with-comfort-women/#.VWuVU0ZKCUl accessed
5/31/205)

2.18

Matsuda Kōta, a member of the House of Councilors and leader of the Assembly to
Energize Japan (Nippon o Genki nisuru Kai) questioned PM Abe about the
constitutional revision during a supportive stance for same-sex marriage in the
parliament. PM Abe expressed negative impressions for the revision of Article 24 to
approve same-sex marriage.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201502/2015021800504 accessed 5/31/2015)

2.18

The NIKKEI Shimbun (the Nihon Keizai Shimbun) promptly reported that the Supreme
Court would make a decision on the constitutionality of two key provisions in family
law for the first time. One prohibits married couples from using different surnames and
the other says women cannot remarry within six months of a divorce.

(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDG18H5Y_Y5A210C1MM8000/ accessed
6/1/2015)
According to an Asahi Shimbun article, in 2014 the Tokyo High Court said that
choosing one surname after marriage was a practice accepted by society for many years
and that the Constitution’s law was valid. In 2012, the Okayama District Court turned
down a plaintiff’s lawsuit seeking 1.65 million yen in compensation for psychological
duress caused by the delay in the timing of her remarriage. The Okayama District Court
stated that the constitutional provision is intended to prevent legal battles connected to
the father-child relationship and is therefore rational. The Okayama branch of the
Hiroshima High Court also upheld the district court ruling in 2013.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201502190046 6/1/2015)
2.18

The DPJ has questioned the suitableness of NHK Director-General Momii Katsuto as
the head of a national broadcast company. On the 18th, the DPJ asked Momii about his
understanding of modern history related to diplomatically controversial topics in Japan
and its Asian neighbors in a section meeting.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/02/19/national/politics-diplomacy/dpjlawmakers-grill-momii-over-his-performance-as-nhk-chairman/#.VW3LO0ZKCUk
accessed 6/2/2015)
On the 20th, DPJ lawmaker Shina Takeshi criticized Momii and requested that he resign
in a parliamentary session.
(http://www.sankei.com/premium/news/150221/prm1502210016-n1.html accessed
6/2/2015)

2.19

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide named the members of the advisory panel for
his statement to mark the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II. The 16 members
include Nishimuro Taizō (president of Japan Post), Kitaoka Shinichi (president of the
International University of Japan) and Kojō Yoshiko (professor of Tokyo University).
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150219/plt1502190023-n1.html accessed
6/1/2015)

2.23

Crown Prince Naruhito called on the nation to consider the past in the 70th anniversary
year of the end of World War II in his statement to mark his 55th birthday.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201502230030 accessed
4/29/2015)

2.25

PM Abe attended the first meeting of the advisory panel for his statement to mark the
70th anniversary of the end of World War II. At the beginning of the meeting, PM Abe
gave a speech. According to the Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet (Kantei), in
the speech, PM Abe emphasized that Japan has contributed to peace and development in
the Pacific region as a pacifist country and an alliance partner of the US, and that Japan
has supported developing counties through various aid programs, peace keeping
operations and promotion of democracy. PM Abe also said that Japan will play an
important role in world peace and welfare with a principle of ‘proactive contribution to
peace (Sekkyokuteki heiwa shugi)’ based on international cooperation.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201502/25_21c_koso.html accessed
6/1/2015)

3.5

The NIKKEI Shimbun published an interview with the leader of the Japan Innovation
Party (Ishin no Tō), Eda Kenji. In the interview, he said that he agrees with the LDP’s
principle on constitutional revision, which gives priority to creation of articles
determining ‘environmental protection’ and authority of the government in emergencies,
such as serious national disasters, ahead of Article 9.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS04H4E_U5A300C1PP8000/ accessed
6/2/2015)

3.9

Kitaoka Shinichi, deputy chairman of an advisory panel on the statement for the 70th
anniversary of the end of the World War II, implored Abe to clearly state that Japan
“invaded” neighbor countries in his statement.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201503100063 accessed
4/29/2015)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/03/10/national/history/panel-chief-wants-abeacknowledge-japan-waged-war-invasion/#.VRQWE-EcSUk accessed 6/1/2015)

3.9

PM Abe and German Chancellor Angela Merkel met at the Prime Minister’s office in
Tokyo. They agreed about Japan and Germany cooperatively working on the Ukraine
problems and economic ties between the two counties. During a joint news conference
after their meeting, Merkel also touched upon the importance of historical recognition
for reconciliation.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201503100011 accessed
4/29/2015)

3.13

It was declared there was an argument over the definition of “aggression” inside of the
expert panel that was discussing Prime Minister Abe’s statement to mark the 70th
anniversary of the end of World War II. The panel released the record of their second
meeting on the 13th.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201503240044 accessed
4/29/2015)

3.16

The Asahi Shimbun published an interview with former PM Murayama Tomiichi. The
statement he made in 1995 to mark the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II
offered “deep remorse” and a “heartfelt apology” for the suffering Japan caused during
the war, especially in Asian countries, and it is known as “Murayama statement”. In the
interview, Murayama talked about his 1995 statement and PM Abe’s one for the 70th
anniversary of the end of World War II. Murayama expressed worries that the new
statement might deviate from his statement. He concluded the interview, quoting a
phrase from his statement, “It is said that one can rely on good faith”.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201503160024 accessed
5/4/2015)

3.19

Japan and China agreed to cultivate recovering bilateral ties in the security talks, which
had been halted for four years mainly for the historical issues.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/19/us-japan-chinaidUSKBN0MF0C920150319 accessed 4/29/2015)

3.19

The ruling coalition parties, the LDP and Komeitō, officially made an agreement based
on the document on national security. The coalition partners released a joint document
which allow the SDF to perform its missions abroad and enable Japan to exercise the
right of collective self-defense.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201503190082 accessed
4/29/2015)

3.20

The Nagoya High Court decided that the disparity in the value of votes between large
and small districts is unconstitutional.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201503210023 accessed
4/29/2015)

3.21

The Seventh Trilateral Foreign Ministers' Meeting between Japan, China and South
Korea convened in Seoul. Three foreign ministers, Fumio Kishida (Japan), Wang Yi
(China) and Yun Byung-se (South Korea) attended the meeting. After the meeting, they
had a joint press conference. They positively recognized that the Trilateral Cooperation
Secretariat (TCS) has made efforts for the promotion of cooperative relationships
among the three countries and agreed to cooperate in the fields of disaster prevention,
environmental protection and the exchange of young people, and to restart joint
discussion on policies regarding the Middle East, Africa and terrorism. They also agreed
to work together for stability in Northeast Asian affairs, support for Southeast Asia,
countermeasures to terrorist groups (such as ISIL) in the Middle East, and nuclear
disarmament. They pledged to keep making efforts to set up a trilateral summit of the
three countries as soon as possible.
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/a_o/rp/page22e_000662.html accessed 6/1/2015)

3.22

Thousands of protesters chanted outside the Diet building in Tokyo, holding up placards
that read “Abe administration NO”. They opposed the Abe administration’s policies on
security and nuclear issues.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201503230035 accessed
4/29/2015)

3.22

It is speculated that the DPJ will more strongly pursue the liability of NHK chairman
Momii for using NHK’s money for his private chauffeur‐driven hired car, in addition to
his current controversial statements, especially about the comfort women issue.
According to the Jiji Press, the DPJ regards the parliamentary session to resolve NHK’s
budget for next year as an opportunity to question Momii. The Jiji Press also pointed out
that the DPJ has tried to unsettle the Abe administration by criticizing Momii, because
the DPJ understands that PM Abe and his cabinet has protected Momii.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201503/2015032200070 accessed 6/2/2015)

3.22

The Kōmeitō has started thinking of removing ‘environmental protection’ from the list
of new articles expected to be added to the constitution. This decision might influence
the future of revising the constitution, because the LDP gained the Kōmeitō’s support to
modify the constitution based on the agreement of adding that article as part of the
LDP’s proposed changes. The Kōmeitō is worried about economic damages from an
increase in lawsuits over unconstitutionality of development and investment when the
constitution determines ‘environmental protection’, referring to cases in countries where
the right was already regulated such as Greece and Portugal. The Kōmeitō has insisted

on the importance of ‘environmental protection’ since the 1990s. However, according to
the Mainichi Shimbun, a leading member of the Kōmeitō said public enterprises would
be impeded because of ‘environmental protection’ and the Basic Environmental Law
based on Article 13 already described basic environmental protection in the
determination of right to pursuit of happiness. The same member of the Kōmeitō said
the discussion on the constitutional revision should be directly started with Article 9.
The Mainichi Shimbun’s article concludes that the Kōmeitō will focus on other new
articles, such as those regarding exposition of local autonomy and the government’s
authority in emergencies. About Article 9, the Kōmeitō intends to keep the first and
second clauses and add a third to specify ‘international contribution of the Self Defense
Forces’.
(http://mainichi.jp/shimen/news/20150323ddm001010211000c.html accessed 6/2/2015)
3.22

At a fund-raising campaign party, Secretary General of Liberal Democratic
Constitutional Reform Promotion Headquarters Isozaki Yōsuke said that in order to
revise the constitution, a two-step approach is ideal. According to the Sankei Shimbun,
he argued that the discussion on the constitutional revision first should focus on less
controversial issues, for example the creation of new articles which define
‘environmental protection’, ‘financial discipline’ to not allow the government to expand
national debt without limit, and the government’s authority in emergencies. He also
explained that Articles 9 and 96 should be covered in a second, following national
discussion. The Sankei Shimbun’s article reports that he expected that the proposal of
the bill or national referendum to modify the constitution would occur in the next year,
or at latest, the year after next.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150322/plt1503220011-n1.html accessed
6/1/2015)

3.23

Japan and China agreed to avoid provocations in the 70th anniversary year of the end of
World War II at the first top-level political exchange since February 2009. The Japanese
side persuaded China that it should not have any concerns about PM Abe’s statement to
mark the anniversary. The arrangement was achieved between Japanese lawmakers and
Yu Zhengsheng, chairman of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference.
He ranks No. 4 in the Communist Party hierarchy. Sadakazu Tanigaki, secretary-general
of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party, and Yoshihisa Inoue, secretary-general of the
LDP’s junior coalition partner Komeitō, explained the Japanese government’s thoughts.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201503240070 accessed
4/29/2015)

3.23

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide said it has been decided that PM Abe will have
a week-long US tour next month. Mr. Abe will address the U.S. Congress during the
visit. Japanese Asian neighbors, especially China and Korea are closely watching what
Abe says in his statements in the 70th anniversary since World War II ended in 1945.
(http://news.yahoo.com/japan-pm-abe-set-one-week-us-tour-165913727.html accessed
4/29/2015)

3.25

A committee of the LDP discussed a local governmental ordinance proposal in Shibuya
Ward, Tokyo, to issue partnership certificates for same-sex couples. The regulation will
not provide the certified couples legal rights such as inheritance rights, which
conventional married couples have. The LDP special committee aims to protect
traditional "family values" and it declared concern on the case in Shibuya Ward. The

committee members indicated that the act might contradict Article 24 of the
Constitution that states “marriage shall be based only on the mutual consent of both
sexes."
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201503260030 accessed
4/29/2015)
3.26

The Washington Post published an interview with PM Abe in which he expressed that
comfort women had been “victimized by human trafficking”.
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-partisan/wp/2015/03/26/david-ignatiussfull-interview-with-japanese-prime-minister-shinzo-abe/ accessed 6/4/2015)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/03/31/national/politics-diplomacy/abeconfirms-called-comfort-women-victims-human-trafficking/#.VR7x6eHrWUk accessed
4/29/2015)

3.27

Koga Shigeaki, a commentator of a popular news show, Hōdō Station, insisted that he
was leaving the program under pressure from the prime minister’s office. Mr. Koga
formerly worked at the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry as a bureaucrat and he
is famous for his criticism of the Abe administration. He described his arguments on air,
hindering the moderation of the host, Furutachi Ichirō.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201503290021 accessed
4/29/2015)

3.29

Yoshino Bunroku, former chief of the American Affairs Bureau of the Foreign Ministry,
died at 96. He testified that Japan and the US agreed to a secret pact over the 1972
reunification of Okinawa in court.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/views/vox/AJ201504030025
accessed 4/29/2015)

3.29

In parliament, PM Abe declared that he had a brief conversation with South Korean
president Park Geun-hye at the funeral for former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, who
is known as the founding father of Singapore. According to the Asahi Shimbun, PM
Abe expressed to President Park his hope to realize a trilateral meeting of the top leaders
of Japan, Korea and China following the trilateral meeting of foreign ministers of the
three countries, which was held on the 21st and was organized due to President Park’s
leadership.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH3Z4GY1H3ZUTFK006.html accessed 6/1/2015)

3.31

The assembly of Shibuya Ward in Tokyo approved the ordinance to recognize same-sex
partnerships. The ordinance does not have legal force but it aims to protect the rights of
sexual minorities. In the assembly session, members of the Japanese Communist Party,
Komeitō and the DPJ voted for the ordinance. The LDP members voted against it.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201504010033 accessed
4/29/2015)

4.2

The first Commission on the Constitution of House of Representatives was held since
the general election last year. According to the Jiji Press, the commission discussion
made slow progress because of the complication of each political party’s position. The
LDP intends to move according to a specific procedure for constitutional revision,

starting with the three new articles: ‘environmental protection’, ‘financial discipline’
and ‘emergency situation’. The leader of the Japan Innovation Party (Ishin no Tō), Eda
Kenji, said he basically agrees with the LDP about this point at a press conference on
the same day. However, the DPJ and Kōmeitō did not modify their deliberate and
careful attitude towards constitutional reform, which is being promoted by the Abe
administration for the revision of Article 9, throughout the commission. The full version
of the meeting notes are available on the website of the Commission on the Constitution
of the House of Representatives.
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_kenpou.nsf/html/kenpou/189-04-02.htm
accessed 6/4/2015)
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201504/2015040200772 accessed 6/2/2015)
4.2

The Commission on the Constitution of the House of Representatives held a meeting. In
the meeting, Yasuoka Okiharu (LDP), chairman of the commission, explained the
sequence of events that the commission has organized, providing the commission’s
report released in 2005 and a handout of the chronology of the commission’s activities.
The detailed summary of the meeting and the two documents are available on the
Commission’s website. In the meeting, Yasuoka acknowledged the commission’s
contribution to the constitutional discussion since it was founded under the leadership of
the commission’s first chairman and LDP parliamentary member, Nakayama Tarō.
Yasuoka stated that traditions and customs since the commission was founded should be
considered successes: free-style discussion, equal right to speak of all of the
parliamentary groups including small ones, and fair conduct of the commission.
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_kenpou.nsf/html/kenpou/189-04-02.htm
accessed 06/15/2015)
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_kenpou.nsf/html/kenpou/1890402aramashi.pdf/
$File/1890402aramashi.pdf accessed 06/15/2015)
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_kenpou.nsf/html/kenpou/1890402keika.pdf/$Fil
e/1890402keika.pdf accessed 06/15/2015)

4.3

Former PM Murayama Tomiichi declared that he would attend the ceremony to mark
Chinese 70th anniversary of the end of the World War II in September. Mr. Murayama
released a statement for the 50th anniversary of the war’s end, which has been favorably
accepted by China and other countries. In the so-called Murayama statement, he
expressed apologies to the people in neighboring countries for Japan inflicting suffering
concerning its wartime aggression. The Japanese government has officially followed the
statement until now, but Japan’s Asian neighbors are anxious whether PM Abe might
change the spirit of the statement in the 70th anniversary year.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/03/national/politics-diplomacy/ex-primeminister-murayama-to-attend-chinas-wwii-anniversary-ceremony/#.VR7zouHrWUk
accessed 4/29/2015)

4.3

Approximately 900 intellectuals and activists assembled in Chōfu, Tokyo, mourning the
death of Okudaira Yasuhiro. Okudaira is a well-known constitutional scholar for his
effort to protect of the Constitution, mainly stressing the importance of the warrenouncing Article 9. Nobel-winning novelist Ōe Kenzaburo swore to tread in
Okudaira’s footsteps in his speech.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201504040036 accessed
4/29/2015)

4.3

Official campaigning started for assemblies in 41 prefectures and 17 ordinance-designated
cities. All of the first nationwide local election campaigns have begun and the votes will be
counted on the 12th. The campaigning had been permitted for prefectural governors on March
26th and for mayors in 5 ordinance-designated cities on the 29th.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/03/national/politics-diplomacy/officialcampaigning-begins-assemblies-41-prefectures-17-cities/#.VR7iq-HrWUl accessed
06/12/2015)
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/?from=ycnav3 accessed 06/12/2015)

4.4

PM Abe met relatives of victims of abduction by North Korea for the first time in a year. The
families of the abductees have been frustrated since there has not been any improvement in
getting the victims back from North Korea to Japan. According to the Asahi Shimbun, North
Korea reopened its investigation on the issue and said it expected to provide new information
within a year in July, 2014. However, nothing valuable has emerged. PM Abe also expressed
disappointment about that. The two counties made an agreement to normalize their
relationship in Stockholm in May, 2014. The agreement said that Japan would lift a part of
its sanction against North Korea and that North Korea would investigate the Japanese
abductees in the country. However, recently the situation between the two nations has been
more complicated. On the 2nd, the Japanese government received a message from Pyongyang
that protested that the Japanese police searched the home of the chairman of the General
Association of Korean Residents in Japan (Chongryon), related to his son’s smuggling of
Matsutake mushroom. North Korea has implied that the search on the chairman would have a
negative effect on progress of the investigation on the abductees. On the 2nd, the Nikkei
Shimbun reported that the Japanese government decided to continue the sanction against
North Korea.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201504040045 accessed 06/11/2015)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXKZO85176330S5A400C1EA1000/ accessed
06/11/2015)

4.7

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide said that the Japanese government rejected Korean
criticism on a Japanese textbooks’ description which insists that Takeshima belongs to
Japan’s territory. Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs claimed that the Japanese government
provoked Korea on the territorial issue, approving the textbook on the 6th. The result of the
Japanese government’s approval on textbooks was released on the 6th. According to the
Sankei Shimbun, nine of ten textbooks say that Korea has “illegally occupied” the island
based on the Japanese government’s official views and a textbook has two feature pages on
Japanese territorial issues. Overall, descriptions of the territorial issues in the textbooks
approved in this year became less constructive compared with textbooks before last year.
(http://www.sankei.com/life/news/150406/lif1504060031-n1.html accessed 06/12/2015)
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/150406/wor1504060024-n1.html accessed 06/12/2015)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150407/plt1504070010-n1.html accessed 06/12/2015)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/07/national/politics-diplomacy/south-koreaprotests-japans-claim-over-islets-in-textbooks/#.VSPxB-HrWUk accessed 6/12/2015)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/07/national/history-in-japans-textbooks-getsgovernment-makeover/#.VSP0iOHrWUk accessed 06/12/2015)

4.7

Minister of Foreign Affairs Kishida Fumio announced that MOFA published Diplomatic
Bluebook 2015 in a cabinet meeting. The bluebook’s full version and summary are available
on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs website. An English edition will be released in August.
On April 2nd, the Sankei Shimbun reported that MOFA would remove the phrase “share
fundamental values (kihontekina kachi o kyōyū suru)” from the description of the
relationship between Japan and Korea. According to the article, MOFA had already deleted
the same phrase on its official website at the beginning of March. In the bluebook of 2015,
MOFA also expressed some new views on the Japan-Korea relationship, which recognized
that Japan and Korea have difficulties but Japan would tenaciously continue to make efforts
with Korea to create a future-oriented and cooperative relationship of the two countries in a
big-picture perspective. According to the Sankei Shimbun’s article, the description assumed
comfort women issues.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150402/plt1504020039-n1.html accessed 06/15/2015)
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/fp/pp/page3_001172.html accessed 06/15/2015)

4.8

The Emperor Akihito and the Empress Michiko arrived at Republic of Palau. The Emperor
made a speech at a dinner party. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, in his speech, he
acknowledged the close relationship between Japan and countries in the Micronesian region
since they became Japanese mandatory territory after World War I, mentioning Japanese
immigrants to these counties too. He also expressed sorrow regarding every struggle that the
Micronesian people experienced in World War II. On the 9th, the Emperor and Empress
visited Peleliu and mourned the people who died there during World War II with leaders and
first ladies of the Republic of Palau, Federated States of Micronesia, and Republic of
Marshall Islands.
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/japanese-legal-experts-criticize-abes-defense-push1434371014 accessed 06/17/2015)
(http://mainichi.jp/feature/koushitsu/news/20150409k0000m040143000c.html accessed
06/17/2015)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH3Z6DSPH3ZUTIL04Y.html accessed 06/17/2015)
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/tyokan/97_abe/20150410danwa.html accessed 06/17/2015)
(http://www.kunaicho.go.jp/activity/gonittei/01/h27/gonittei-1-2015-2.html accessed
06/17/2015)

4.12

Nationwide Local Election (Part I)
Counting of the votes of the first nationwide local election started and the results were
finalized next day, the 13th: governors of 10 prefectures and members of the assemblies in 41
prefectures were elected. Also mayors of 5 ordinance-designated cities and members of the
assemblies of 17 ordinance-designated cities were chosen. The LDP, Kōmeitō and the JCP
solidly increased or kept seats but the DPJ faced a bitter result.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/?from=ycnav3 accessed 06/17/2015)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/abes-liberal-democratic-party-prevails-in-japans-localelections-1428842615?KEYWORDS=Japan+local+election accessed 06/17/2015)
According to the Yomiuri Online, the LDP gained more than half of the seats (1153) of all
seats (2284) in the 41 assemblies for the first time in 24 years and became the most dominant
party in 40 prefectures except Osaka. In Osaka, a local party, the Osaka Restoration
Association (Osaka Ishin no Kai), is the leading party.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/news/20150413-OYT1T50117.html accessed
06/17/2015)

As reported by the Yomiuri Online, the LDP previously released a proposal of its
preponderant disciplines for the nationwide election on February 7th. The proposal stated
three overriding points of the disciplines are economic recovery, promotion of local rebirth
and women’s activities, and guarantee of safety and security.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/20150207-OYT1T50067.html accessed 06/18/2015)
The Yomiuri Online reported that the LDP won the election for all governors of 10
prefectures. Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide stated that the Abenomics’ successful
influence in local economics provided the LDP the victorious outcome in this election. Here
is the numbers of the seats that major parties won in the assemblies of 17 ordinancedesignated cities; LDP (301), Kōmeitō (174), JCP (136), DPJ (126), SDP (3) and Japan
Innovation Party (34). The number of female members of the 41 prefectural assemblies is
207 and recorded the highest point, 9.06%, historically. In the 17 ordinance-designated cities,
female candidates won 178 seats.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/news/20150413-OYT1T50073.html accessed
06/17/2015)
The JCP increased their seats from 80 to 111 seats in total in the 41 prefectural assemblies.
The JCP won 136 seats and became the biggest nongovernment party in the 17 ordinancedesignated cities. General secretary of the JCP Shii Kazuo said that many of the people are
getting angry and anxious more and more at the assertive Abe administration. In that, people
have a new interest in the JCP and have hope for them.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/news/20150413-OYT1T50108.html accessed
06/17/2015)
According to Yomiuri Online, there are different views of the LDP’s decline inside of the
party. Edano Yukio, the secretary-general, said the situation would not get worse. On the
other hand, Nagashima Akihisa, former Vice Minister of Defense, showed a more negative
understanding.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/news/20150413-OYT1T50140.html accessed
06/17/2015)
4.17

The DPJ summoned the executive vice president of Japan Broadcasting Corp. and Toshio
Fukuda, senior managing director of TV Asahi over specific TV programs which were aired:
“Close up Gendai” (NHK) and “Hōdō Station” (TV Asahi). According to the Asahi
Shimbun, the DPJ’s real target was “Hōdō Station” because Koga Shigeaki, a commentator
of the news show, insisted that he was leaving the program under pressure from the prime
minister’s office. The article express worries of the government’s “suppression” violating
freedom of speech.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH4K5CJFH4KUTFK00W.html accessed 10/8/2015)
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/views/column/AJ201505110001
accessed 10/8/2015)

4.21

Official campaigning was permitted for mayors and assemblies in wards of Tokyo. Now all
of the second nationwide local election campaigning have started. Ahead of that,
campaigning had begun for mayors and assemblies in towns on the 21st. The votes are
planned to be counted on the 26th.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/?from=ycnav3 accessed 06/12/2015)

4.16

Professor Jeff Kingston published a new article in the Japan Focus, “Testy Team Abe
Pressures Media in Japan.” In the article, he pointed out that some Japanese news coverage
systems, including the Japan Press Club (Nihon Kisha Kurabu), are traditionally
government-centric. However, he additionally emphasized that the Abe administration has
meddled with media, including journalists from foreign counties, in Japan in a more direct
way. He concluded the article saying that Team Abe’s assertive monitoring to tarnish
histories during the war would never provide any merit to Japan and would worsen the
relationship with American and European counties and abet China.
( http://www.japanfocus.org/events/view/251 accessed 06/18/2015)

4.22

PM Abe attended the ceremony to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Asian-African
Conference in Jakarta, Indonesia. The full version of his speech is available on the website of
Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet (Kantei). In the speech, he appreciated “it was our
friends in Asia and Africa who propelled Japan after the Second World War to make possible
our reentry into the international community” and expressed “feelings of deep remorse over
the past war”. Also he stated “I say to you that Asian and African nations are no longer
Japan's aid recipients. They are Japan's partners for growth”, pledging that Japan would
contribute for cooperative prosperity in Asian and African regions.
(http://japan.kantei.go.jp/97_abe/statement/201504/aas2015.html accessed 06/22/2015)
As Reuters reported, on the 20th, PM Abe had said he was ready to meet President Xi in
Jakarta, aiming to mend the Japan-China bilateral relationship.
( http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/21/us-japan-china-abeidUSKBN0NC0NP20150421 accessed 06/22/2015)
( http://news.yahoo.com/japans-abe-says-ready-meet-chinas-xi-jakarta-114701684-business.html accessed 06/22/2015)
At the Jakarta summit, PM Abe and Chinese President Xi Jinping met each other in person
for the first time in 5 months. According to the Asahi Shimbun, they exchanged opinions
about some controversial agendas including historical issues, territorial disputes in the East
China Sea and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) founded under China’s
leadership. They agreed to improve the tense relationship between Japan and China.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH4Q6CQWH4QUTFK01B.html accessed 06/22/2015)

4.24

Reuters reported that PM Abe is going to clearly tell President Obama that Japan will take
more security responsibility on the world stage. According to the Asahi Shimbun, Japan’s
security operations will be expanded to five areas: “1) Cooperation under normal
circumstances; 2) Responding to latent threats against Japan’s peace and security; 3)
Responding to an armed attack on Japan; 4) Actions against armed attacks on nations other
than Japan, based on the precondition of exercising Japan’s right to collective self-defense;
and 5) Cooperation to deal with a major natural disaster in Japan.”
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/24/us-usa-japan-messsageidUSKBN0NF0D120150424 accessed 06/29/2015)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/24/us-usa-japan-messsageidUSKBN0NF0D120150424 accessed 06/29/2015)

4.26-5.3

PM Abe’s visit to the US
PM Abe visited four cities in US: Boston, Washington DC, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
The detailed summary of the visit is available on the Website of Prime Minister of Japan and
His Cabinet (Kantei).
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/na/na1/us/page3e_000341.html accessed 06/22/2015)

The Wall Street Journal released an article which says that PM Abe needs to provide his new
vision of the US-Japan relationship in the future and that he is also expected to make a
statement to American people to wipe out doubts about his views on the past.
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-history-haunts-shinzo-abes-vision-for-japan-1430076754
accessed 07/24/2015)
In Boston, PM Abe went to Kennedy Library and later had a private meeting to exchange
opinions with the US Secretary of State, John Kerry. PM Abe also had a speech at the
Kennedy School of Harvard University and visited the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). As the Japan Times already reported in March, the Abe administration
has budgeted more than $15 million to fund Japanese studies at nine universities overseas,
such as MIT and Georgetown, in a “soft power” push to counter the rising influence of China
and Korea.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/03/16/national/to-counter-china-and-south-koreagovernment-to-fund-japan-studies-at-u-s-colleges/#.VYrW2UZKCUn accessed 06/24/2015)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/13/us-japan-diplomacyidUSKBN0M905M20150313 accessed 06/24/2015)
The script of his speech at Harvard is uploaded on the website of Kantei and the video is
available on the Youtube channel of Harvard University. In the speech PM Abe focused on
Abenomics and Womenomics. As the Japan Times reported, during the question session after
the speech, a sophomore asked the PM if he recognizes that the Japanese government and
military were directly involved in forcing “hundreds of thousands of women” into “sexual
slavery.” Abe did not answer the question directly, trying to dodge the politically
controversial issue but said “When it comes to the comfort women issue, my heart aches
when I think about those people who were victimized by human trafficking, who were
subjected to immeasurable pain and suffering beyond description”. Abe also stated “My
feeling is no different from my predecessors” at the event. According to Reuters Japan, there
were some people gathered to protest Abe on the comfort women outside of the building
where the talk was held.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/statement/2015/0427speech.html accessed 06/22/2015)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBWgvkRJ75c accessed 6/24/2015)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/28/national/history/abe-restates-deep-remorsewartime-aggression/#.VYrM9EZKCUk accessed 6/24/2015)
(http://jp.reuters.com/article/topNews/idJPKBN0NI1QD20150427 accessed 6/24/2015)
On the 28th, PM Abe and President Obama had a press conference. Kantei released the video
of the conference on its website. The two leaders recognized that Japan and the US share the
same basic values, including democracy, and developed a mutual trustworthy relationship.
They positively expressed that the current revision of the alliance guideline expecting Japan
to enforce its collective security would significantly develop the mutually supportive
alliance. According to New York Times, the two leaders emphasized the progress of the TPP
negotiation but they could not provide a conclusion.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/statement/2015/20150428kaiken.html accessed
06/29/2015)
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/29/world/no-deal-but-progress-on-trans-pacific-tradeobama-and-shinzo-abe-say-after-meeting.html accessed 07/02/2015)
On the 29th, PM Abe had a speech at Congress in Washington DC. The script of the speech
and video are available on the website of Kantei. In the speech, PM Abe acknowledged the

cooperative history of the Japan-US alliance leadership which started between the two
former hostile counties after World War II and evaluated that the US leadership has
contributed to the peace and security in the world. He went on to emphasize the importance
of the alliance in the future, regarding it as “an alliance of hope”.
The New York Times reported that PM Abe spoke of Japan’s “remorse” regarding World
War II and positively evaluated Japan’s new security role.
(http://japan.kantei.go.jp/97_abe/statement/201504/uscongress.html accessed 06/29/2015)
(http://www.nytimes.com/video/world/asia/100000003656417/japanese-premier-addressescongress.html accessed 07/23/2015)
(http://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2015/04/29/world/asia/29reuters-usajapan.html?gwh=3D658A39B7FC2EBEE729EADB56B2659B&gwt=pay accessed
07/24/2015)
PM Abe spent time in San Francisco and Los Angeles between April 30th and May 2nd. In
San Francisco, he visited Silicon Valley and promoted Shinkansen (bullet train) technology.
In Los Angeles, PM Abe and his wife laid a wreath at the Go For Broke Monument which
commemorates Japanese-American World War II soldiers, and visited the Japanese
American National Museum.
During PM Abe’s visit in the US, former comfort women and citizen’s groups supporting
them had demonstrations in various places in the US, demanding Japanese government
apologies. Some of the former comfort women traveled from Korea to join the
demonstrations. NBC News interviewed two US representatives, Rep. Mike Honda and Rep.
Judy Chu, who support former comfort women. They emphasized the importance of a true
apology in PM Abe’s statement while many former comfort women have passed away.
( http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/70-years-later-a-korean-comfort-woman-demandsapology-from-japan/2015/04/22/d1cf8794-e7ab-11e4-9767-6276fc9b0ada_story.html
accessed 06/29/2015)
( http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/24/national/korean-former-comfort-woman-u-sdemands-just-one-thing-abe-comes-apology/#.VZFzX0ZKCUk accessed 06/29/2015)
(http://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/japanese-pm-slammed-during-us-visitcomfort-women-issue-n351871 accessed 07/27/2015)
Referring to PM Abe’s visit in Washington DC, an article published in the Washington Post
pointed out three reasons why PM Abe has been given pressure to make a public apology for
Japan’s wartime behaviors: the comfort women issue, American veterans’ anger for Japan’s
inappropriate treatment of US prisoners during the war and an unclear stance toward history.
According to the article, Jennifer Lind, an associate professor of government at Dartmouth
College, argues that Abe has shown some flexibility with regards to history, concerning that
he has hesitated to visit Yasukuni Shrine after he got criticism from foreign countries
including the US. She also went on to say "This represents an effort to assume a compromise
position between right and left […] between domestic and international audiences."
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2015/04/28/the-troubling-historyfollowing-japans-shinzo-abe-to-washington/ accessed 07/10/2014)
4.26

Nationwide Local Election (Part II)
The opening of the votes of the second nationwide local election was finalized. The official
campaigns for the second nationwide election started for mayors of 89 cities and 11 wards in
Tokyo and for assembly members of 295 cities and 21 wards in Tokyo on the 19th. The
campaigns for mayors and assembly members of towns were allowed on the 21st.

According to the Yomiuri Online, 27 city mayors were elected without voting. Also, 3.6% of
the city-assembly elections require no voting.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/news/20150419-OYT1T50071.html accessed
07/01/2015)
In Shibuya ward in Tokyo, an assembly member of the ward Hasebe Ken was elected for the
new mayor. He submitted the bill of partnership of same-sex couple in the assembly. He is
known as a contributor to the partnership law.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/local/2015/news/20150427-OYT1T50004.html accessed
07/01/2015)
The Japan Times said the two nationwide election pushed diversity in Japanese politics,
focusing on some candidates, including Hasebe Ken, who won the mayoral race in Shibuyra
ward. A deaf candidate, Rie Saito, was elected for a new member of the assembly in Kita
ward in Tokyo. Another deaf candidate, Atsuko Yanetani, won a seat in the assembly in the
municipal assembly in Hyogo prefecture. The article pointed out some difficulties that deaf
candidates have during the campaigns. For example, distribution of fliers is not allowed, so
the ways they tell their thoughts to voters are very limited. On the other hand, another
candidate in Shinjuku assembly, Lee Komaki, was born in China and just nationalized as a
Japanese citizen. He is known as a writer to introduce Kabukichō in Shinjuku and gained
support from young people and foreign people. Unfortunately, many of his supporters did not
have voting rights and he lost the election. Lee said some people yelled at him with
inconsiderate words such as “Go home” and felt that Japan was still closed. In an article of
the Huffington Post, Lee went on to say that his coming forward as a candidate in Japanese
election appeals to the value of democracy to people in both of Japan and China.
( http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/27/national/politics-diplomacy/unifiedelections-help-diversify-representation-tokyo/#.VZVP_EZKCUl accessed 07/02/2015)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/04/15/lee-komaki_n_7075480.html accessed
07/02/2051)
As the Nikkei Shimbun said, in the second round of nationwide local elections in 2015, the
LDP sturdily added seats in the city assembly from 514 to 634. Although, the LDP lost in
two districts of the ward-mayor elections (Setagaya and Shibuya) where candidates
supported by the LDP and the DPJ competed directly. The JCP also increased its number of
seats in city assemblies from 627 to 672.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS26H1W_W5A420C1MM8000/ accessed
07/01/2015)
As the Asahi Shimbun reported, in Osaka, candidates recommended by the LDP won in three
city mayor elections. The candidates of the Osaka Restoration Association campaigned on
exercising the Osaka Metropolis Plan but could not gain enough support from the citizens.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH4V0Q9MH4TPTIL02K.html accessed 07/01/2015)
The Asahi Shimbun pointed out that female assembly members elected in this nationwide
local election, including the first and second, was the historically highest point, 14.1% in
total. However, the article said the rise of the ratio has been slow and the record is still low.
Focusing on city assemblies, excluding ordinance-designated city assemblies, the percentage
of female members is 16.1 %, the Nikkei Shimbun indicated.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH4X563LH4XUTIL026.html accessed 07/01/2015)

4.27

New guidelines for Japan-U.S. Defense Cooperation were approved at the "2+2" Japan-U.S.
Security Consultative Committee (SCC) meeting in New York on April 27, 2015. The full
version of the new guidelines and the joint SCC statement in English are available on the
website of the Ministry of Defense.
(http://www.mod.go.jp/e/d_act/anpo/shishin_20150427e.html accessed 07/23/2015)
(http://www.mod.go.jp/e/d_act/anpo/js20150427e.html accessed 07/23/2015)
According to CNN, a US senior officer said that the release of the new guidelines is a "big
deal" and a "very important" moment in the U.S.-Japanese alliance but explained that "the
guidelines are not aimed at any single country other than strengthening the defense of Japan".
Introducing the interview with the senior officer, the CNN article reports that the new
guidelines allow Japan to defend the US and other countries.
(http://www.cnn.com/2015/04/27/politics/united-states-japan-defense-relationship/ accessed
07/23/2015)
On the 30th, the Japan Times published an article to introduce the result of Kyodo News’
poll. According to the article, 47.9 % people are against the new guidelines while 35.5% are
in favor of them.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/30/national/politics-diplomacy/nearly-half-ofjapanese-oppose-new-joint-defense-guidelines-with-u-s-poll/#.VbKWPflKCUl accessed
07/23/3015)

4.27

Reuters reported that a key party lawmaker Funada Hajime said that the LDP aims to revise
the constitution to give more flexibility to Japan’s defense strategy by late 2018.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/27/us-usa-japan-constitutionidUSKBN0NI0KB20150427 accessed 07/10/2015)

4.28

The Jiji Press reported that the LDP published a comic book which explained the revision of
the Constitution. The title is “What is the Revision of the Constitution? (Kenpō Kaisei-tte
Naani?)” In the comic book, a grandfather explains the problems of the current constitution.
The comic book mentions an “imposed constitution (oshitsuke kenpō)” and it is speculated
that the contents reflect PM Abe’s ideas on the constitution. The secretary general of the
Liberal Democratic Constitutional Reform Headquartera, Isozaki Yōsuke said the comic
book should be acceptable for all generations. Professor Jeff Kingston wrote about the comic
book in the Japan Times on May 11th. He pointed out that the government released the comic
book targeting young people who will vote the future referendum on the constitutional
revision, regarding that voting age will be also lowered from 20 to 18 by that time.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201504/2015042800781&g=pol accessed 07/01/2015)
( http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/11/national/politics-diplomacy/ldp-producesmanga-make-case-constitutional-revision/#.Vhfg6SuKQnk accessed 10/9/2015)

4.29

The Yomiuri Online opened a special website, “From Marco Polo Bridge to Pearl Harbor:
Who was Responsible? (Kenshō Sensō Sekinin)”. According to the website, Yomiuri
Shimbun founded a committee under the leadership of Watanabe Tsuneo, the president and
chief editor of Yomiuri Shimbun to investigate the responsibility of WWII in 2005, the 60th
anniversary of the end of WWII. The committee published the outcome of the examination
as a book, “Kenshō Sensō Sekinin (Examining War Responsibility)” from Chūō Kōron
Shinsha in 2006. Later the book was translated into English and Chinese. The Yomiuri
Shimbun uploaded the contents on the website to mark the 70th anniversary. The foreword
says “we hope our making the book public once again on the website will help the public
discussion on historical issues become deeper and more fruitful”. Japanese and English
versions are both available on the official website of the Yomiuri Online.

(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/special/70yrs/ accessed 06/19/2015)
The Jiji Press also has a special website to mark the 70th anniversary of the end of World War
II. The website provides testimonies of people about their personal experiences regarding the
war, for example the nurses attached to the Japanese Army, the battle on Peleliu Island and
the ongoing project to collect ashes of the war dead in Okinawa.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/v?p=endofwar70years accessed 07/24/2015)
4.29

The New York Times reported that Japan is considering to join US air patrols in the South
China Sea over sea resources.
(http://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2015/04/29/world/asia/29reuters-usa-japansouthchinasea.html?gwh=C7C398973E4FA96D39B75B1F83564928&gwt=pay accessed
07/24/2015)

5.1

According to the Asahi Shimbun, a group of high school students attended a discussion about
the constitution between two politicians who had opposite ideas on the constitutional
discussion, Funada Hajime (the LDP) and Takeshi Miyamoto (the JCP). One of the students
emphasized the importance of high school students thinking about political issues, expecting
that the voting age would be lowered to 18 from 20. The legislation about the voting age was
proposed in the Diet in March. Funada said "if a party that takes power does not recognize
the presence of the SDF, there is a possibility that they will conclude that the SDF cannot
exist through their interpretation of the Constitution". On the other hand, Miyamoto indicated
"it is our duty to make the world closer to the ideals of Article 9”. A student expressed
difficulties to have a clear stance on this debate, saying "I can understand the idealism of
being unarmed, but there is a risk of other nations attacking Japan".
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201505020040 accessed
07/28/2015)

5.2

The Asahi Shimbun published a survey on the constitutional discussion. According to the
survey, while 48 % said there was no need to change the constitution, 43% said there was a
need. Focusing on Article 9, 63% said it should not be changed and 29% answered it should
be changed.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201505020030 accessed 07/28/2015)

5.3

The Japan Times pointed out that the constitutional discussion has heated up while the
revision is becoming concrete and read within the DPJ’s leadership. According to the Japan
Times, more than 30,000 people gathered at Rinko Park in Yokohama to join an event to
protest the Abe administration’s change on the pacifist constitution and to mark the 68th
memorial day of the constitution. The event was organized by the Antiwar Committee of
1000.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/03/national/activists-battle-justify-denounceconstitution/#.VbfGzflKCUl accessed 07/28/2015)
On the other hand, the Sankei Shimbun reported that there were events by groups which
support the constitutional revision too. The Minkan Kenpō Rincho and the Atarashii Kenpō o
Tsukuru Kokumin Kaigi held events to push the constitutional reform. The Minkan Kenpō
Rincho attracted about 900 people, according to its website. Also, the Atarashii Kenpō o
Tsukuru Kokumin Kaigi had a conference with some LDP politicians, such as Funada
Hajime, the chairman of Liberal Democratic Constitutional Reform Promotion Headquarters.

According to the Asahi Shimbun, Funada said the party is seeking to rewrite Article 9 to
specify Japan’s right to collective self-defense and to maintain “a national defense or selfdefense military.”
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150503/plt1505030005-n1.html accessed 07/30/2015)
(http://www.k3.dion.ne.jp/~keporin/ accessed 07/30/2015)
(http://www.sin-kenpou.com/event/h27-0503.html accessed 07/30/2015)
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201505040046 accessed 07/30/2015)
5.3

According to the Japan Times, three Chinese coast guard ships entered Japanese territorial
waters near Senkaku Islands. It is the 31st intrusion by a Chinese government ship this year.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/04/national/politics-diplomacy/three-chineseships-enter-japanese-waters-near-senkaku-islands/#.VbplqflKCUl accessed 07/30/2015)

5.5

The Asahi Shimbun reported that President Park Geun-hye criticized PM Abe for not
apologizing to former comfort women or for Japan’s wartime behavior during World War II
in his speech at the US congress. In addition, the article said that some of the ruling party
fear that South Korea’s “two-track” diplomacy toward Japan could end up isolating South
Korea: the voices emphasize the importance of South Korea promoting the bilateral
relationships on trade and security while working on historical issues.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/asia/korean_peninsula/AJ201505050045 accessed 10/6/2015)

5.5

Contributors to Forbes, Brad Glosserman and Scott Snyder, published an article about PM
Abe’s visit to the US. He evaluated that PM Abe’s speech was productive for the promotion
of the US-Japan alliance but pointed out some problems.
1) In order to deepen the US-Japan alliance, PM Abe needs to make an effort to
improve the relationship with South Korea, which has been tense for historical
issues: the alliance aims to stabilize East Asia with multilateral security and defense
cooperation among allies with the US, especially between Japan and South Korea,
which are necessary for the regional stability.
2) There are some gaps between PM Abe’s words and general reactions in Japan: “I
will uphold the views expressed by the previous prime ministers” was rendered in
Japanese as “I feel exactly the same way as the previous prime ministers.”
3) It is required that the leaders of the both countries will continue to pay attention to
the joint vision of the US-Japan alliance, turning their words and photos into more
concrete actions with the public.
(http://www.forbes.com/sites/scottasnyder/2015/05/05/prime-minister-abes-very-good-visit/
accessed 10/6/2015)
The article is also available on the CSIS (Center for Strategic and International Studies)
website.
(http://csis.org/publication/pacnet-28-prime-minister-abes-very-good-visit accessed
2/10/2016)

5.5

The Japanese government held a symposium entitled “On Human Rights Violations
Including Abductions by North Korea” in New York. The symposium called for international
support for the abduction of Japanese nationals by North Korea. At the beginning of the
symposium, Yamatani Eriko, Minister for the Abduction Issue, gave a speech to gain
international understanding and cooperation on the abduction issue, pointing out North
Korea’s human rights violations reported by the Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Human Rights Council of the UN. The
commission’s report was released in February 2014.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/06/national/crime-legal/japan-wages-majorefffort-get-u-n-pressure-north-korea-abductees/#.VhQ_siuKQnl accessed 10/6/2015)
(http://www.rachi.go.jp/jp/archives/2015/0505symposium.html accessed 10/6/2015)
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/fp/hr_ha/page18_000274.html accessed 10/6/2015)

5.5

187 Japanese studies scholars, mainly from the US and some other English-speaking
countries, released an “Open Letter in Support of Historians in Japan”. According to the
Dispatch Japan by Peter Ennis, the letter aims to “warn against what they see as a worrisome
trend of intolerance in Japan toward journalists and scholars who express disagreement with
the Abe government’s view of history issues”, particularly “comfort women”. Many notable
scholars who have devoted themselves to Japanese studies for a long time signed the letter.
The statement originated from the discussion at the Association for Asian Studies annual
meeting held in Chicago in March. The discussion for the open letter was triggered by the
Japanese Foreign Ministry giving pressure to an American publisher, McGraw-Hill, to revise
its textbook about comfort women in January.
The original text of the open letter and an interview with the co-coordinators of the open
letter, Professor Jordan Sand and Professor Alexis Dudden, is available on the Dispatch
Japan. According to Reuters, as of May 19th, more than 450 western scholars supported the
letter.
(http://www.dispatchjapan.com/blog/2015/05/anatomy-of-an-open-letter-how-187-japanscholars-came-together-to-push-prime-minister-shinzo-abe-on-.html accessed 10/7/2015)
(http://toyokeizai.net/articles/-/69930 accessed 10/7/2015)
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201505070028 accessed 10/7/2015)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/historians-urge-japan-to-set-war-record-straight-1430999038
accessed 10/7/2015)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/19/us-japan-history-idUSKBN0O40Z420150519
accessed 10/13/2015)

5.6

According to Reuters, Philippine and Japanese coast guards held anti-piracy drills. The
article says that Captain Koichi Kawagoe of Japan's coast guard said that Japan was ready to
help Southeast Asian nations, even in the disputed South China Sea. China has gotten
assertive over territorial claims in the South China Sea and the East China Sea, threating
countries which have overlapping claims: Japan, The Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei
and Taiwan.
( http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/06/us-philippines-japanidUSKBN0NR0P820150506 accessed 10/6/2015)

5.7

According to the Japan Times, the city of Seoul made an announcement that it will erect a
monument to comfort women as a part of the commemoration to mark the 70th anniversary of

Korea’s liberation from Japanese coronial rule in 1945.
( http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/07/national/history/seoul-plans-erect-comfortwomen-monument-mark-1945-liberation/#.VhRGKCuKQnl accessed 10/6/2015)
5.7

The Commission on the Constitution of the House of Representatives had a meeting to start
the first constitutional discussion in this parliament. Funada Hajime, the chairman of the
Liberal Democratic Constitutional Reform Promotion Headquarters called for giving priority
to the constitutional discussion regarding ‘environmental protection’, ‘financial discipline’
and ‘emergency situations’. The DPJ agreed with the proposal but emphasized the
importance of discussion, seeing PM Abe’s idea on the constitution as a worrisome trend to
ignore constitutionalism. The Japan Innovation Party (Ishin no Tō) pushed the revision of
the constitution at an early point and insisted on adoption of new policies that they have held
such as Dōshū-sei, the direct election of Prime Minister, and the single chamber system.
Komeitō took a stance to “add to” instead of “revise” the constitution and restrained the
DPJ’s aggression. The JCP said that the Japanese people do not need the constitutional
revision. A detailed summary is available on the website of the commission. The Party for
the Future Generations (Jisedai no Tō) indicated that it was important to find topics people
can make consensus on and move on to constitutional revision.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS07H0P_X00C15A5MM0000/ accessed
10/7/2015)
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201505080068 accessed 10/7/2015)
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_kenpou.nsf/html/kenpou/189-05-07.htm accessed
10/7/2015)
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201505080068 accessed 10/7/2015)

5.9

Reuters reported that the official newspaper of China's ruling Communist Party criticized
Japan for a lack of WWII contrition. According to Reuters, the People’s Daily said "The
German people's profound acknowledgment of war crimes stands in contrast to the
dangerous trend in Japan's right wing" in an article following the military parade in Moscow
to commemorate the 70th anniversary of victory over Nazi Germany, which Chinese
President Xi Jinping attended.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/10/us-china-japan-ww2-anniversaryidUSKBN0NV02D20150510 accessed 10/8/2015)

5.11

The Japanese ruling coalition parties, the LDP and Komeitō, made an agreement on the
package of security bills on the 11th. According to Reuters, after that the two parties’ meeting
Komeitō deputy chief Kazuo Kitagawa told "The most important thing is to win the public's
understanding as the government explains the new legislation in parliamentary debate. In that
sense, we still have quite a long way to go".
( http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/11/us-japan-security-idUSKBN0NW0E220150511
accessed 10/9/2015)

5.12

Reuters pointed out Japan has developed maritime cooperation with the two countries which
have waterway disputes with China: the Philippines and Vietnam. According to Reuters, the
Japanese coastguard held its first joint naval exercises in the South China Sea with the
Philippines on the 12th.
( http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/12/us-southchinasea-japan-drillsidUSKBN0NX0LA20150512 accessed 10/8/2015)

5.14

The Japanese cabinet approved the security bills and PM Abe had a press conference.
Reuters reported on the conference with a headline entitled “PM Abe: New Security
Legislation Would Boost Deterrence, Decrease Risk of War”. The video and transcript of his
talk are available on the website of the Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet. Reuters
pointed out that the public is divided and wary over the changes in the new legislation.
According to BBC News, the legislation would allow Japan to fight overseas when three
conditions met: (1) when a close ally is attacked and the result threatens Japan's survival, (2)
when there is no other appropriate means to repel the attack and protect Japan, (3) provided
that the military uses only minimum force. A BBC News article said that hundreds of
protesters against the proposal got together in front of PM Abe's office on the 14th.
PM Abe’s press conference can be summarized below:
The Government made a Cabinet Decision on the “Legislation for Peace and Security” for
ensuring the peace and security of Japan and the world. In addition to diplomatic efforts,
Japan needs to prepare for contingencies. The ties between Japan and the US have been
getting stronger as allies. However, under the current laws, Japan cannot do anything unless
Japan itself is attacked even if the U.S. Forces on duty to protect Japan are attacked. The
exercise of the right of collective self-defense will be permitted under very limited
circumstances. Japan and the United States share the recognition that Japan will use its force
to protect its people. Labelling the security bills as “war legislation” is completely
misguided. Regarding Japanese past’s PKOs, especially in Cambodia, the activities of the
SDF have undoubtedly contributed to global peace and are hugely appreciated. The cabinet
decided to revise the Act on Cooperation for United Nations Peacekeeping Operations and
Other Operations (PKO Cooperation Act) and newly establish the International Peace
Support Law in order to broaden the scope of Japan’s international contribution. These
activities for international contribution are all unrelated to the right of collective self-defense.
Japan will cooperate with the international community in areas in which Japan excels such as
conflict prevention, humanitarian and reconstruction assistance, and fuel and food supply.
Japan is determined to contribute even more actively to global peace and stability under the
banner of “Proactive Contribution to Peace”. There were strong criticisms against the
revision of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty and the establishment of the PKO Cooperation
Act, saying that Japan would be entangled in war. However, the evaluations on these
changed historically, and it has turned out that such criticisms were entirely misguided.
PM Abe tweeted with his Twitter account on the legislation: the bills avoid repeating tragic
wars and certain peace and security of Japan and the world, boosting deterrence. The Asahi
Shimbun reported that non-governmental parties argued that the Abe administration put
forward bills which had fundamentally different backgrounds and elements in a package.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/14/us-japan-security-abeidUSKBN0NZ0QV20150514 accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/statement/2015/0514kaiken.html accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://japan.kantei.go.jp/97_abe/statement/201505/0514kaiken.html accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH5G5GNLH5GUTFK00M.html accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/feature/matome/20150515-OYT8T50158.html accessed
10/9/2015)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/14/us-japan-security-idUSKBN0NZ02W20150514
accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-32735359 accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2015/05/14/qa-japans-legislative-package-on-expanding-

military-role/ accessed 10/9/2015)
(https://twitter.com/AbeShinzo/status/598852643574845440 accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH5F524GH5FUTFK00B.html accessed 10/9/2015)
5.14

On the 14th, in addition to the new security legislation, the cabinet approved expediting
announcements for public security operations and marine guard activities in the situation of a
so-called ‘gray zone’, a situation where it is not clear if an attack targets Japan or not. The
cabinet decision would make it possible for the cabinet to make an announcement by phone
in the case that armed groups land on Japan’s isolated islands or foreign military ships go
into Japan’s waters.
(http://www.cas.go.jp/jp/gaiyou/jimu/housei_seibi.html accessed 10/9/2015)
(http://www.clearing.mod.go.jp/hakusho_data/2015/html/n2134000.html accessed
10/9/2015)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/05/14/anpo-kakugikettei_n_7281226.html accessed
10/9/2015)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150214/plt1502140002-n1.html accessed 10/9/2015)

5.17

The Japan Times reported that Osaka city held a “historic” referendum to decide if the city
government would implement a new administrative reform called the ‘Osaka Metropolis
Plan’, which would abolish the city by dividing it into five special wards. According to the
Sankei Shimbun, the voting rate was 66.83%. 705,585 voters said No and 694,844 voters
said Yes. Accepting this result, Hashimoto Osaka mayor stated that he would resign and
retire from his political career. The Asahi Shimbun pointed out that more than 60% of young
voters in their 20s and 30s supported the plan and, on the contrary, approximately 61% of the
voters who were older than 70 years old opposed the plan. A sociologist, Nishida Ryosuke,
said in his blog that the referendum has significant implications for the future national
referendums which determine if the constitution should be revised or not. He insisted on the
necessity of careful investigation of referendum campaigns which do not have candidates:
campaigners are supporters and opponents of the issue.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/17/national/politics-diplomacy/voting-starts-inreferendum-on-reorganizing-osaka/#.VhxjeCuKQnl accessed 10/12/2015)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150517/wst1505170054-n1.html accessed 10/12/2015)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150517/wst1505170067-n1.html accessed 10/12/2015)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150517/wst1505170066-n1.html accessed 10/12/2015)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH5J7X87H5JPTIL01M.html accessed 10/12/2015)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH5J5J2HH5JUTFK00B.html accessed 10/12/2015)
(http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2015/05/18/reported-by-wsj-the-rise-and-fall-of-toruhashimoto/ accessed 10/12/2015)
(http://blogos.com/article/112305/ accessed 10/12/2015)

5.18

Former PM Murayama had a speech in Tokyo and criticized PM Abe for diluting his war
apology. According to the Japan Times, he said “if it had just been my personal statement, it
would have had little value, but it was adopted by the Cabinet and so its weight is different”
regarding his statement in 1995.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/19/national/politics-diplomacy/murayamaurges-hawkish-abe-avoid-diluting-war-apology/#.Vh2-ziuKQnk accessed 10/13/2015)

5.19

Inside Higher Ed reported that the Japanese government recently announced it would provide
$5 million each to support the study of contemporary Japanese politics and foreign policy at

Columbia and Georgetown Universities and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
announcement was made during PM Abe’s visit in the US. According to the three
universities, the Japanese government will not have any input on the selection of the
professors.
(https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2015/05/19/japanese-government-gives-15-millionus-universities-endowed-professorships-japanese accessed 10/13/2015)
5.20

Some of the LDP executives gave speeches on a street in front of the JR Yurakucho train
station and explained the meanings of the constitutional revision. Tanigaki Teiichi, the
secretary-general of the LDP said that Article 9 does not clearly define the SDF and that the
constitution should be clearer.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201505/2015052000912&g=pol accessed 10/13/2015)

5.21

PM Abe had a speech at the banquet of the 21st International Conference on the Future of
Asia. In his speech, he said “this year is also the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II.
Together with feelings of deep remorse over the past war, Japan has told itself in the postwar era that it must make all-out efforts for the peace and prosperity of Asia”. He concluded
the speech stating “Asia, with its ongoing dynamic growth, is no longer a recipient of
assistance. It is instead our partner for growth. In this Asia, it is also a partner generating
innovation.”
(http://japan.kantei.go.jp/97_abe/statement/201505/0521foaspeech.html accessed
10/13/2015)

5.22

PM Abe’s wife, Abe Akie, visited Ysukuni Shrine and Yūshūkan, a war museum which
belongs to Yasukuni Shrine. She posted photos of her posing in front of Yasukuni Shrine and
Yūshūkan on her Facebook. According to the Japan Times, she wrote “I’m really thankful
for being able to live in a peaceful, rich Japan, and again have come to feel I should do what
I can do for world peace”. Yasukuni enshrines the souls of Japanese soldiers who “dedicated
their lives to the state”, including A-class war criminals from World War II. Exhibits at
Yūshūkan are sometimes criticized for glorifying Japanese wars in the 1930s and 40s.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/22/national/politics-diplomacy/akie-abe-visitswar-linked-yasukuni-shine/#.Vh3a8SuKQnk accessed 10/13/2015)

5.23

The Washington Post published an article about Isozaki Yosuke, a LDP lawmaker and leader
of a group pushing the constitutional revision. He was quoted as saying “there are some
misunderstandings that the Liberal Democratic Party is trying to deny history, but we don’t
intend to do that at all”. The article focuses on voices which are worried about the Japanese
government’s “back door” approach to changing the interpretation of the constitution. The
Abe cabinet approved that reinterpretation to allow Japan to enact its collective self-defense
right in July last year.
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/japans-push-to-revise-its-constitutionisnt-a-bid-to-deny-history-abe-ally-says/2015/05/23/34c50c18-f8f3-11e4-a47ce56f4db884ed_story.html accessed 10/14/2015)

5.26

The Japan Times reported that the Historical Science Society of Japan and 15 other groups
related to historical studies released a statement, criticizing some politicians and media not
facing up to the comfort women issue. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the statement
expressed anxiety because some politicians and media have behaved like there is no proof
that comfort women were forced into sexual slavery since the Asahi Shimbun retracted its
past coverage on comfort women as a false report.

(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/26/national/historians-call-japan-face-comfortwomen-issue/#.Vh8EGyuKQnl accessed 10/14/2015)
(http://digital.asahi.com/articles/DA3S11773774.html?rm=150 accessed 10/14/2015)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/japanese-historians-seek-freer-debate-of-wartime-sexualslavery-1432641040 accessed 10/14/2015)
5.26

The Lower House started discussing the package of security bills that would expand the
scope of the Self-Defense Forces’ missions overseas. According to PM Abe, the legislation
would make the Japan-US alliance stronger and raise deterrent to secure Japan.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/26/national/politics-diplomacy/lower-housefinally-takes-contentious-security-bills/#.Vh8HQiuKQnl accessed 10/14/2015)
(http://jp.reuters.com/article/2015/05/26/collective-defense-idJPKBN0OB0PS20150526
accessed 10/14/2015)

5.28

The Mainichi Shimbun released an interview with two historians, Professor Andrew Gordon
from Harvard University and Onuma Yasuaki from Meiji University, over the open letter by
mainly western scholars who called for the Japanese government to face up to the war-time
historical issues, such as the comfort women issue. In the interview, Prof. Gordon said that
he was disappointed at criticism on the letter from Japanese side regarding the scholars who
signed the letter as “anti-Japan (hannichi/反日)”. He emphasized that his empathy toward
Japan as “a second home” motivated him to join the statement and the 70th anniversary
would be a chance for Japan to make its relationships with Korea and China better if Japan
moved on with reconciliation. Professor Onuma called for both Japanese people and scholars
who worked on the letter to pay attention to positive reactions of each other based on
common understanding on historical issues in general. He recognized it might be natural that
the letter sounds condescending to some Japanese people and the western scholars might feel
alienated by Japanese people. However, he said these senses to be victimized would not
provide anything productive.
(http://mainichi.jp/shimen/news/20150527ddm007040041000c.html accessed 10/14/2015)
(http://mainichi.jp/english/english/perspectives/news/20150528p2a00m0na003000c.html
accessed 10/14/2015)
The Mainichi Shimbun also interviewed Prof. Gordon in January. In the interview, he
mentioned labor issues in contemporary Japan in addition to the war-time historical issues
which have hindered the development of the relationships between Japan and East Asian
counties such as China and Korea. He suggested the old system that men work for a long
time every day to show their loyalty toward their companies be changed to empower women
and provide good work-life balances of employees.
(http://mainichi.jp/shimen/news/20150131ddm005070031000c.html accessed 10/14/2015)

5.27

PM Abe repeatedly explained that Japan would not send the SDF overseas or other countries’
territorial waters if the security bills are approved by the Diet.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/27/national/politics-diplomacy/dpj-urges-abewrite-restrictions-defense-bills/#.Vh8UnCuKQnl accessed 10/14/2015)

5.28

The Japan Times reported that PM Abe denied the possibilities of the SDF being allowed to
uses force on another nation’s territory in support of the US military but he suggested that
there might be exceptions. The Huffington Post said that according to PM Abe, for example,
removal of land mines would be implicated to be an exception.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/28/national/politics-diplomacy/abe-says-

constitution-rule-full-scale-invasion-exceptions-unclear/#.Vh8WiiuKQnl accessed
10/14/2015)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/05/27/using-force_n_7456006.html accessed
10/14/2015)
5.29

According to the Japan Times, about 58.1 % of South Koreans regard Japan as a military
threat. The percentage increased from 46.3 % the previous year. It is estimated that the
reason for the raise is the ongoing legislation of security policies by PM Abe.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/29/national/nearly-60-of-south-koreans-viewjapan-as-military-threat-joint-survey/#.Vh8a2yuKQnl accessed 10/14/2015)

5.30

Defense chiefs of Japan and South Korea had a meeting for the first time in four years at the
14th conference hosted by IISS (the International Institute for Strategic Studies). According
to the Ministry of Defense, Japan made some proposals: inviting South Korean fleet(s)
attending the SDF Fleet Review in October and holding joint SAREX (search and rescue
exercises) this year.
(http://www.mod.go.jp/j/press/youjin/2015/05/31_gaiyo.html accessed 10/14/2015)
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201505310023 accessed 10/14/2015)

5.31

The Japan Times reported that 81% of those surveyed in a recent poll the found the
government’s explanations on the security bills “insufficient”.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/05/31/national/politics-diplomacy/81-say-stateexplanations-controversial-security-bills-insufficient-poll/#.Vh8cmCuKQnl accessed
10/14/2015)

5.31

The Japan Focus released articles regarding a symposium at Central Washington University; a
movie about comfort women, “Scottsboro Girls”, was screened there on April 28 and 29.
According to feminist activist / writer Koyama Emi, the movie was filmed by a director,
Taniyama Yujiro, who is known as a historical revisionist. A discussion panel had Japanese
language instructor Mariko Okada-Collins, Taniyama Yujiro, Koichi Mera of GAHT (Global
Alliance for Historical Truth), and University of Wisconsin graduate student Jason Morgan (via
Skype). Chung Daekyun, a scholar who is a naturalized Japanese citizen of Korean descent also
sent a statement. Although Okada-Collins recognized that some parts of the Taniyama’s file was
too “offensive” to her, she came to the conclusion that "comfort women" were "simply
prostitutes", after her research on the issue. Koyama pointed out that the “major battlefield” of
“history war” on the comfort women issue shifted to the US and revisionists are interested in
recruiting “barely qualified American ‘experts’ to their side.
(http://japanfocus.org/-Norma-Field/4323/article.html accessed 01/20/2016)
(http://japanfocus.org/-Emi-Koyama/4324/article.html accessed 01/21/2016)
(http://japanfocus.org/-Chong-Eun_Ahn/4325/article.html accessed 01/21/2016)

6.1

The Wall Street Journal introduced surveys in Japan and South Korea regarding people’s
impressions about each country. In Japan, Genron NPO asked 1,000 adults about their
impression of South Korea in April. In South Korea, the local East Asia Institute conducted
the survey in April and May with 1,010 adults. The result showed that negative feelings
toward each country still run high under the influence of the disputes over historical and
territorial issues between the two: 52% in Japan and 73% in South Korea had negative
feelings.
(http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2015/06/01/japan-south-korea-relationship-remains-icysurvey/ accessed 01/21/2016)

6.1

The Tōyō Keizai Online published an interview with Prof. Richard J. Samuels regarding the
reinterpretation of the constitution to let Japan exercise its collective self-defense right. Prof.
Samuels pointed out that there have been two groups in the dominant conservative stream:
revisionists and realists. He explained that the reinterpretation was generally beneficial to
both Japan and the U.S. because it strengthens the alliance and provides the legitimacy of
cooperative defense strategies. However, he also mentioned that there is some risk to raise
tensions, considering the principle of security dilemma. He emphasized that the security
legislation does not need to take revisionists’ logic, which would make Japan's Asian
neighboring counties cautious.
(http://toyokeizai.net/articles/-/39625 accessed 01/26/2016)

6.2

The Japan Times and the Sankei Shimbun reported that the police and the Japan Coast Guard
had their first joint drill around one of Ogasawara islands, Chichi-jima. The joint drill aimed
to strengthen their cooperation for patrolling for foreign ships, such as Chinese ships
smuggling coral in the region.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/03/national/police-coast-guard-hold-first-jointisland-defense-drill/#.Vrqs4-aKQ_B accessed 02/09/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/life/news/150602/lif1506020010-n1.html accessed 02/09/2016)

6.4

The Commission on the Constitution of the House of Representatives held a meeting on the
security bills, with three professors of constitutional studies: Hasebe Yasuo (Waseda
University), Kobayashi Setsu (Keiō University) and Sasada Eiji (Waseda University).
Although the detailed summary is available on the Commission’s webpage, the discussion in
the meeting can be summarized below. Prof. Hasebe mentioned the narrow and broad
definitions of constitutionalism: medieval and modern constitutionalism. According to
Hasebe, medieval constitutionalism is equivalent to control on political power and modern
constitutionalism supports the basic frame of the people’s private and public space, such as
fundamental human rights and democracy. In this context, Prof. Hasebe emphasized that the
constitution has “hardness” and that neither a majority nor a minority should revise the
constitution based on specific ideas. Prof. Kobayashi also agreed with the “hardness” of the
constitution. He said that constitutional revision should be limited for its logic and value.
Although he thinks that it was true that the US forced the constitution on the Japanese
people, he indicated that it is meaningless to turn the frustration into energy to revise the
constitution. Prof. Sasada explained the two types of constitutional review: the conational
court system and the court of justice system. All of the three professors expressed that the
security bills are illegal.
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_kenpou.nsf/html/kenpou/189-06-04.htm accessed
02/18/2016)

Reuters reported this with a headline, “Abe’s ruling Party suffers ‘Own Goal’ in Japan
Security Debate” because one of the professors was invited by the LDP, which has promoted
the security legislation.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-defence-idUSKBN0OL04O20150605 accessed
02/18/2016)
The Sankei Shimbun expressed that the LDP made a mistake on selection of the guest and
“dug their own grave”.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150604/plt1506040018-n1.html accessed 02/18/2016)
6.4

The New York Times released an article by Professor Kitaoka Shinichi, president of the
International University of Japan, who is also known for being a main member of the
advisory panel on reconstruction of the legal basis of security. In the article, Kitaoka
indicated that “most proponents of a revision — I am among them — are not suggesting that
Japan backtrack on its renunciation of war in the first clause of Article 9” and “we argue only
for amending the second clause of Article 9, so that Japan can have a military force that is
better able to defend both the country and international peace and security”. Kitaoka
explained that even under the new security legislation to exercise Japan’s collective defense
right, “the Self Defense Forces would remain exclusively defense-oriented and the most
strictly bound military among all the major powers”. He continued, “therefore, the only way
Japan can get the force it needs is first to amend Article 9 (2), in which Japan renounces
maintaining any ‘land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential’ … no other country
has imposed such a restriction on itself”. He also expressed that the fears that amending
Article 9 could pave Japan’s way for resurgence of its militarism in the 1930s are
“groundless”. He added, “Japan now understands that its prosperity and stability depend on
global trade and on the peaceful resolution of any disputes”. He concluded his article, stating
that “a moderate, sensible revision of the Constitution would be a modest step toward
making Japan both a normal country and a more effective protector of the international order
— and no less peace-loving”.
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/05/opinion/shinichi-kitaoka-a-new-role-for-japansmilitary.html?_r=1 accessed 02/22/2026)

6.4

Reuters reported that Japan and the Philippines agreed to strengthen security ties and
discussed transferring military equipment and technology to counter China's maritime
ambitions. According to the article, “Japanese Defense minister Gen Nakatani has repeatedly
said the situation in the South China Sea is a challenge to Japan's security and that Tokyo
needs to consider how to respond”. The Wall Street Journal expressed that the agreement
between Tokyo and Manila is a part of moves by U.S. regional allies to “forge closer security
ties in response to China’s aggressive behavior” in the area.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-philippines-southchinaseaidUSKBN0OK12T20150604 accessed 02/22/2016)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/japan-to-provide-patrol-vessels-to-philippines-1433424771
accessed 02/22/2016)

6.4

According to the Japan Times, although some Japanese teen welcome a move to reduce the
voting age, others are apathetic. The Japan Times shared teens’ voices that they collected
with a poll of passengers on a street in Shibuya, which is known as Tokyo’s pop-culture
mecca. Some teens are in favor of the voting age being lowered in order to overthrow the
status quo’s so-called “silver democracy”, which means that politics are designed by and for
elderly people who dominate the population in an aging society. “I feel like today’s politics
are overly short-sighted because all they cater to is the elderly,” said 17-year-old high school

student Momose Aoi. Contrarily, political indifference has spread widely among young
people. An 18 year-old college student, Sato Yoshiki said that he doubts he will bother to
vote in the Upper House election next year because “no matter who wins, I don’t think
anybody is capable of changing the status quo of our life.” Momose pointed out that politics
tends to be shunned by teens as lame or taboo. An assistant professor of Tokyo University,
Hayashi Daisuke, emphasized the importance of educational reform, such as letting students
have more discussions and debates, for involving young people in politics.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/04/national/politics-diplomacy/japanese-teenswelcome-move-reduce-voting-age-others-apathetic/#.Vsxu-uaKQpk accessed 02/23/2016)
6.5

The Japan Times reported that Taiwanese President Ma Ying-jeou has announced a plan to
open Taiwan’s first museum dedicated to Japan’s wartime comfort women. According to the
Sankei Shimbun, President Ma made the announcement on June 3rd and indicated that the
museum will open in October. The Sankei Shimbun article also mentions that a women’s
human rights organization has planned the establishment of the museum. The article says that
there are five former comfort women alive in Taiwan.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/05/asia-pacific/taiwan-open-comfort-womenmuseum-october/#.VsvhZOaKQpl accessed 02/22/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/150604/wor1506040006-n1.html accessed 02/22/2016)

6.5

PM Abe declared that the 2016 G7 summit will be held in Ise Shima, Mie prefecture, where
there is one of the most venerated shrines in Japan. According to the Sankei Shimbun, Abe
indicated that Ise Shrine has an eternal history and many Japanese people visit there. He also
continued that Ise Shima is a very nice place to touch Japanese spirituality.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150605/plt1506050062-n1.html accessed 02/23/2016)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/abe-sets-2016-g-7-summit-in-scenic-shima-japan-1433507196
accessed 02/23/2016)

6.6

The Economist published an article which introduced the Japan Conference (Nippon Kaigi).
The article describes that the lobbying group of nationalists and revisionists has significant
and growing influence on the government. According to the article, Nippon Kaigi are
composed by more than 280 local chapters, 38,000 fee-paying members and its network that
reaches deep into the political establishment; approximately one third of the Diet are
members of the group’s parliamentary league, including over half of the 19-strong Abe
cabinet. PM Abe is the group’s “special adviser”. It calls for a national referendum on
constitutional revision, aiming to remove the provision that renounces war in Article 9. The
Shintō Association of Spiritual Leadership is a closely allied group, and Nippon Kaigi often
calls on PM Abe to visit Yasukuni Shrine.
(http://www.economist.com/news/asia/21653676-powerful-if-little-reported-group-claims-itcan-restore-pre-war-order-right-side-up accessed 02/22/2016)

6.6

Rikken Democracy no Kai (Save Constitutional Democracy Japan) held a symposium at the
University of Tokyo to protest the security legislation. The group consists of experts of law
and political studies. The discussion, entitled “Kenpo ha Nani o Mamorunoka?” (“What
Does the Constitution Protect?”), had panelists such as Sato Kōji, professor emeritus of
Kyoto University, Higuchi Yōichi, professor emeritus of the University of Tokyo, Ishikawa
Kenji, professor of the University of Tokyo, and Sugita Atsushi, professor of Hōsei
University. “The security legislation goes beyond the logical limits of the Constitution", said
Ishikawa.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201506070030 accessed
02/23/2016)

6.5 – 6.6

PM Abe visited Ukraine to talk with President Poroshenko. At the summit, PM Abe
indicated that Japan will continue to look for a diplomatic solution to resolve the conflict in
Ukraine via cooperation in the G7 as its next host country. The detailed summary of the
summit is available on the MOF’s website.
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/erp/c_see/ua/page1_000135.html accessed 02/23/2016)
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/erp/c_see/ua/page4_001242.html accessed 02/23/2016)

6.8

PM Abe attended the G7 summit in Munich and held a press conference. Abe talked
specifically about the meeting with President Poroshenko in Ukraine and the G7 summit. He
also mentioned the upcoming G7 summit, at which Japan will host the G7 leaders. In a Q &
A, Abe answered a question about the security bills. He emphasized that the security
legislation does not change the constitutional foundation and follows the Sunagawa case. The
Supreme Court ruling on the Sunagawa incident includes the following statement: It should
be regarded as natural that Japan can take necessary self-defense measures as the exercise of
the inherent right of a state in order to maintain its own peace and security as well as its
survival. Also, Abe explained that the use of force as a measure of self-defense can and will
be exercised in a limited manner, with the so-called “Three New Conditions” even under the
new security legislation. These Three New Conditions are as follows: “an armed attack
against Japan or an armed attack against a foreign country in a close relationship with Japan
occurs and as a result threatens Japan’s survival and poses a clear danger to fundamentally
overturn people’s right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, and where there is no
other appropriate means available to repel the attack and ensure Japan’s survival and protect
its people, which means that all diplomatic means have been exhausted—they have all been
tried, and there is no other means to protect the lives of the Japanese people, and then that we
must limit the use of force to the minimum extent necessary”. The script of the conference is
available on the Kantei’s website. The Japan Times reported that Abe indicated that the
security bills consist with the Constitution.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/09/national/politics-diplomacy/security-billsconsistent-constitution-abe/#.Vs3i4uaKQpk accessed 02/23/2016)
(http://japan.kantei.go.jp/97_abe/statement/201506/0608speech.html accessed 02/23/2016)

6.9

The Japan Times reported that approximately 200 scholars signed a statement which calls for
PM Abe to apologize for Japan’s war time violence, particularly toward comfort women. It is
expected that PM Abe will make a statement to mark the 70th anniversary of the end of
WWII but he is unlikely to repeat explicit apologies, which the former statements have
expressed on the 50th and 60th anniversaries. According to the Japan Times, Wada Haruki, a
main organizer and historian and professor emeritus of the University of Tokyo, spoke before
the press and other scholars. He said “we emphasize (the need for a) resolution of the
comfort women issue at this time, as the relationship between Japan and South Korea has

been strained”. The statement insists that “a renewed effort is called for from the government
of Japan” in taking steps “toward the 50 or so surviving victims”.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/09/national/history/japanese-academics-urgeabe-renew-comfort-women-apology/#.Vs3wquaKQpk accessed 02/23/2016)
6.9

At the Japan National Press Club, two ex-leaders, Kōno Yōhei and Murayama Tomiichi,
argued that PM Abe should continue the apologies which they have expressed in their
statements. They also criticized the ongoing security legislation lead by the Abe
administration. A detailed summary of the conference is available on the website of Japan
National Press Club.
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/10/shinzo-abe-risks-disgracing-japans-peopleby-glossing-over-war-record accessed 02/23/2016)
(http://www.jnpc.or.jp/files/2015/06/6e4b8f887c67eb679f390ebd07322611.pdf accessed
02/23/2016)
(http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2015/06/09/world/asia/ap-as-japan-wwiiapology.html?gwh=2CF58A81FE1914F544D8E0D721403009&gwt=pay accessed
02/23/2016)

6.9

The government rejected the three constitutional scholars’ conclusion that the security
legislation is “unconstitutional”, which they indicated in the meeting of the Commission on
the Constitution of the House of Representatives on June 4th. As the Asahi Shimbun reported,
the government explained that the security legislation is consistent with the government’s
view adopted in 1972, saying “it cannot be interpreted that the government is prohibited from
taking self-defense measures (even under Article 9 of the Constitution that bans the
possession of military forces).” According to the government, the 1972 view means that “the
use of force for self-defense is permissible as exceptional cases within the limits of minimum
requirements”. However, the Asahi Shimbun pointed out that the 1972 view actually
concluded that “exercising the right to collective self-defense will not be allowed under the
Constitution”.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201506100054 accessed 02/24/2016)

6.10

According to Jiji Press, Nakatani Gen, Minister of Defense, said that it is not expected that
the Supreme Court would find the security bills to be illegal after the Diet adopts them in the
commission on the security legislation in the House of the Representatives. It was his
response to a DPJ member of the Diet, Tsujimoto Kiyomi.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201506/2015061000603&rel=j&g=pol&relid=1_4 accessed
02/25/2016)

6.10

The Asahi Shimbun reported that Japanese citizens have been nominated as a candidate for
this year's Nobel Peace Prize as supporters of Article 9 of the Constitution, according to the
group that submitted the application. On the 10th, Ishigaki Yoshiaki, a co-representative of
the Executive Committee for “The Nobel Peace Prize for Article 9 of the Japanese
Constitution”, said that the Norwegian Nobel Committee had accepted its recommendation
for the prestigious award this year. Ishigaki indicated “we want every Japanese citizen to feel
the profoundness and significance of the Japanese Constitution”.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201506110061 accessed
02/26/2016)

6.11

According to Jiji Press, Kōmura Masahiko (LDP vice president) and Edano Yukio (DPJ chief
secretary) had a debate over the legality of the security bills in the Commission on the

Constitution of the House of Representatives. Kōmura emphasized that the security
legislation is neither arbitrary nor expedient and the bills are not illegal. However, Edano
argued that the government pushes the security legislation based on partial and opportunistic
interpretation of legal theories and the attitude fundamentally contradicts laws. The detailed
summary of the meeting is available on the website of the Commission on the Constitution of
the House of Representatives.
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_kenpou.nsf/html/kenpou/189-06-11.htm accessed
02/25/2016)
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/zc?k=201506/2015061100041&rel=j&g=pol&relid=1_4 accessed
02/25/2016)
6.12

Four conservative political veterans published statements to protest the security legislation.
The four were Yamazaki Taku (former LDP vice president), Kamei Shizuka (former
Minister of State for Financial Services), Fujii Hirohisa (former Minister of Finance) and
Takemura Masayoshi (former chief cabinet secretary). The statements said that the people do
not accept the security legislation. According to the Sankei Shimbun, Suga Yoshihide, chief
cabinet secretary, rejected the statements, saying that they already retired and they are not
influential on the ongoing parliamentary discussion on the security bills.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH6D3WFZH6DUTIL02B.html accessed 02/26/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/12/national/politics-diplomacy/politicalveterans-warn-crisis-security-revamp/#.VtB8a-aKQpl accessed 2/24/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/premium/news/150612/prm1506120014-n1.html accessed
02/25/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/premium/news/150612/prm1506120012-n1.html accessed
02/25/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150612/plt1506120045-n1.html accessed 02/25/2016)

6.12

Minister of Defense Nakatani Gen conceded that the security legislation could raise the risk
for the SDF personnel by expanding the scope of its operations abroad. According to the
Japan Times, the remark was recognized on the 12th in the Lower House special committee.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/13/national/politics-diplomacy/in-first-nakataniacknowledges-security-bills-could-put-sdf-personnel-at-higher-risk/#.VtS7v-aKQpm
accessed 02/29/2016)

6.13

The Japan Times reported that the Chinese Coast Guard has been sending vessels into waters
around the Senkaku Islands more frequently since 2012. It plans to build a large base in
Wenzhou, Zhejiang Province, to enhance its monitoring, sources close to the matter said.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/13/national/politics-diplomacy/china-plans-tobuild-coast-guard-base-near-senkaku-islands-sources/#.VtDNj-aKQpl accessed 02/26/2016)

6.13

The Asahi Shimbun reported that South Korean president, Park Geun-hye’s interview with
the Washington Post has caused confusion and optimism among Japanese officials. “There
has been considerable progress on the issue of the comfort women, and we are in the final
stage of our negotiations,” Park said in the interview published online on June 11th.
According to the Asahi Shimbun, a senior Foreign Ministry official said it is difficult to
assess from what perspectives Park described the situation as “considerable progress.” The
directors-general of the two countries' foreign ministries have discussed a solution of the
comfort women issue since April of last year and had the last session of eight-round talks on
the 11th.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201506130050 accessed 02/29/2016)

(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/13/national/politics-diplomacy/south-koreajapan-talks-on-comfort-women-in-final-stage-park-says-in-interview/#.VtDLKeaKQpl
accessed 02/29/2016)
6.14

The Tokyo Shimbun reported that many demonstrations to protest the security legislation
were held all over Japan. More than 25,000 people assembled around the Diet in Tokyo,
according to a citizen’s group, Sensō o sasenai, 9-jō o kowasuna Sōgakari Undō Jikkō Iinkai,
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/news/CK2015061502000046.html accessed
02/29/2016)

6.15

Two significant professors of constitutional studies had a conference at the Japan National
Press Club: Hasebe Yasuo of Waseda University and Kobayashi Setsu of Keiō University.
They are known for testifying for the Commission on the Constitution of the House of
Representatives on the 4th. It became clear that the LDP invited Prof. Hasebe to the
commission and the DPJ invited Prof. Kobayashi. They both repeatedly insisted that the
security legislation is unconstitutional at the conference. The detailed summary is available
on the website of the Japan National Press Club. Prof. Hasebe indicated that Sunagawa case
legitimizes the US-Japan Alliance but not the constitutionality of Japan’s exercise of its
collective self-defense right. Prof. Kobayashi insisted that Japan would be less secure if the
SDF becomes a sub-military of the US, working with them globally and that an exclusively
defense-oriented policy would be enough to secure Japan.
(http://www.jnpc.or.jp/activities/news/report/2015/06/r00031174/ accessed 03/01/2016)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/japanese-legal-experts-criticize-abes-defense-push1434371014 accessed 03/01/2016)

6.15

Reuters introduced a survey regarding support for the Abe administration, which was held by
the Nippon Television. According to the survey, Abe's support hit the lowest point since
2012 when he took office. His support fell from 43.5 percent to 41.1 percent. The survey also
showed 62.5 percent of responders were against Japan’s exercise of its collective selfdefense and 63.7 percent disagreed with the enactment of the legislation. Additionally, the
survey said almost 80 percent felt the government has not explained the legislation
sufficiently.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-politics-idUSKBN0OV05G20150615 accessed
03/01/2016)

6.18

Funada Hajime, the main organizer of the Commission on the Constitution of the House of
Representatives, said that it was a mistake to invite Prof. Hasebe in the commission meeting
in a TV show of BS Nippon Television. Prof. Hasebe argued that the government’s leading
security legislation was unconstitutional in the meeting on the 4th. Funada explained that he
chose Prof. Hasebe because he was for the State Security Law.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150619/plt1506190007-n1.html accessed 03/01/2016)

6.18

According to the Hokkaidō Shimbun, former defendants of the Sunagawa case protested that
the government uses the case to legitimize the security bills in a wrong way.
(http://dd.hokkaido-np.co.jp/news/politics/politics/1-0147124.html accessed 03/01/2016)

6.19

According an article on BLOGOS, a blog accumulating website, approximately 2,500
students and scholars, including a student group SEALDs, assembled for the demonstration
to protest the security legislation near the Diet. A constitutional studies scholar, Higuchi
Yōichi gave a speech, saying that he felt confidence regarding this country’s present and
future to touch young people’s strong voices and passion. At the end of the protest, a student

indicated that it is not embarrassing to discuss the issue, which are related to all of us and
that it is more important than anything for everyone to bring one more friend to the
gathering.
(http://blogos.com/article/118012/ accessed 03/01/2016)
6.18

According to the Nikkei Shimbun, PM Abe repeatedly argued that it is irresponsible if
politicians do not consider international affairs to stick to an interpretation of the
constitution. These words are from the budget committee in the House of Representatives.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS18H0C_Y5A610C1MM0000/ accessed
03/01/2016)

6.19

The revision of the Worker Dispatching Act was approved in the plenary session of the
House of Representatives. According to the Nihon Keizai Shimbun, under the new law,
companies could employ temporary staff as long as they want. Although the DPJ, SDP, JCP
and Seikatsu were against the bill, Ishin no Tō supported the bill with the LDP and Kōmei Tō
in exchange for these parties’ agreement with another labor law bill for equal pay for equal
work, which Ishin no Tō has worked on with them with its leadership.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS19H41_Z10C15A6EA2000/ accessed
03/01/2016)

6.19

Two experts insisted that the security legislation is constitutional. Professor Nishi Osamu of
Komazawa University and Professor Momochi Akira of Nihon University had a conference
at the Japan National Press Club and expressed their support for the government’s security
bills. According to the Japan Times, Nishi indicated the conventional government
interpretation “has been odd” because the right of collective self-defense and the right to use
force in defense against aggression are “nondivisible”. Momochi said that collective selfdefense is an “inherent right” which states have under international law. While many legal
scholars oppose to the bills, “whether a theory is right or wrong does not depend on the
number of people (supporting it)”, Nishi reacted. Also, “the government should tell the
public that we have to create a stronger Japan-U.S. alliance through the introduction of this
legislation in the face of China’s military threats,” Momochi added. The detailed summary of
the conference is available on the website of the Japan National Press Club.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/20/national/politics-diplomacy/two-expertsdefend-constitutionality-contentious-security-bills/#.VtcZ_uaKQpl accessed 03/01/2016)
(http://www.jnpc.or.jp/activities/news/report/2015/06/r00031185/ accessed 03/01/2016)

6.20

The Asahi Shimbun published a result of a poll, investigating people’s feelings about the
bilateral ties between Japan and South Korea in the two counties. In Japan, 86 percent held a
pessimistic view, while in South Korea, 90 percent did, according to a joint survey by The
Asahi Shimbun and the Korean daily The Dong-A Ilbo. Only 7 percent in Japan and 3
percent in South Korea said the bilateral ties are going well.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201506200093 accessed 03/01/2016)

6.21

South Korean Foreign Minister Yun Byung-se and Japanese Foreign Minister Kishida Fumio
talked in order to mend the tension between the two countries over the territorial and
historical issues. It was the South Korean foreign minister’s first trip to Japan in four years.
According to the MOFA website, they confirmed that the two countries will cooperate with
each other to register locations recommended by the both on the UNESCO World Heritage
list: heritage of the Meiji-period industrial revolution in Japan and Baekje historical district

in South Korea.
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/a_o/na/kr/page4_001276.html accessed 03/07/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/uk-japan-southkorea-idUSKBN0P10B920150621 accessed
03/02/2016)
6.22

South Korea's Foreign Minister Yun Byung-se visited Japan's PM Abe at his official
residence in Tokyo. They talked to improve the tense relations on the comfort women issue.
The 22nd was the 50th anniversary of the start of diplomatic ties between the two countries.
According to Reuters, Abe attended a reception hosted by the South Korean embassy in
Tokyo, while President Park Geun-hye joined a ceremony hosted by the Japanese embassy in
Seoul. The two leaders had been expected only to send messages until the day before the
22nd. "Let us build a new era for our two countries together, while looking back at the 50
years of history of friendship and development and looking forward at the next 50 years,"
Abe said at the reception. "As we seek to do so, what is important is to ensure that
circumstances are put in place that allow us to free ourselves of the heavy burden of history,
our single greatest impediment, in the spirit of reconciliation and harmony," Park said at the
ceremony in Seoul.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-southkorea-japan-idUSKBN0P206Z20150622 accessed
03/02/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-southkorea-japan-idUSKBN0OX0H720150617 accessed
03/02/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-southkorea-comfort-womenidUSKBN0OY11N20150618 accessed 03/02/2016)

6.22

Professor Andrew Gordon of Harvard University had a conference at the Japan National
Press Club. According to the Japan National Press Club website, Gordon argued that the
economical and industrial dual structure in Japan has shifted from between big companies
and small enterprises to between regular employment and irregular employment. He also
pointed out that female workers are discriminated against. There were many questions
regarding the open letter published by mainly western scholars, including Gordon, which
aimed to support historians in Japan: the scholars expressed worries that the Japanese
movement is getting less tolerant regarding historical studies on Japan’s wartime past,
especially about comfort women. Gordon mentioned that the open letter by western scholars
has been reported widely but contrary statements by domestic scholars have not been
recognized in Japan. The Asahi Shimbun reported that he said “the differences in Japan,
China and South Korea over historical interpretations pose an impediment to celebrating
postwar achievements”. He also indicated that “Japan’s share of responsibility is larger than
those of the other countries (in terms of settling the differences) since Japan was the
aggressor”. The detailed summary of the conference is available on the JNPC website.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201506230065 accessed
03/07/2016)
(http://www.jnpc.or.jp/activities/news/report/2015/06/r00031103/ accessed 03/02/2016)

6.22

It was decided that the parliament session will be extended until the end of September.
According to the Nikkei Shimbun, the government parties aim to finish the security
legislation during this Diet session.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS21H2A_R20C15A6MM8000/ accessed
03/07/2016)

6.23

Mayor of Okinawa Prefecture Onaga Takeshi gave a speech at a ceremony to mark Okinawa
Memorial Day. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, in his speech, he called for the
government to halt the transfer of US bases from Futenma to Henoko. PM Abe and the US
ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy also attended the ceremony. The Guardian reported
that Abe was heckled in Okinawa regarding the security legislation.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20150623/dde/001/040/069000c
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/23/japan-pm-shinzo-abe-heckled-okinawabattle-anniversary accessed 03/07/2016)

6.23

The Japan Times introduced a new documentary film directed by American filmmaker John
Junkerman. The movie, entitled “Okinawa: Urizun no Ame,” focuses on the problems with
U.S. bases in Okinawa. The film was released internationally as “Okinawa: The Afterburn”
and started being screened on June 23, Okinawa Memorial Day, at Iwanami Hall in Tokyo
before moving on to theaters nationwide. The movie follows the themes of his 2005
documentary “Japan’s Peace Constitution” (“Eiga Nihon Koku Kenpō”), which criticized the
contradictions surrounding the pacifist constitution and U.S.-Japan military alliance.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/culture/2015/06/23/films/american-director-reflects-criticallyu-s-bases-okinawa/#.Vt22LuaKQpl accessed 03/07/2016)

6.23

The Asahi Shimbun reported that PM Abe plans to issue his statement without cabinet
approval. According to the Asahi Shimbun, in order to win cabinet approval, he needs to gain
support from all of the cabinet members including Ota Akihiro, a Kōmeitō lawmaker and the
transport minister. Kōmeitō has expressed worries that the statement might hurt the
relationship of neighboring countries with other parties.
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201506230045 accessed 03/072016)

6.24

The Japan Times reported that a top United Nations official on human rights has met with a
group of former South Korean comfort women.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/24/national/history/top-u-n-official-humanrights-meets-former-comfort-women/#.Vt4xNuaKQpl accessed 03/07/2016)

6.24

The Yonhap News published an article based on an interview with Professor Alexis Dudden
of the University of Connecticut. She spoke to Yonhap journalists in Seoul on April 28. The
article introduced Dudden as "best known for starting a signature campaign earlier this year
in which more than 450 academics around the world called on Japan to stop disputing the
facts of its wartime sexual enslavement of women" and quoted what she said in the
interview: "You can make it temporarily impossible to tell a story, but you can never silence
the story.
(http://english.yonhapnews.co.kr/news/2015/06/24/0200000000AEN20150624007800315.ht
ml accessed 03/08/2016)

6.25

The Huffington Post published an article about a project to invite Dr. Johan Galtung to
Japan. He is a scholar of peace studies well known for creating a concept, "positive peace",
which PM Abe has recently advocated. According to the Huffington Post, Dr. Galtung
pointed out that the Abe administration's usage of the concept of "Positive Peace" is opposite
to the original concept that he invented in 1958. Dr. Galtung expressed worries that the
Japanese government has aimed to participate in wars against terrorism based on the concept.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/kenji-sekine/japan-positive-peace_b_7651094.html accessed
03/09/2016)

6.25

According to The Japan Times, The U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights made an
emotional plea for PM Abe to meet with former comfort women and listen to their testimony.
The U.N. rights chief, Prince Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein met three former comfort women the
day before. He said “I find it terribly sad that, despite some significant steps taken by Japan
over the years, the victims of this terrible crime do not feel their suffering has been
adequately and universally recognized”.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/06/26/national/history/abe-urged-u-n-rightscommissioner-meet-comfort-women-recognize-plight/#.VuBIfuaKQpm accessed
03/09/2016)

6.26 - 7.3

Some members of the media expressed worries regarding some remarks from a meeting of
conservative young and mid-career Diet members of the LDP, Bunka Geijutsu Konwakai.
Some members complained of the media's critical discourses against the security legislation
at their meeting on the 25th. On the 26th, the Yomiuri Shimbun reported that some
controversial remarks from the meeting such as "cutting their commercial income is the best
way to punish media members, please talk to the Keidanren". A writer, Mr. Hyakuta Naoki,
also attended the meeting as a guest and he said that the two newspapers in Okinawa should
be ruined, naming the Ryūkyū Shimpō and the Okinawa Times. The newspapers are known
for protesting against the government's plan to transport the US base from Futenma to
Henoko. According to the Yomiuri Shimbun, PM Abe said that it would be regrettable if
these remarks were true in the committee of the security legislation. On the 27th, the Mainichi
Shimbun expressed that it seems like suppression of speech like in prewar Japan has spread
and might fundamentally hurt democracy. On the 27th, the Huffington Post reported that the
LDP decided that the chairman of Bunka Geijutsu Konwakai, Kihara Minoru, would be
replaced.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/politics/20150626-OYT1T50075.html accessed 03/09/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20150627/ddm/005/070/037000c accessed 03/09/2016)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/06/27/kihara-fired-by-ldp_n_7676670.html accessed
03/09/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/01/national/politics-diplomacy/ldp-urgesmembers-to-tread-carefully-amid-backlash-over-anti-media-remarks/#.VZQOwUZKCUk
accessed 03/09/2016)
On July 2nd, the Okinawa prefectural assembly approved a resolution to protest remarks at
the meeting of the LDP study group on June 25th. The written resolution mainly criticized
Hyakuta for repeatedly insulting people in Okinawa. In addition to his negative remarks
about the Okinawan newspapers, Hyakuta also indicated that there was nothing except farms
in Futenma when the base came, suggesting that the US base has provided prosperity to the
local people. Regarding this remark, the resolution pointed out that Futenma used to be
already a place with significant infrastructure before the US base came, and the US military
seized the lands where people peacefully lived. The original resolution by the Okinawa
prefectural assembly is available on its official website.
(http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/gikai/documents/h270702ketugi.pdf accessed 03/31/2014)
On the 3rd, PM Abe apologized to people in Okinawa for the remarks from the meeting of a
LDP study group on June 25th. According to the Yomiuri Shimbun, Abe said the remarks
made the LDP’s long-term support for Okinawa come to nothing. He indicated that he is
responsible for the remarks because the meeting was held at the LDP’s headquarters.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/politics/20150703-OYT1T50159.html?from=yartcl_popin
accessed 03/30/2016)
According to the Yomiuri Shimbun’s article on the 2nd, two leaders of the biggest business
circles in Japan criticized the LDP for the “suppression of journalism” remarks: chairman of

the Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry Mr. Mimura Akio and representative director
of the Japan Associating of New Economy Mr. Mikitani Hiroshi.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/economy/20150702-OYT1T50111.html accessed 03/30/2016)

7.4

The Japan Times introduced current films focusing on comfort women under the headline
“Filmmaker Wants Japan to Remember Comfort Women”. NHK, the Japanese national
television company, released a documentary film to mark the 50th anniversary of the JapanKorea relationship after the war. According to the Japan Times, the program gave the
impression that the comfort women interviewed felt that Japan has been “forthright in
addressing their claims”. A Japanese journalist, Doi Toshikuni, made a three and a half hour
film entitled “Kioku to Ikiru (Living with Memories)”. He conducted interviews with seven
former comfort women in South Korea in the film. A Korean director, Byun Young-joo, also
published a film based on interviews with former comfort women, “Habitual Sadness”. The
Japan Times pointed out that Byun’s work is significantly different from Doi’s. The
interviewed former comfort women seemed more comfortable with Byun than with Doi.
Regarding this point, Doi said that he admires Byun’s film but his is different because he is a
man representing the oppressor country. He continued, “I felt I had to convey their
experiences to Japanese people” no matter how uncomfortable it made them feel.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/04/national/media-national/filmmaker-wantsjapan-remember-comfort-women/#.Vv6VCnqKQpl accessed 04/01/2016)

7.6 – 7.13

The LDP published five videos on its official online channel, 0ch Café Sta. In the videos, PM
Abe explained the necessity of the security legislation: “Abe-san ga Wakariyasuku
Okotaeshimasu! Heiwa Anzen Hōsei no Naze? Nani? Dōshite? (Mr. Abe Will Simply
Answer Questions about the Security Legislation! Why? What? And How?)”. The videos are
available on 0ch Café Sta. Youtube and Niconico also distributed the videos. According to
the Asahi Shimbun, the LDP said that more than 10,000 people accessed the first three
videos. The Asahi Shimbun introduced various voices of the audience such as “it is good to
hear Prime Minister speaking with his own words”, “PM Abe’s analogies are easy to
understand”, “the videos are too long” and “why does the government rush to make the
security legislation?” Abe described the situation to exercise the right of collective selfdefense, using an analogy of friendship. However, Isozaki Kenji, a professor of Foreign
Studies at Tokyo University, said that a personal relationship like friendship is not analogous
to the relationship among states.
(https://www.jimin.jp/activity/movie/0ch_cafe_sta/ accessed 04/01/2016)
(http://digital.asahi.com/articles/ASH7C01HYH7BUTIL056.html?rm=443 accessed
04/01/2016)
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7AeVSRaObwjVbRujIBAM_4SD_XRQk6EA
accessed 04/01/2016)

7.6

Sakakibara Sadayuki, chairman of the Keidanren, criticized the “suppression of media”
remarks from a meeting of the LDP study group on June 25th. An attendant requested
Keidanren’s help to reduce the commercial income of media companies which are critical
against the government in order to punish them. Sakakibara said that each company should
be able to manage their advertisement for its interests and Keidanren would never accept
such request of the government.

7.7

While it is expected that PM Abe will publish his statement to mark the 70th anniversary of
the end of World War II, the movement to make a statement by citizens has spread.
According to Bengoshi.com, a citizen’s group in Saitama prefecture submitted their
statement, “70th Anniversary of the End of WWII: Our Statement”, to the Japanese
government as well as Chinese and Korean embassies on the 7th, on the date the Marco Polo
Bridge Incident occurred. The statement claimed that what the Japanese government should
do now is honestly recognize historical facts, reflecting Japan’s aggression during the war,
and apologizing to victims in a serious matter.
(https://www.bengo4.com/other/1146/1287/n_3357/ accessed 0404/2016)

7.7 – 7.8

PM Abe visited Canberra in Australia. He had a summit with Australian PM Abbott and
signed the EPA between Japan and Australia. Additionally, he visited memorial places
related to World War II. Abe had a speech in the Australian parliament. In his speech, Abe
mentioned that his grandfather was the first Japanese Prime Minister who was invited to
Canberra after World War II. He praised Australia for developing friendship with Japan
despite the cruel war memories. The detailed summary of his visit in Canberra and speech in
the parliament are available on the Kantei’s website.
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/a_o/ocn/au/page3_000843.html accessed 04/03/2016)
(http://japan.kantei.go.jp/96_abe/statement/201407/0708article1.html accessed 04/03/2016)

7.8

According to Nippon TV, the DPJ and Ishin no Tō proposed three bills, regarding them as
counter-bills against the government’s security bills: (1) a law to deal with the so-called
“gray zone” that does not require a clear military response (“Ryōiki keibi hōan”), (2) an
amendment of the Act on Measures to Ensure the Peace and Security of Japan in Perilous
Situations in Areas Surrounding Japan to maintain the restriction on geological conditions
that allow the SDF to work on support for foreign militaries, and (3) revision of the Act on
Cooperation with United Nations Peacekeeping Operations and Other Operations to provide
more strict requirements to enable the SDF to hasten rescuing Japanese citizens working on
NGO or UN operations.
As the Asahi Shimbun reported, on the 8th, the two parties published “Ryōiki keibi hōan”
overcoming the dispute on the day before. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, on the 10th,
PM Abe expressed a negative reaction regarding “Ryōiki keibi hōan”, saying that the current
legislation could function adequately even in the “gray zone”.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH783GJQH78UTFK005.html accessed 04/05/2016)
(http://www.news24.jp/articles/2016/02/18/04322737.html accessed 04/05/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/select/news/20150710k0000e010185000c.html accessed 04/04/2016)

7.9

The government parties, the LDP and Kōmeitō, had a meeting with Ishin no Tō to reach an
agreement regarding the security legislation. While the government parties has endeavored to
get Ishin’s support for the bills, there seems to be a gap between them. The government plan
allows Japan to exercise its right of collective self-defense under the condition of so-called
“existential threat (sonritsu kiki jitai)”, “an armed attack against a foreign country resulting
in threatening Japan’s survival”. However, Ishin no Tō has an idea that Japan could manage
these situations with its right of individual self-defense. Jiji Press pointed out that the
government parties need cooperation with Ishin to pass the bills in House of Councilors and
use the “60-day rule” to approve the bills in the House of Representatives; according to the
constitution, the House of Representatives can adopt a bill that did not pass in 60 days after
being sent to the House of Councilors from the House of Representatives. It is required that
the government parties carry the bills by the 24th in the House of Representatives.

7.9

The Asahi Shimbun reported that 331 local assemblies have approved a resolution regarding
the government’s security legislation: 144 are opposed to the bills. The Japan Times
introduced some local voices on the 10th; a statement from Amagasaki in Hyogo Prefecture
said “the Constitution says Japan will not become a country of war again (…) to pass these
bills based on governments that change the interpretation of the peace Constitution raises the
possibility of swaying Japan’s course”.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH767W4YH76UTIL05Q.html accessed 04/04/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/10/national/politics-diplomacy/144-localprefectural-governments-release-statements-condemning-security-bills/#.VwQR-3qKQpl
accessed 04/05/2016)

7.9

According to Jiji Press, PM Abe met with the main members of the Party for Future
Generations (Jisedai no Tō), including Hiranuma Takeo. They agreed that they would work
together to adopt the security bills in the parliament.
(http://www.jiji.com/jc/c?g=pol&k=2015070900942 04/03/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150709/plt1507090036-n1.html accessed 04/03/2016)

7.9

TV Tokyo released a video reporting on one of the biggest radical progressive groups in
Japan, Chūkaku-ha, which has approximately 2,900 members and has attracted young people
every year. They have held anti-Abe administration demonstrations several times. The video
introduced the inside of Chūkaku-ha’s headquarters, Zenshin sha, where more than 100
members live together. A 22-year-old male student said that he joined Chūkaku-ha because
the disaster in 2011 showed that universities had made an alliance with the government
regarding its nuclear power policy. A 26-year-old female member did not deny that the group
might use violence. The video is available on TV Tokyo’s website.
(http://www.tv-tokyo.co.jp/mv/newsanswer/life/post_93378/ accessed 04/03/2016)

7.10

Japan-Korean parliamentarian unions in Japan and South Korea published a joint statement.
The statement urged that PM Abe should follow the former prime ministers’ understanding
regarding Japan’s aggression during WWII. According to the Nihon Keizai Shimbun, the
statement also mentioned the former comfort women and their lost honor should be retrieved
as soon as possible. The statement also proposed that the Japanese and Korean government
would work together to put the Joseon mission to Japan on the UNESCO World Heritage list.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS10H5M_Q5A710C1PP8000/ accessed
04/03/2016)

7.12

A conservative group, “Ganbare! Nippon Zenkoku Kōdō Iinkai (頑張れ！日本全国行動委
員会)”, held a meeting around the Diet. They walked from PM Abe’s office to the Diet,
shouting to promote the importance of the security legislation: “let’s work together for the
security legislation approved in the parliament”. The Sankei Shimbun reported
approximately 750 people (according to the organizer) assembled. An office worker joined
the meeting with her two daughters and said “the constitution restricts the SDF that protects
Japan”.
(http://www.ganbare-nippon.net/ accessed 04/14/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150712/plt1507120009-n1.html accessed 04/14/2016)

7.12

The New York Times reported that Japanese industrial companies have currently been open
to military-related trade since PM Abe loosened the restriction on arms exports last year. It is
expected that Abe aims to strengthen the relationship with neighboring countries which share
wariness of China’s threat such as Malaysia, the Philippines, Australia and India. While Mr.

Morimoto Satoshi, the former defense minister, confirmed that the Japanese government
started negotiating with the British government to sell P-1 aircraft, he said Japanese
manufacturers need more time to feel comfortable with manufacturing military technology
more openly; “the government opened the door, but (…) we still have a very peaceful mindset.” As the New York Times mentioned in the article, the first military industry trade show
was held in Japan in May. According to Nippon.com, the show exhibited had ShinMaywa
US-2 and MSDF SS Sōryū class submarine.
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/13/business/international/with-ban-on-exports-liftedjapan-arms-makers-cautiously-market-waresabroad.html?emc=edit_tnt_20150712&nlid=36580135&tntemail0=y&_r=0 accessed
04/03/2016)
(http://www.nippon.com/ja/genre/politics/l00106/ accessed 04/03/2016)
7.14

Reuters and CNN focused on Miyazaki Hayao, one of the most well-known animation
filmmakers in Japan, saying that he joined protests against the security legislation led by the
Abe administration. He recently retired from full-length animated films with his last work
“The Winds Rises” in 2013. In the film, he highlighted Horikoshi Jirō, the man who designed
Japan’s kamikaze plane, the so-called “zero sen”. Miyazaki is a co-founder of a foundation to
protest relocation of the US base from Futenma to Henoko, Henoko Fund. Reuters reported
that he said "it is impossible to stop China's power through military strength, (…) they need
to think of a different way” and “that's why our pacifist constitution was created”. According
to CNN, he also said “I presume that PM Abe wants to leave his name in history as a great
man who changed the interpretation the constitution. But I think it's despicable".
As the Huffington Post reported, Miyazaki sent a handwritten message to a protest
movement against the new US base building in Okinawa; “demilitarization of Okinawa is
significantly necessary for peace in East Asia” in May, 2015.
(http://henokofund.okinawa/ accessed 04/05/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-militarism-miyazaki-idUSKCN0PN10M20150713
accessed 04/05/2016)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/05/07/miyazaki-hayao-henokookinawa_n_7238168.html accessed 04.05/2016)
(http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/14/asia/japan-miyazaki-slams-abe-security-bill/index.html
accessed 04/05/2016)

7.15

The Special Committee of House of Representatives on the Legislation for Peace and
Security passed the controversial security bills. The Japan Times reported some scenes of the
confused parliamentary session; opposition politicians surrounded Hamada Yasukazu,
chairman of the committee, shouting and holding placards. Some of them tried to prevent
Hamada from making a statement to approve the bills. According to the Independent, more
than 20,000 people assembled to protest the bills in central Tōkyō.
Although many citizens’ groups joined the demonstration near the Diet, SEALDs, a student
groups, became one of the most well-known protest groups against the security legislation.
They are known for their protest style, which was pop-culture friendly and included different
images from the 60s and 70s student movement. For example, they sang protest messages
with hip-hop music and used the internet, including social media such as Facebook and
Twitter. They also published their messages in English and used pop designs/images, which
attracted young people. Several famous scholars and celebrities have joined their
demonstrations and the group was sometimes mentioned in the parliamentary discussion as a
representative of young people who are against the security legislation. As their official

website says, the group was originally founded to protest the secret law in 2014; the group
name was Students Against Secret Protection Law (SASPL) at that time.
BBC reported that Japan’s neighboring countries, such as China and South Korea, have
decried Japan’s re-militarization and criticized the Japanese government for promoting the
security legislation.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/15/national/politics-diplomacy/amid-angryscenes-ruling-parties-force-security-bills-lower-house-committee/#.Vw6lTHqKQ_A
accessed 04/13/2016)
(http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/japans-politicians-at-war-afterparliamentary-panel-passes-controversial-security-legislation-for-10391474.html accessed
04/13/2016)
(https://twitter.com/sealds_jpn accessed 04/13/2016)
(https://www.facebook.com/saspl21/ accessed 04/13/2016)
(http://www.sealds.com/ accessed 03/13/2016)
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-33532557 accessed 04/13/2016)
7.16

The Lower House approved the security bills. Five non-government parties, including the
DPJ, Ishino Tō and the JCP, abstained from voting. They had called for continuous
discussion. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, DPJ leader Okada Katsuya said that the
government’s steamrollering the bills would be a blot on history and the security legislation
would be a reinterpretation of the constitution equivalent to the reinterpretation to exercise
Japan’s right of collective self-defense in 2014. Reuters reported that crowds of protesters
(according to organizers, 60,000 people) gathered around PM Abe’s office. The Wall Street
Journal reported that the Lower House approved the legislation despite “scant public support
and doubts” about its constitutionality. The New York Times uploaded a video of protesters’
demonstration held around the Diet. In the video, a male protester, 72 year-old retiree Nitta
Hiroshi, said “the government is supposed to protect the constitution, but it is ignoring the
constitution, and I cannot accept that. Another female protester, Tsuda Kinuko (64 years old)
said “he (PM Abe) doesn’t have the right to influence life and death”.
The Guardian reported that DPJ leader Okada Katsuya said “opposition to the bill is growing
louder” just before the vote. He said “Prime Minister Abe, you should admit you have not
obtained the people’s understanding and immediately withdraw the bills”. Abe said after the
vote “the security situation around Japan is getting tougher”. He also said “these bills are
vital to protect the Japanese people's lives and prevent war”. According to Reuters, a chief of
the Japanese SDF’s joint staff, Admiral Kawano Katsutoshi, said South China Sea
surveillance would be possible.
According to the Guardian, China criticized Japan for “crippling regional peace and
security”. BBC introduced some voices from neighboring counties regarding the security
legislation. China's People's Daily said the legislation would become Japan's "historical
shame". South Korea's foreign ministry, quoted by the Yonhap news agency, said Japan
should "stick to the spirit of the pacifist constitution". The Asahi Shimbun reported that the
Chinese Defense Minister said the bills would make the regional security “complicated”.
Reuters reported that the Chinese Foreign Ministry said the security legislation brought
charges against Japan's "path of peaceful development", urging Japan to learn the lessons of
history.

(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-security-abe-idUSKCN0PP02U20150715 accessed
04/08/2016)
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-33546465 accessed 04/08/2016)
(http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201507170101 accessed 04/9/2016)
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/16/china-warns-japan-over-laws-to-allow-itstroops-to-fight-abroad accessed 04/14/2016)
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/16/japan-security-bills-through-lower-housedespite-protests accessed 04/08/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-security-abe-idUSKCN0PQ04920150716 access
04/14/2016)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/abe-pushes-security-bills-through-japans-lower-house1437023839 accessed 04/14/2016)
(http://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2015/07/16/world/asia/16reuters-japan-chinasouthchinasea.html?gwh=886B5CADC01EB6DDC064CC500C6D7619&gwt=pay accessed
04/14/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-china-southchinasea-idUSKCN0PQ2T020150716
accessed 05/27/2016)
(http://www.nytimes.com/video/world/asia/100000003804173/protests-against-japanssecurity-bill.html accessed 04/14/2016)
7.17

Academics had a press conference at the Japan National Press Club about their statement
regarding PM Abe’s scheduled statement to mark the 70th anniversary of the end of WWII.
The eminent scholars called for PM Abe to clearly state that Japan conducted illegally
aggressive wars between 1931 and 1945 in their statement. At the conference, Mitani
Taichirō (emeritus professor of Tokyō University, Japanese political and diplomatic history),
Ōnuma Yasuaki (specially-appointed professor of Meiji University, international law),
Hatano Sumio (emeritus professor of Tsukuba University, Japanese political and diplomatic
history), Mōri Kazuko (emeritus professor of Waseda University, Chinese politics) and
Okonogi Masao (emeritus professor of Keiō University, Korean politics) attended and
explained their statement. According to the Japan National Press Club, it is significant that
these intellectuals published a statement, reconciling their differences. The original script of
the statement and the detailed summary are available on the JNPC website.
(http://www.jnpc.or.jp/files/2015/07/157cc19c12e7f529ef6ca1aec8f235cb.pdf accessed
04/03/2016)
(http://www.jnpc.or.jp/activities/news/report/2015/07/r00031329/ accessed 04/03/2016)

7.17

Okinawa prefecture submitted a report regarding how former Okinawa governor Nakaima
Hirokazu approved the landfill of Henoko in December, 2013. According to the Nikkei
Shimbun, the panel composed of lawyers and professors specializing in environmental
issues, states that the approval procedure lacked legality. The Japan Times mentioned that
the base issue in Okinawa is not solved yet, while the security legislation would strengthen
the US-Japan alliance. The Sankei Shimbun reported that Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga said
and the landfill has already started based on Governor Nakaima’s approval.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDE16H03_W5A710C1EAF000/ accessed
04/14/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/16/national/politics-diplomacy/panel-finds-flawhenoko-landfill-approval-sources/#.Vw-5onqKQ_A accessed 04/14/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150716/plt1507160015-n1.html accessed 04/14/2016)

7.17

The Japan Times published an article entitled “Hope, Frustration as Activists Lament Lack of
Women in Japanese Politics”, mentioning Sonoda Tenkōko. She was one of the first
Japanese female lawmakers, elected in 1946. She passed away at age 96 in January 2015.
She was known for working on starvation issues after WWII. The Nikkei Shimbun reported
that a memorial gathering was held on March 13th at Meiji Kinenkan.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/17/national/social-issues/hope-frustrationactivists-lament-lack-women-japanese-politics/#.VxKBUXqKQpl accessed 04/15/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDG04H1E_U5A200C1CC0000/ accessed
04/15/2016)

7.18

The New York Times introduced various voices of readers mainly in Japan, South Korea and
China (Hong Kong), regarding Japan’s security legislation, which was approved in its Lower
House on the 16th. The Times picked reflections on the security bills from various media
forms, including social media sites such as Facebook, and translated the into English. Here
are some quotations from the article.
Anger at the Japanese government:
We cannot read the Constitution in that way. Why didn’t they call for a constitutional
amendment in a fair way? I’m furious from the bottom of my heart with the government for
using cheap tricks and being full of lies. — Etsuro Kobayashi, via Facebook.
Support for the legislation:
I support this bill fully for better and peaceful Japan. Those who are against it claiming “no
war” and “peace” to me are simply irresponsible for Japan’s long-run peace. In order to
live in peace without war, we need a legitimate way to protect ourselves from possible
threats from outside. It’s easy to say “we want peace,” but I want us Japanese nationals to
think how we can be at peace while we are allowing harassment and invasion from outside
as we speak.— Yu Julia Iwasaki, 30, in Tokyo, via Facebook.
From South Korea:
Japan feels so far away, even though the actual distance is not great. I think Japan will use
this limited force for its own advantages, even though they will be watched globally. But as
someone who lives in a country where the South and North exist in an unstable situation, I
have anxiety about how Japan’s increased military power could affect us. — Sanghoon
Bruce Ham, 29, in Seoul, via Facebook.
From Hong Kong:
Don’t let history repeat itself. — @MerlinMandy, via Twitter.
I support Japan’s militarization. East Asia needs a militarily strong, civilized, rational
nation. — Tat Tak Thad Lam, via Facebook.
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/18/world/asia/shinzo-abes-military-plan-draws-sharpresponse-from-readers.html accessed 04/20/2016)

7.18

Reuters reported that PM Abe’s approval rating slipped approximately 10 points to 37.7
percent. According to the survey of the Kōdō news agency, conducted on the 17th and 18th,
Abe’s disapproval rate was 51.6 percent. It was the first time that disapproval rate against the
Abe administration was over 50 percent since Abe took office in 2012. More than 68 percent
of voters are against the approval of the security bills in the Lower House. While support for
the LDP fell 5.1 points to 31.9 percent, the approval rating of the DPJ was still much lower at
11.2 percent.
( http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-politics-idUSKCN0PS0GE20150718 accessed
04/21/2016)

7.19

The Wall Street Journal introduced the poll conducted by the Mainichi Shimbun and reported
that support for the Abe administration fell from 42 percent to 35 percent, which is the worst
level since he took office in 2012. While 62 percent of people were against the main aim of
the security legislation, which allows Japan to excise its collective self-defense right, 28
percent of respondents answered that the legislation would be helpful to prevent Japan from
being attacked by foreign counties.
(http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2015/07/19/support-for-abe-falls-to-lowest-level-onsecurity-bills/ accessed 04/21/2016)

7.20

The Mainichi Shimbun examined how major media reported the highlights of the Lower
House’s approval of the security bills during the discussion of the Special Committee of
House of Representatives on the Legislation for Peace and Security on the 15th. TV Asahi’s
program, Hōdō Station took the longest time compared with other major TV programs; it
spent 37 minutes in their one-hour-and-sixteen-minute program. The main newscaster of
Hōdō Station declared his anti-war stance. TBS’s NEWS 23 used 29 minutes of their 59minute program length. The program introduced critical reflections against the security
legislation of well-known dignities such as Murayama Tomiichi (former Prime Minister) and
Ueno Chizuko (sociologist). Additionally, they reported that only 5 of 402 answered their
questionnaire; the LDP headquarters encouraged them not to answer the questionnaire. Fuji
Television’s “Ashita no News” spent 7 of their 22 minutes on the topic, introducing opposite
opinions of two veterans, who served in the army during WWII. Only Nippon Television’s
NEWS ZERO did not treat the security legislation as the top news and used 6 minutes for it.
Main newscaster Murao Nobutaka said that the people want to know about non-government
parties’ ideas on security policy. NHK’s NEWS Watch 9 spent 17 minutes in the one-hour
program, reporting the details of the special committee. Regarding five major nation-wide
newspapers’ editorials published on the 16th, while the Mainichi Shimbun and Asahi
Shimbun strongly protest the government, the Yomiuri Shimbun and the Nihon Keizai
Shimbun expressed conditional approval of the government and criticized both government
and non-government parties concerning the confusion in the parliamentary discussion. The
Sankei Shimbun regarded passage of the legislation as appropriate.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20150720/org/00m/010/003000c accessed 04/15/2016)

7.21

The Abe cabinet approved the annual defense review. Reuters reported that Japan called on
China to halt construction of oil and gas exploration platforms in the East China Sea. Both
Japan and China claim waters around the region. According to Reuters, Japan’s Ministry of
Defense added the demand to its annual defense review because some of the LDP members
criticized the original draft for showing a weak attitude toward a Chinese threat. The
Mainichi Shimbun reported that the review expressed worries regarding North Korean
nuclear missiles and also pointed out the rising risks of “developed countries” such as Japan
being attacked by terrorists. The annual defense review of 2015 is available on the MOD
website.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-defence-idUSKCN0PV04420150721 accessed
04/22/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20150721/dde/001/010/067000c accessed 04/22/2016)
(http://www.mod.go.jp/j/publication/wp/wp2015/w2015_00.html accessed 04/22/2016)

7.22

According to the Guardian, China described Japan’s annual defense review as “malicious”,
saying it overplayed a “Chinese military threat” and increased tension in the Asia-Pacific
area. On the 23rd, The New York Times reported that Chinese envoy warned Japan not to
backtrack on its expression regarding wartime remorse.
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/22/china-says-malicious-japanese-defencereview-creates-tension-in-asia-pacific accessed 04/26/2016)
(http://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2015/07/23/world/asia/23reuters-japan-chinastatement.html accessed 04/26/2016)

7.22, 24

Former president of the Republic of China, Lee Teng-hui, gave a talk about Taiwanese
history to approximately 280 Japanese Diet members in Tokyo. According to the Sankei
Shimbun, he expressed approval of the Abe administration’s security legislation, saying that
Japan having a more autonomous security mentality would provide peace in Asia. On the
24th, he had a press conference at the Japan National Press Club. Although he said that the
Senkaku Islands, which are also called the Diaoyudao Islands or Diaoyutai Islands, belong to
Japan, Taiwanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs claimed Taiwan’s territorial right over the
islands on the 24th. On July 8th, the Mainichi Shimbun reported that Lee would visit Japan
between the 21st and 26th and planned to visit Tokyo and Fukushima.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150722/plt1507220035-n1.html accessed 04/28/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/150724/wor1507240037-n1.html accessed 04/28/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150722/plt1507220035-n1.html accessed 04/28/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/auth/guide.php?url=%2Farticles%2F20150709%2Fddm%2F007%2F030
%2F145000c accessed 04/28/2016)

7.23

It was reported that an influential critic and philosopher, Tsurumi Shunsuke, passed away at
age 93 on the 20th. He was also known as a peace campaigner, who led a citizen’s activism
against the Vietnam War with Oda Makoto, founding “Beheiren / Betonamu ni Heiwa o
Shimin Rengo (Citizen's League for Peace in Vietnam)”. The Asahi Shimbun published an
obituary, briefly introducing his background and works. He published a philosophy journal
“Shisō no Kagaku” with Tsuru Shigeto, Maruyama Masao and his sister Tsurumi Kazuko, in
which he introduced American pragmatism. He supported deserters of the Vietnam War and
a Korean anti-establishment poet, Kim Chi-ha. As the Nikkei Shimbun mentioned, he studied
pragmatism at Harvard University. Harvard-Yenching Library released a video entitled “The
Books of Tsrume Shunsuke”, which introduced the library’s collection of books that had
been owned by Tsrumi. The archive video is available on Harvard-Yenchig’s homepage.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/24/national/philosopher-peace-activistshunsuke-tsurumi-dies-93/#.Vx_j-nqKQpm accessed 04/26/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH7R4DW6H7RPTFC00K.html accessed 04/26/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDG24H46_U5A720C1CC0000/ accessed
04/26/2016)
(http://blogs.harvard.edu/yenching/?p=110 04/26/2016)

7.24

Government parties and non-government parties made an agreement that they would start
parliamentary discussion of the security legislation in the House of Councilors from the 27th.
The Asahi Shimbun reported that PM Abe would address the plenary session on the 27th and
the three-day special committee of the security legislation on the 28th.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH7S532QH7SUTFK00J.html accessed 04/28/2016)

7.24

While the parliamentary discussion on the security bills are moving from the Lower House to
Upper House, the demonstrations near the Diet have heated up. The Asahi Shimbun
describes various allegations regarding the security legislation. Some anti-government
groups not only regarding the security bills but also other government’s policies such as the
conclusion of TTP, raise of sales tax and running nuclear power plants, assembled to protest
the security legislation. The approximately 3,000 seats of Hibiya Open-Air Concert Hall
were full with people holding a placard, which said “No to Abe Administration (Abe Seiken
No)”. In a gathering, a member of the SEALDs said that “insisting on change and being
active can change the current situation”. According to the Asahi Shimbun, there was also a
conservative group, “Ganbare Nippon! Zenkoku Kōdō Iinkai”, which supports the security
bills to appeal the importance of the legislation.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH7S652TH7SUTIL057.html accessed 04/28/2016)

7.26

According to the Asahi Shimbun, a special advisor to Prime Minister, Isozaki Yōsuke, said
that legal consistency is not relevant to debate on the security legislation. He emphasized that
what Japanese people need to discuss is whether Japan should exercise its collective selfdefense or not in order to protect them, not if the constitution should allow the legislation or
not.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH7V5T5MH7VULFA004.html accessed 04/28/2016)

7.26

According to the Yomiuri Shimbun, support for the Abe Administration was the lowest since
Abe took office in 2012. According to the poll, 43% are supportive and 49% disapprove of
Abe. More people disapprove than approve for the first time. 61% people answered that it
was not appropriate that the government parties adopted the security bills in the plenary
session of House of Representatives, where many non-government parties were absent.
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/feature/TO000302/20150726-OYT1T50098.html accessed
04/01/2016)

7.28

According to Kantei, the LDP’s panel, named “Nippon no Meiyo to Shinrai o Kaifukusuru
tameno Tokumei Iinkai (Special Mission Committee for Recovery of Japan’s Honor and
Credibility)”, submitted their final report to PM Abe. The government released the video of
the meeting of the committee members and PM Abe online. The video is available on the
Japanese Government Internet TV. In the video, the committee chair, Nakasone Hirofumi,
explained the contents of the report to PM Abe, saying the Japanese government should
protest “misunderstandings” regarding comfort women. Specifically, Nakasone criticized the
Kōno statement and the Yoshida testimony reported by the Asahi Shimbun for distorting
historical facts. The report demanded counterarguments over these “false” reports with
support from academia. As the Sankei Shimbun reported on July 18th, Inada Tomomi, a Diet
member, is also a main member of the committee.
(http://nettv.gov-online.go.jp/prg/prg12132.html accessed 04/28/2016)
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201507/28moshiire.html accessed 04/28/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/07/29/national/politics-diplomacy/ldp-paneldemands-counterarguments-false-allegations-comfort-women-issue/#.VyECfnqKQpm
accessed 04/28/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150718/plt1507180017-n1.html accessed 04/28/2016)

7.29

Former Prime Minister Murayama Tomiichi had a press conference at the Foreign
Correspondent’s Club of Japan. He criticized PM Abe for raising the risk of wars by
emphasizing the threat of North Korea and China in the process of the security legislation. In
this context, he indicated that it is natural for many Japanese people to get angry with the
government and urged that Japan should resolve international issues in diplomatic ways,
which has been associated with postwar Japan with the “pacifism constitution”.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASH7Y5R8MH7YUTFK00P.html accessed 04/26/2016)

7.30

Concerning the upcoming 70th anniversary of the end of WWII, the Wall Street Journal
published an article about how they reported the atomic bomb attack in Hiroshima in 1945 at
that time, including a picture of the original operations order for the attack on Hiroshima
from the Museum World War II in Boston. According to the article, political economist
Raymond Moley wrote in the WSJ on Aug. 10, 1945: “After the first impact of the news of
the atomic bomb, two questions must have occurred to most people. Is there enough material
to make a considerable number of bombs? Can the principle behind the atomic bomb take its
place in the non-military world in the near future?”
(http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2015/07/30/wsj-archive-atomic-bombing-of-hiroshima/
accessed 04/19/2016)
(http://museumofworldwarii.org/index.html accessed 04/29/2016)

9.1

Chief Secretary of the LDP Tanigaki Teiichi suggested that the Upper House approve the
security bills. According to TV Asahi, he expected the approval of the bills by September
11th.
(http://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000057928.html accessed 06/01/2016)

9.1

Assembly members from Hiroshima city, including LDP member Kobayashi Hidenori,
visited the Kantei and submitted an opinion report calling for retraction of the security bills,
accompanied by signatures from approximately 13,000 citizens.

9.2

In a special session of parliament, JCP lawmaker Nishi Sōhei exposed a secret agreement
between Japanese and American generals regarding the security legislation. According to the
JCP, at a meeting at the US Department of State on December 17th and 18th General Kawano
Katsutoshi explained to General Raymond Thomas Odierno that the security bills would be
approved by next summer. According to the Asahi Shimbun, Kawano also said that Japan’s
defense budget would keep rising, and only a small group of activists would protest the
introduction of the Osprey aircraft. The JCP obtained a record of the meeting and criticized
the government for ignoring the parliamentary discussion. The JCP also pointed out that
Kawano behaved like a political player despite his nominally neutral position. The JCP
published the record of the meeting between Kawano and Odierno in their newsletter, the
Akahata.
(http://www.jcp.or.jp/akahata/aik15/2015-09-03/2015090303_01_0.html accessed
06/13/2016)
(http://www.jcp.or.jp/akahata/aik15/2015-09-03/2015090301_01_1.html accessed
06/13/2016)

9.3

Hashimoto Tōru, Mayor of Ōsaka, sent an open letter to the assembly of San Francisco
regarding the comfort women issue. The Sankei Shimbun released the full text of the letter,
in which he agreed with the idea that any activities to protect the fundamental value of
women’s dignity during wartime should be encouraged. However, he emphasized that
focusing only on the Japanese case could downplay the global nature of the issue and prevent
a universal approach to it. Additionally, Hashimoto criticized as historically inaccurate a
resolution approved by the assembly of San Francisco, which stated that the Japanese
Imperial Army forced 200,000 women to be sex slaves. Hashimoto also insisted that a
memorial statue of comfort women to be built in San Francisco would support these
“historical innacuracies.”
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150903/wst1509030050-n1.html accessed 06/03/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150903/wst1509030078-n1.html accessed 06/03/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150903/wst1509030079-n1.html accessed 06/03/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150903/wst1509030080-n1.html accessed 06/03/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150903/wst1509030081-n1.html accessed 06/03/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150903/wst1509030082-n1.html accessed 06/03/2016)

9.3

In an interview with the Kyōdō News Agency, former Supreme Court Chief Justice
Yamaguchi Shigeru said that the security bills violate the constitution. He also indicated that
the government’s position that the bills are constitutional does not make sense based on the
government’s 1972 supplementary view regarding the ruling in the 1959 Sunagawa case. The
Nikkei Shimbun pointed out that Yamaguchi’s remarks would be controversial in light of
LDP Vice President Kōmura Masahiko’s statement that the guardians of the law should be
the Supreme Court, not scholars of constitutional studies.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS03H4A_T00C15A9000000/ accessed
06/03/2016)

9.3

Three opposition parties, Nippon o Genki ni Suru Kai, the Jisedai, and the Ishin, submitted a
draft amendment to the government’s security bills. The Nikkei Shimbun reported that the
draft amendment would require the parliament’s approval to send the SDF abroad.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS03H3P_T00C15A9PP8000/ accessed
06/03/2016)

9.3

China held a large parade to celebrate the 70th anniversary of Japan’s defeat in World War II.
BBC News reported that the parade showcased China’s “military might on an unprecedented
scale.” Chinese President Xi Jinping started his speech by paying tribute to “the Chinese
people who fought unwaveringly to defeat Japanese aggression.” Xi also indicated that the
People’s Liberation Army personnel would be reduced by 300,000, and according to the
Asahi Shimbun he stated that China would never strive for hegemony.
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-34125418 accessed 06/03/2016)

9.4

Six opposition parties made an agreement to prevent the security bills from being approved.
According to TV Asahi, at a meeting of leaders of the parties, the DPJ’s leader Okada
Katsuya emphasized that they would obstruct approval of the bills any way they could.
Although the CPJ proposed to call for a vote of no-confidence in the cabinet, they were not
able to obtain support from all parties on the 4th because the Ishin was still negotiating with
the government to reach a compromise regarding the security legislation.
(http://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000058118.html accessed 06/03/2016)

9.5

The Nikkei Shimbun reported that it was expected that government and opposition parties
would work together to create an additional resolution including a clause requiring a followup review of the SDF’s operations abroad. The government aimed for the approval of the
security bills with the additional resolution, which included ideas proposed by the opposition
parties Nippon o Genki ni Suru Kai, Jisedai, and Shintō Kaikaku (the New Renaissance
Party).
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS04H62_V00C15A9PE8000/ accessed
06/03/2016)

9.6

According to TV Asahi, approximately 6,000 people attended a protest of the security
legislation organized by the Yokohama Bar Association in Yokohama. The Mainichi
Shimbun reported that about 50 students, scholars, and lawyers gathered in front of JR
Tottori station to discuss the security legislation.
(http://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_society/articles/000058210.html accessed 06/02/2016)

9.7-9.9

The Asahi Shimbun reported on a documentary film, “Tell the Prime Minister (Shushō
Kantei Mae de/首相官邸前で)”, which focuses on the development of activist demonstrations
in Japan. The film was directed by Oguma Eiji, a historical sociologist, and was to open on
the 19th.
Oguma regarded the growth of demonstrations to protest nuclear power since the 2011 triple
disaster as a watershed in the history of Japanese activism. He said that no society can move
into the future without the shared foundation of mutual memory, and that he made the film to
create such a memory of this achievement. On the official film website, Oguma says he felt a
responsibility to record the explosive demonstrations, which included people of different
sexualities, generations, nationalities, birthplaces, and perspectives. The Asahi Shimbun
pointed out that anti-nuclear demonstrations had developed into activism against the security
law and the security bills, and had also created an opportunity for the participants to meet
PM Noda.
(http://www.uplink.co.jp/kanteimae/ accessed 06/7/2016)

9.8

While likely to again be chosen as LDP President, PM Abe held an official ceremony to kick
off his election campaign with his supporters. The list of those supporting him included not
only members of all seven major factions, but also independents within the party. According
to the Nikkei Shimbun, Abe emphasized the importance of stopping deflation and growing
the economy at the ceremony.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFK08H0Q_Y5A900C1000000/ accessed
06/06/2016)

9.8

PM Abe was chosen as LDP President without a vote. Although a member of the LDP in the
Lower House, Noda Seiko, tried to be an alternative candidate, she could not collect the
required 20 recommenders. The Nikkei Shimbun pointed out that the Kantei hoped for Abe’s
re-election without a vote to avoid negative influence on the security legislation. Professor
Miura Mari of Sophia University commented regarding the LDP Presidential election in the
Asahi Shimbun, saying that the re-election of Prime Minister Abe without a vote does not
prove his political strength, and that other candidates believe Noda’s early withdrawal
showed that the Abe administration and the LDP were too weak to be open to different
opinions. The next election will not be scheduled until 2018. According to the New York
Times, Prime Minister Abe said “Abenomics is still halfway through. I would like to bring
the virtuous circle of the economic recovery to every corner of the country, promote

revitalizing local economies and accelerate the recovery process from the disaster.”
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFK08H0Q_Y5A900C1000000/ accessed
06/06/2016)
(uk.reuters.com/article/uk-japan-abe-election-idUKKCN0R72E120150908 accessed
06/06/2016)
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/09/world/asia/shinzo-abe-of-japan-re-elected-as-leaderof-ruling-party.html?mtrref=query.nytimes.comaccessed 06/06/2016)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/another-three-years-of-abe-1441905061 06/06/2016)

9.8

MP Noda Seiko held a press conference and indicated that she had to abandon her candidacy
in the LDP presidential election because she could not collect the required 20 recommenders.
With the support of Koga Makoto, a former Chief Secretary of the LDP, she aimed to avoid
having PM Abe elected without a vote. The Sankei Shimbun reported that Abe and his
group devoted themselves to preventing Noda from getting 20 recommenders in order to
avoid an LDP presidential election. They negotiated with members of Koga’s faction not to
support Noda. Twelve people were supposed to attend the meeting to recommend Noda, but
only two actually participated. A female MP from the LDP decided not to support Noda
because of the Kantei’s intercession with a group that supports her. The Sankei Shimbun
published a detailed summary of the press conference, at which Noda stated that she will
continue to endeavor to enact policies for women and local regions. According to the Asahi
Shimbun, it was expected that PM Abe would establish his new cabinet in October.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150909/plt1509090004-n1.html accessed 06/06/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150908/plt1509080025-n1.html accessed 06/06/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150908/plt1509080025-n1.html accessed 06/06/2016)

9.8

TV Asahi reported that Minister of State for National Strategic Special Zones Ishiba Shigeru
created his own faction in the LDP. Although he had hesitated to form a new faction with
independents within the party who support him, he did so to prepare for the next LDP
presidential election after withdrawing this time. TV Asahi also expressed that he “threw
out” his theory of a non-faction policy. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, Ishibashi’s
group, “Liaison Group for Independence” (Muhabatsu Renraku Kai / 無派閥連絡会), was
organized by Yamamoto Yūji, former Minister of State for Financial Services, and was
composed of approximately 30 members of the LDP. Ishiba held a press conference,
claiming that he had never opposed the faction system.
(http://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000058357.html?google_editors_picks=true
accessed 06/06/2016)

9.9

The Huffington Post reported that the government party leaders aimed to approve the
security bills in the special committee on the 16th and to enact the bills without amendment in
a plenary session of the Upper House on the 17th. According to the Jiji Press, LDP Chairman
of Diet Affairs Committee Satō Tsutomu said that it would be easy to use the so-called 60day rule to approve the bills in the Lower House if necessary, but expected that the security
legislation would be approved in the Upper House.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/09/09/national-security_n_8107944.html accessed
06/06/2016)

9.10

The Asahi Shimbun published an interview with LDP MP Noda Seiko, in which she said that
the LDP presidential election should have been an opportunity for the party to show internal
diversity, and to make the Abe administration more stable during the election process, even
though PM Abe was expected to win with majority support within the party. She also
declared that a colleague had criticized her for hindering the approval of the security
legislation.

9.11

It was decided that local hearings would be convened on the 16th, the day before voting on
the security bills in the Upper House, while central hearings would be convened on the 15th.

9.11

Japan marked the third anniversary of its effective nationalization of the Senkaku Islands,
which had increased tensions between Japan, China, and Taiwan. The Sankei Shimbun
reported that Japanese fishermen in Kyūshū had undergone hardships because of competition
with Chinese and Taiwanese ships. Kawabata Saburō, the leader of a fishing union in
Kagoshima, had to change his fishing route because of repeated disturbances from foreign
ships.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/09/11/national/politics-diplomacy/japan-markthird-anniversary-effective-nationalization-senkaku-islets/#.V2dyoqKKQst accessed
06/19/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/150910/wst1509100011-n1.html accessed 06/19/2016)

9.12

Well-known non-fiction author Hosaka Masayasu wrote an article in the Mainichi Shimbun
regarding the statements in protest of the security legislation, published on August 11th by
five former Prime Ministers: Hosokawa Morihiro, Hata Tsutomu, Murayama Tomiichi,
Hatoyama Yukio, and Kan Naoto. Hosaka especially focused on Hata, Hatoyama, and
Hosokawa, writing that their criticism against the Abe administration was comprehensive,
and he pointed out that all three had belonged to the Tanaka faction of the LDP. He
suggested Tanaka’s theory regarding foreign affairs might have been underestimated,
compared with his political thought of domestic affairs.
According to the Asahi Shimbun, a group of 51 former journalists sent a letter to twelve
living former Prime Ministers asking them to express their opinions regarding the Abe
administration. These five, none of whom were members of the LDP when they became
prime minister, expressed criticism. The following are highlights from their statements.
Hosokawa: Reinterpretation of the constitution lacks reverence toward constitutionalism.
Hata: Article 9 is a promise to the international community not to repeat the mistakes of the
past.
Murayama: It is unacceptable that the government has ignored the people and promoted
their policy through force.
Hatoyama: I believe Japan should be the rare country that cannot engage in warfare.
Kan: PM Abe prioritizes his personal desire to fulfill his grandfather’s wishes over the
people.

9.12

The Japan Times published an interview with filmmaker Takahata Isao of Studio Ghibli. The
interview introduced his life and focused on his wartime experiences, which fundamentally
motivate his creative activities. He joined Eigajin no Kai to protest the security bills along
with others working in film industry. Takahata said, “I plan to continue protesting even if the
bills are enacted because they clearly violate the Constitution.”
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/culture/2015/09/12/films/isao-takahatas-stark-worldreality/#.V2d1B6KKQst accessed 06/19/2016)

9.14

PM Abe declared that he had made up his mind to get the security bills approved in this
session of parliament. DPJ lawmaker and former Minister of Defense Kitazawa Toshimi said
that the bills should be discarded and the Lower House should be dissolved in deference to
popular opinion. On the other hand, Abe emphasized the importance of the security
legislation and indicated that understanding of the legislation would be deepened in time
once the bills were enacted.

9.14

The Huffington Post reported that Prime Minister Abe had only been appearing on TV
programs friendly to his agenda, and had not taken part in any programs on TV Asahi or
TBS.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/09/14/abe-tv_n_8137024.html accessed 06/16/2016)

9.15

The Shūkan Asahi reported that the Kōmeitō rejected a petition with 9,177 signatures
protesting the security legislation. Amano Tatsushi, a member of Kōmeitō and Sōka Gakkai,
visited Kōmeitō’s headquarters on the 8th to meet the party’s president, Yamaguchi Natsuo,
but was not allowed in. Amano expressed anger toward the Kōmeitō, asking, “Was it a false
image that I have believed in?” The Shūkan Asahi suggested that anger against the Kōmeitō
had spread among its ordinary members because the party promoted the security legislation
despite identifying as the “Party of Peace.” The Mainichi Shimbun also focused on Amano
and other Kōmeitō members who urge that the party should return to being the “Party of
Peace.” According to the article, Amano and others participating in the demonstration
against the Abe administration and the security bills raised the party’s flag to remind party
leaders of their principals.
(http://dot.asahi.com/wa/2015091400066.html accessed 06/07/2016)

9.15

A central hearing was convened by the special committee of the Upper House regarding the
security legislation. The committee invited Okuda Aki, a core member of SEALDs, who
insisted that the bills should be discarded. Regarding demonstrations against the security
legislation, he said that a “new epoch has just started and it cannot be stopped.” He also
called for lawmakers to listen to the voice of the people.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/09/15/sealds-okuda-aki-speech_n_8138032.html
accessed 06/13/2016)

9.16

Although voting was to take place at night after a question and answer session in the special
committee of the Upper House, the voting was postponed because of resistance from the
opposition parties According to the Sankei Shimbun, the bills would likely be approved after
the 18th.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150917/plt1509170004-n1.html accessed 06/13/2016)

9.17

While the parliamentary discussion on the security bills began again, the DPJ filed a censure
motion against the chairman of the special committee, Kōnoike Yoshitada. The motion was
rejected, however.

(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFK17H2H_X10C15A9000000/ accessed
06/13/2016)
9.17

The security bills were approved in the evening by the special committee of the Upper
House. Although opposition parties protested the security legislation, the Chairman of the
committee, Kōnoike Yoshitada, did not hold a further question and answer session.
According to the Nikkei Shimbun, it was expected that opposition parties would submit
censure motions against PM Abe and the cabinet members in the Upper House, and would
call for a vote of no-confidence in the cabinet in the Lower House. CNN reported that
“assertive Japan [was] poised to abandon 70 years of pacifism.”
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFK17H8H_X10C15A9000000/ accessed
06/13/2016)
(http://www.cnn.com/2015/09/16/asia/japan-military-constitution/index.html accessed
06/13/2016)

9.17

The Asahi Shimbun reported that former comfort women planned to sue the Japanese
government in South Korea. They were living in the House of Sharing “Nanumu no Ie
(ナヌムの家),” a home for living comfort women, and planned to demand 100,000,000 South
Korean won (approximately 10,000,000 Japanese yen) from the Japanese government each
in compensation.

9.18

The Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs updated the “History Issues Q & A (歴史問題
Q & A)” section on its website, which had been deleted in August. According to the Asahi
Shimbun, they omitted key phrases such as “colonial occupation and aggression (植民地支
配と侵略).”

9.19

The security bills were enacted before dawn. According to the Sankei Shimbun, the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs from the US, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Australia welcomed
Japan’s enactment of laws to exercise its right to collective self-defense. While China
expressed concern, South Korea regarded Japan’s commitment to US security operations as
appropriate, but articulated that Japan should not intervene in affairs in the Korean peninsula.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS18H83_Y5A910C1MM8000/ accessed
06/13/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/150919/wor1509190052-n4.html accessed 06/13/2016)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-backs-japans-new-military-expansion-but-chinaconcerned-1442644956 accessed 06/13/2016)

9.19

Taira Tetsuya, the chairman of the Bar Association of Niigata prefecture, released a short
statement regarding the security legislation in addition to the association’s 700-character
statement. Taira expressed his criticism against the government, saying simply, “This is
wrong.” According to the Asahi Shimbun, the statement spread widely on social media.

9.19

Reuters introduced other voices into the discussion of the approval of the security bills in the
parliament via the Huffington Post. An SDF cadet said that the legislation would resolve
business unfinished since the Gulf War, while Professor Soeya Yoshihide of Keio University
agreed with the necessity for the security legislation, but criticized the government for its
undemocratic method of approval.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/09/18/security-bills-jdf_n_8160472.html accessed
06/20/2016)

9.19

The Huffington Post reported that a citizen’s group plans to sue the Japanese government
over the security bills. The group was founded by the Mayor of Matsuzaka city in Mie
Prefecture, Yamanaka Mitsushige. Professor Kobayashi Setsu of Keio University will likely
be the group’s leader. According to the Huffington Post, Kobayashi used to support the
constitutional revision, but became critical of the Abe administration at the end of 2012 for
showing interest in changing conditions to make amending the constitution easier by revising
Article 96. PM Abe insisted on lowering the hurdle to amend the constitution in both houses
of parliament, from two-thirds approval to one half.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/09/19/kobayashi-setsu_n_8164456.html accessed
06/20/2016)

9.20

The Asahi Shimbun published the results of an opinion poll held after the approval of the
security bills. 30% of respondents were for and 51% were against the legislation. Support for
the Abe administration was at 35%, the lowest since PM Abe took office in 2012. The Asahi
Shimbun also asked people whether Abe provided an appropriate explanation to encourage
the Japanese people to understand the security legislation: 16% said yes and 74% answered
no. According to a survey by the Nikkei Shimbun and TV Tokyo, the approval rating for
Abe administration dropped to 40%. Additionally, 54% regarded the legislation as not
valuable.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS20H2R_Q5A920C1MM8000/ accessed
06/13/2016)

9.20

170 members of a scholars’ group, “Gakusha no Kai (学者の会),” held a press conference to
protest the security legislation. According to the group, they had collected signatures from
approximately 14,000 scholars/researchers and 31,000 citizens. The Asahi Shimbun reported
that one of the members, Professor Mizushima Yasuho of Waseda University, said that it
was not acceptable that the unconstitutional legislation had been enacted. Joining forces with
SEALDs and the Japan Federation of Bar Associations to fight against the government, they
called in their statement for discarding the bills.
(http://anti-security-related-bill.jp/ accessed 06/13/2016)

9.21

A symposium about Okinawan issues was held at the UN headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland. Mayor of Okinawa Onaga Takeshi explained Okinawa’s history and the issues
surrounding US bases there. Victoria Tauli-Corpuz of the UN Human Rights Council
reported on the relocation of the US base from Futenma to Henoko. Uemura Hideaki of the
Citizens' Diplomatic Centre for the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Yoshikawa Hideki of the
Citizens' Network for Biodiversity, Shiohira Yoshikazu of the Ryūkyū Shimpō, and Abe
Takashi of the Okinawa Times in Okinawa pointed out problems concerning the right of selfdetermination, freedom of speech, and environmental rights. According to the Okinawa
Times, Onaga criticized the US and Japanese governments for being irresponsible, and for
violating human rights and Okinawa’s right to self-determination.
(http://www.okinawatimes.co.jp/cross/?id=309&p=1 accessed 06/14/2016)

9.21

Japanese and Russian Ministers of Foreign Affairs Kishida Fumio and Sergey Lavrov held a
meeting. The Asahi Shimbun reported that Russia clearly expressed its intention to reject
negotiation over territorial issues between the two counties.

9.21

A police officer discovered graffiti next to PM Abe’s poster in the Federation of the LDP
Branch in Gifu Prefecture that labeled Abe a “class A war criminal.” According to the Asahi
Shimbun, the police suspect that it was written by a protester against the security legislation.

9.22

PM Abe visited his family grave in Shizuoka prefecture, where his grandfather Kishi
Nobusuke and father Abe Shintarō are buried. He told the press that he had told his
grandfather and father that the security bills had been approved. The Asahi Shimbun reported
that he also visited Okazaki Hisahiko, a former Japanese Ambassador to Thailand, and
Komatsu Ichirō, Director-General of the Cabinet Legislation Bureau, who had worked on the
cabinet decision to enact Japan’s right to collective self-defense.

9.22

The Korean government announced that it had created revised teaching materials for the fifth
and sixth grades, as well as for middle and high school. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the
teaching materials include 20 pages regarding comfort women, describing the Korean
government’s demand that the Japanese government recognize the historical facts and issue
an apology. A model class was held in a middle school in Seoul, in which a teacher told
students that comfort women had been teenagers like themselves. It was expected that the
materials would be introduced throughout Korea the following year, after trials via model
classes.

9.22

The assembly of San Francisco unanimously approved a resolution to create a statue
memorializing comfort women. According to the Asahi Shimbun, 8 of 11 city assemblies
submitted the resolution, with support mainly from Korean and Chinese citizen groups, but
subsequently developed into a broader movement for women’s human rights.

9.23

About 25,000 people assembled in Yoyogi Park in Tokyo. According to the Mainichi
Shimbun, anti-nuclear power group Sayonara Genpatsu led the protest in cooperation with
anti-security legislation groups. According to the Asahi Shimbun, one of the organizers,
author Ōe Kenzaburō, said that he hopes young people will sustain their will from the bottom
of his heart.

9.24

PM Abe held a press conference at which he said that the LDP had pledged to revise the
constitution and would commit themselves publicly to work on it in time for the planned
election next summer. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, he also called for wide
constitutional discussion.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFK24H7D_U5A920C1000000/ accessed
06/14/2016)

9.25

The Asahi Shimbun reported that the government would relax the conditions for allowing the
SDF to use arms in South Sudan under the new security legislation. The SDF joined the
UN’s peace keeping operation there, and the government stated that they would add a
mission to rescue staff of the UN, non-government organizations, and foreign soldiers when
they sent the new SDF unit to South Sudan in May, 2016.

9.26

Shimba Kazuya, chairman of the Diet Affairs Committee of the DPJ in the Upper House,
said at a press conference that he would resign. According to the Sankei Shimbun, he did so
to take responsibility for failing to prevent approval of the security bills.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150925/plt1509250026-n1.html accessed 06/14/2016)

9.27

PM Abe attended a meeting of G4 leaders on UN Security Council reform. The meeting was
hosted by Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, and attended by Federal Chancellor of the
Federal Republic of Germany Angela Merkel, the President of the Federative Republic of
Brazil, and PM Abe. The four leaders released a joint statement calling for reform of the UN
Security Council, and pointing out that such reform had been stalled since 2005.

(http://www.mofa.go.jp/fp/unp/page22e_000757.html accessed 06/22/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/150927/plt1509270004-n1.html accessed 06/23/2016)
9.28

It was reported that the Cabinet Legislation Bureau did not record the debate over the
cabinet’s reinterpretation of Article 9 in July 2015. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, there
are three official documents regarding the cabinet decision to change its official
interpretation of Article 9: (1) a report by PM Abe’s advisory panel; (2) a council record of
negotiations between the LDP and Kōmeitō regarding the security legislation; and (3) the
draft of the security bills.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS28H79_Y5A920C1PP8000/ accessed
06/28/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/09/28/national/politics-diplomacy/governmentskipped-recording-debate-over-constitutional-reinterpretation/#.V3NHeaKKSQ9 accessed
06/28/2016)

9.28

Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs Kishida Fumio met with US Secretary of Defense
Ashton Carter and concluded a pact supplementary to the US-Japan Status of Forces
Agreement. According to the Sankei Shimbun, the pact allowed the Japanese government
and local organizations to examine the inside of a base before the land is restored to Japan, or
in the event of an environmental accident. Its aim was to encourage smooth transition to the
use of former base sites upon restoration.
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/150929/wor1509290019-n1.html accessed 06/14/2016)

9.28

South Korean President Park Geun-hye gave a speech in the UN General Assembly in which,
according to the Asahi Shimbun, she called forcefully for Japan to work on resolution of the
comfort women issue. She also said that current Japanese security legislation would create
anxiety in neighboring countries.

9.28

Chairman of the Policy Research Council of the LDP Inada Tomomi met with US Assistant
Secretary of Defense David Shear in Washington DC. According to the Sankei Shimbun, at
the meeting Shear welcomed Japan’s new security legislation, emphasizing the importance
of strengthening the Japan-US alliance.
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/150930/wor1509300050-n1.html accessed 06/15/2016)

9.28

Core SEALDs member Okuda Aki declared on Twitter that he and his family had been
threatened. According to the Asahi Shimbun, a letter was mailed to Meiji Gakuin University,
where Okuda was a student, threatening the murder of Okuda and his family. The university
released a comment, calling unacceptable any threat that suppresses freedom of speech.
(http://www.sankei.com/affairs/news/150930/afr1509300033-n1.html accessed 06/15/2016)

9.29

PM Abe gave a speech in the general assembly of the UN. The Asahi Shimbun reported that
while he confirmed that refugees would be an urgent issue in this year’s assembly, he said
that Japan should give priority to the empowerment of women and the elderly.
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/fp/unp_a/page4e_000321.html accessed 06/16/2016)

9.30

The Mainichi Shimbun reported that the SDF participated in the US military’s “Dawn Blitz”
exercises in California between August 31st and September 9th. It was the SDF’s second time
participating in the training. The Mainichi Shimbun reported that with the Senkaku Islands in
mind, the drill drew China’s attention to the cooperation between Japan and the US. An SDF
cadet said the discipline would help the SDF take a role in operations abroad under the new

security legislation.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20150930/mog/00m/040/007000c accessed 06/16/2016)

10.1

A nuclear powered American supercarrier, the Ronald Reagan, arrived in Japan to be homeported at the US base in Yokosuka. The ship had served in the US army’s so-called 3.11
disaster relief effort “Operation Tomodachi,” and the Asahi Shimbun reported that former
crew members of the Ronald Reagan who participated in the operation have struggled with
cancer and other health problems, likely because of radiation from Fukushima Daiichi. In
December 2012, nine of the crew members sued the government in the court of California,
saying that they were exposed to radiation because TEPCO did not adequately inform them
of the contamination risks.

10.3

Two Japanese were captured by the Chinese government and accused of “spying.” The Asahi
Shimbun reported that one of them was a man in his 50s from Aichi prefecture, and was
captured off the coast of Zhejiang, Nanji Island. It was speculated that China had militarized
the island, which is located near the Senkaku Islands.

10.5

Representatives of twelve countries concluded a brief agreement regarding the TPP in
Atlanta. According to the Asahi Shimbun, PM Abe said at a press conference that the
conclusion was a positive development for the future of the Asia-Pacific region.

10.7

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide published the list of the members of the third Abe
administration. Main ministers remaining after the reshuffle: Asō Tarō (Vice Prime
Minister/Minister of Finance), Kishida Fumio (Minister of Foreign Affairs), Nakatani Gen
(Minister of Defense) and Amari Akira (Minister in charge of Economic Revitalization).
LDP member of the Lower House Katō Katsunobu will take a new post as State Minister in
Charge of Promoting Dynamic Engagement of All Citizens. Additionally, he will also be
State Minister in Charge of North Korea Abductions of Japanese Nationals, Declining
Birthrate and Gender Equality.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS07H2E_X01C15A0000000/ accessed
06/29/2016)

10.7

PM Abe had a press conference regarding the cabinet reshuffle. Abe stated that the renewed
cabinet will promote dynamic engagement with all citizens, aiming for a 600 trillion Yen
GDP, a 1.6 birth rate, and a zero-turnover rate for care workers.

10.8

According to a Yomiuri Shimbun poll, 46% of respondents supported the Abe administration
after the cabinet reshuffle. This was five points higher than in a poll conducted directly after
the approval of the security bills.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS11H1N_R11C15A0PE8000/ accessed
06/29/2016)

10.9

The Asahi Shimbun reported that Kenpō 9-jō no Kai, a group of atomic bomb victims
(hibakusha) and protesters against revision of Article 9, did not receive the Nobel Peace
Prize, for which they had been nominated.

10.10

UNESCO published a report stating that the Nanking Massacre was included in their
Memory of the World Register. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, China also applied for the
registration of comfort women, but was denied. The Nikkei Shimbun reported that China
would likely increase its criticism against Japan regarding historical issues.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLAS0040008_Z01C15A0000000/ accessed 06/28/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151010/plt1510100013-n1.html accessed 06/28/2016)

10.11

The discussion record of the approval of the security bills in the Upper House on September
17th was published. At first the record stated only that it was impossible to hear the
discussion because too many people were speaking simultaneously and the session was in an
uproar. However, a phrase was added expressing the judgement of Chairman Kōnoike
Yoshitada: “It has been decided that the bills be approved.” On the 13th, the Asahi Shimbun
reported that the DPJ leader, Okada Katsuya, criticized the government parties for publishing
the record without consulting the opposition parties. On the 15th, SEALDs member Okuda
Aki, lawyer Mizukami Takahisa, and Senshū University professor Hirowatari Seigo held a
press conference. According to the Huffington Post, they claimed that the government had
altered the record and should withdraw it.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/10/16/sealds-recording-of-minutes_n_8309324.html
accessed 07/05/2016)

10.12

Utsukushii Nippon no Kenpō o Tsukuru Niigata Kenmin no Kai (美しい日本の憲法をつく
る新潟県民の会), a group promoting constitutional revision, held a ceremony to celebrate
foundation of their “First District of Constitutional Reform Promotion Headquarters (第一区
憲法改正推進本部).” According to the Sankei Shimbun, approximately 200 attended,
including LDP lawmakers Ishizaki Tōru of the Lower House, and Nakahara Yaichi and
Tsukada Ichirō of the Upper House.
(http://www.sankei.com/region/news/151014/rgn1510140018-n1.html accessed 07/05/2016)

10.14

PM Abe and Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi held a meeting in Abe’s office.
According to the Asahi Shimbun, Abe told Yang that entry of the Nanking Massacre into
UNESCO’s Memory of the World Register was regrettable. Abe also expressed concern over
China’s aggression in the East China Sea.

10.13

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide indicated that the Japanese government was
considering halting financial support for UNESCO. According to the Huffington Post, Suga
said that the Nanking Massacre’s entry into UNESCO’s Memory of the World Register was
problematic. He also claimed that was not fair for UNESCO to hear only one side of the
argument, nor that member countries cannot participate in discussion of the content of the
Register. The Guardian reported that Japan was “threatening” UNESCO.
(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/13/japan-threatens-to-halt-unesco-fundingover-nanjing-listing accessed 07/07/2016)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/10/13/japan-threatens-unesco_n_8289618.html accessed
07/07/2016)
(http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-japan-china-nanjing-idUKKCN0S70GB20151013 accessed
07/07/2016)

10.14

Kōmeito leader Yamaguchi Natsuo expressed caution regarding constitutional revision.
According to the Nikkei Shimbun, he indicated that there were a variety of opinions among
the Japanese people, and emphasized the importance of reaching a national consensus in the
constitutional discussion.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS14H2S_U5A011C1PP8000/ accessed
07/05/2016)

10.15

It was reported that negotiations to set up meetings between PM Abe and the Chinese and
South Korean Presidents were nearing completion. According to the Nikkei Shimbun,
summits were expected to be held on November 1st in Seoul. The Sankei Shimbun reported
that Abe indicated that he would definitely meet with President Park Geun-hye and Prime
Minister of the People's Republic of China Li Keqiang given the chance. Reuters also
reported that Park expressed willingness for a bilateral meeting with Abe, but that she
stressed the importance of progress on the comfort women issue. She also stated that she
hoped a three-way summit with China and Japan would lead to better ties in Northeast Asia.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151016/plt1510160052-n1.html accessed 07/08/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-korea-japan-idUSKCN0S92TW20151016 accessed
07/08/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-korea-japan-abe-idUSKCN0S92WK20151016
accessed 07/08/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS15H0M_V11C15A0EAF000/ accessed
07/06/2016)

10.15

Japan was elected to a non-permanent seat on the UN Security Council for the 11th time. The
term was to begin in January 2016 and end December 2017. The Nikkei Shimbun reported
that the Japanese government would work on the issue of North Korea, in addition to global
issues such as Syria and Ukraine.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXZZO92846910V11C15A0000001/ accessed
07/07/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDE15H0F_V11C15A0PP8000/ accessed
07/06/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/10/16/national/politics-diplomacy/japan-electedrecord-11th-time-nonpermanent-unsc-member-ukraine-also-gets-seat/#.VjPYNyuKQnk
accessed 07/07/2016)

10.15

JCP chairman Shii Kazuo held a press conference at the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of
Japan. According to the Asahi Shimbun, he said the JCP would accept the Japan-US Security
Treaty in order to form a coalition administration composed of anti-security legislation
opposition parties. The Sankei Shimbun reported that he called for the foundation of such a
coalition, the “Kokumin Rengō Seifu (国民連合政府).” Although the JCP has historically
opposed the Japan-US Security Treaty and the SDF, Shii also accepted the use of the SDF
for self-defense.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151015/plt1510150025-n1.html accessed 07/08/2016)
(http://www.fccj.or.jp/events-calendar/icalrepeat.detail/2015/10/15/3487/-/professionalluncheon-kazuo-shii-japanese-communist-party.html accessed 07/08/2016)

10.16

Five anti-security legislation parties held a meeting to exchange opinions with citizen’s
groups that also opposed the legislation, including SEALDs. The Sankei Shimbun reported
that, according to the DPJ lawmaker Fukuyama Tetsurō, a member of SEALDs said they
would commit to making discussion of the security bills an important part of the general
election in the Upper House the following year.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151016/plt1510160044-n1.html accessed 07/05/2016)

10.17

Yasukuni Shrine began its Autumn Festival (Shūki Reitaisai/秋季例大祭). According to the
Asahi Shimbun, PM Abe made an offering of an evergreen (masakaki/真榊) bearing his
name and title. Because of the planned summit with the Chinese and South Korean
Presidents on November 1st, it was expected that Abe would not visit Yasukuni Shrine during
the festival.

10.17

PM Abe attended the annual memorial service for the SDF personnel who passed away in the
line of duty. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, 27 personnel have died while on duty since
September 2014, and 1,878 personnel in total have died since the Police Reserve Forces were
founded. In his speech, Abe pledged to devote himself to carrying out the intentions of the
deceased by protecting the lives of the Japanese people, and by contributing to global peace
and security. The full-version of his speech is available on Kantei’s website.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201510/17tuitoushiki.html accessed 07/06/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS17H0F_X11C15A0NNE000/ accessed
07/06/2016)

10.18

The Japanese Maritime SDF held a naval review, showing an armada of carriers, cruisers,
destroyers, and submarines. PM Abe held a meeting with US military personnel on the USS
Ronald Reagan. The Japan Times reported that Abe became the first Japanese leader to board
a US aircraft carrier.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151018/plt1510180004-n1.html accessed 07/08/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/10/18/national/politics-diplomacy/japan-flexesnaval-muscle-u-s-signals-wider-engagement-western-pacific/#.V3__I6KKSQ9 accessed
07/08/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-navy-review-idUSKCN0SC05X20151018 accessed
07/08/2016)

10.18

The SEALDs called for discarding the security bills at an assembly in Shibuya. The Tokyo
Shimbun reported that, according to the organizer, thousands of people were in attendance.

10.19

Citizens group “Sensō o sasenai / 9-jō o kowasuna! Sōgakari Undō Jikkō Iinkai (戦争をさ
せない・9 条を壊すな！総がかり運動実行員会) held a demonstration near the Diet,
marking one month since the security bills were approved in the Upper House.

10.21

LDP lawmaker Kawamura Takeo declared that he had suggested to PM Abe that he expand
the follow-up program for the Asian Women’s Fund. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the
program has continued visiting former comfort women, interviewing them and providing
medical supplies/personal belongings since 2008. Kawamura met with Abe on September
25th and Abe recognized the continuation of the follow-up program, but did not clearly
respond to Kawamura’s proposal.

10.23

The Asahi Shimbun reported that Chairman of the LDP Constitutional Reform Promotion
Headquarters Funada Hajime had been fired. According to the Sankei Shimbun, it was
decided that he would be replaced with Mori Eisuke in the LDP’s general council meeting on
the 23rd. Funada said that he had been demoted for selecting experts who judged the security
bills unconstitutional in the Commission on the Constitution of the Lower House.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/10/22/funada-hajime_n_8363882.html accessed
07/14/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151023/plt1510230025-n2.html accessed 07/14/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151022/plt1510220041-n1.html accessed 07/14/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHBQ5J5SHBQUTFK00V.html accessed 07/14/2016)

10.23

According to the Wall Street Journal, Shibuya ward mayor Hasebe Ken announced that the
ward would being issuing same-sex partnership certificates on the 28th. The Asahi Shimbun
reported that the ward government would issue citations to businesses and institutions within
the ward that refuse to recognize certificate-bearing couples as a family, for instance by
denying leases or hospital visitation rights.
(http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2015/10/23/tokyo-ward-to-start-issuing-same-sexpartnership-certificates/ accessed 07/13/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHBQ6FQSHBQUTIL05W.html accessed 07/13/2016)

10.24

The “Tokyo-Beijing Forum” was held by the Japanese organization Genron NPO and the
Chinese International Publishing Group (中国外文局). It was composed of experts on
diplomacy and economics from the two countries. Former Japanese PM Fukuda Yasuo
attended the forum, and claimed that Japan and China should “refrain from negative
assessments of the other side” in order to improve the relationship between the two countries.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHBS4T4HHBSUHBI015.html accessed 07/17/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/10/25/national/politics-diplomacy/ex-japan-pmurges-focusing-on-bright-side-of-ties-with-china/#.V40Bcbh942x accessed 07/17/2016)

10.24

According to the Japan Times, two Chinese ships entered Japanese territorial waters around
the Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea. The Japan Coast Guard identified them in the
morning.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/10/24/national/chinese-ships-enter-japanese-watersaround-senkaku-islands/#.V45RZ7h942x accessed 07/19/2016)

10.24

The Nikkei Shimbun reported that Japanese Minister of Defense Nakatani Gen had made
remarks that were regarded as controversial in South Korea. According to the Sankei
Shimbun, Nakatani said in a meeting with South Korean Defense Minister Han Min-goo on
the 20th that the SDF could operate in North Korea without South Korea's permission, though
the Korean constitution states that North Korea is a part of South Korean territory.
According to the article, the Korean government has faced criticism from opposition parties
blaming them for concealing Nakatani’s statement.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASGM23H5L_T21C15A0FF1000/ accessed
07/19/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/151023/wor1510230045-n1.html accessed 07/19/2016)

10.25

The Miyagi prefectural election resulted in significant gains for the JCP. According to the
Nikkei Shimbun, the JCP doubled its seats from four to eight. The JCP has clarified its antigovernment pose regarding the security legislation and the restarting of nuclear power plants.
The LDP lost one seat in the eletion.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS26H0F_W5A021C1000000/ accessed
07/19/2016)

10.26

The Nikkei Shimbun reported that the Japanese and Korean governments had scheduled a
bilateral summit for November 2nd, a day after the leaders of Japan, Korea, and China were
to meet in Seoul.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDE26H02_W5A021C1PP8000/ accessed
07/19/2016)

10.26

The Hankyoreh newspaper published an interview with Professor Alexis Dudden, who said
that it was impossible for the South Korean government to monopolize history by
nationalizing its history textbooks. She stated that the South Korean government was moving
against its country’s capitalist trajectory. She also mentioned that even if the government
tried to control people’s historical learning, young people would still freely access various
views of history via the internet, and she expressed support for Korean historians who
refused to work on the controversial textbook.
(http://japan.hani.co.kr/arti/politics/22326.html accessed 07/30/2016)

10.27

The Maritime Self Defense Forces held a launching ceremony for a new minesweeper,
Awaji. According to the Sankei Shimbun, Awaji is a 690-ton minesweeper, larger than the
current Enoshima by 120 tons. The Japan Times reported the expectation that Awaji would
be deployed for more “muscular” missions under the new security legislation. According to
the Japan Times, the MSDF were also to replace three 100-ton Yaeyama class vessels.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/10/27/national/anticipating-muscular-missionsmsdf-launches-new-minesweeper/#.V46C7Lh942x accessed 07/19/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151027/plt1510270056-n1.html accessed 07/19/2016)

10.28

SEALDs held a press conference at the Foreign Correspondents' Club of Japan. According
to the Japan Times, they announced that they would disband after the Upper House general
election scheduled for July 2016. Member Suwahara Takeshi said, “This is a crisis. I know
the opposition parties have their own conflicting interests, but they must listen to voice of the
public and cooperate with each other.” Bloomberg News reported that SEALDs called for
the opposition parties to form a united anti-Abe front during the election the following year.

(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/10/28/national/politics-diplomacy/anti-war-studentorganization-close-shop-upper-house-poll/#.V46Um7h942x accessed 07/19/2016)
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-28/japan-s-student-protesters-call-forunited-front-against-abe accessed 07/19/2016)
10.29

Reuters reported that South Korean President Park Geun-hye said the comfort women issue
would be central to the bilateral meeting with PM Abe, scheduled for the beginning of
November.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-southkorea-japan-idUSKCN0SO06320151030 accessed
07/19/2016)

10.30

The Japan Times reported that several citizens groups hoped to collect 20,000,000 signatures
by May 3, 2017. On the 19th, representatives of the groups submitted about 1,700,000
signatures to opposition party lawmakers at the Diet Members' Hall of the Lower House. By
that time, they had collected approximately 12,000,000 signatures calling for a veto of the
security bills. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, the citizens groups would present the rest of
the signatures at a later date.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201605/CK2016052002000130.html accessed
07/19/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/10/30/national/groups-protesting-security-laws-set20-million-signatures-target/#.V46bw7h942x accessed 07/19/2016)

10.31

Inada Tomomi, chairman of the Policy Research Council of the LDP, gave a passionate
speech in Niigata advocating constitutional revision. According to the Sankei Shimbun, she
said that she wants to make Japan a true sovereign nation by ending the “post-war regime,”
mentioning that the LDP would celebrate its 60th anniversary in November.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151031/plt1510310020-n1.html accessed 07/19/2016)

11.1

Japanese PM Abe, South Korean President Park, and Chinese PM Li held a summit in Seoul
to discuss historical disputes, trade agreements, and the North Korean nuclear threat. CNN
reported that the three leaders said after the meeting that they had “completely restored”
relations. They also indicated that they would “resume meaningful Six Party Talks (including
the US, Russia, and North Korea) as soon as possible in the hopes of making substantial
progress towards the peaceful nuclear disarmament of the Korean Peninsula.” Abe also held
a bilateral meeting with Li after the summit. He did not describe the details of the meeting,
but said at a press conference that he and Li had exchanged honest opinions.
(http://www.cnn.com/2015/11/01/asia/china-korea-japan-talks/ accessed 07/29/2016)
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201511/02kaidan.html accessed 07/29/2016)

11.2

In Seoul, Japanese PM Abe and South Korean President Park held the first summit between
the two countries in more than three years. The Mainichi Shimbun reported that they made
an agreement to accelerate negotiations for a settlement regarding the comfort women issue.
According to Reuters, after the meeting Abe said, “I believe we should not leave behind
difficulties for future generations as we try to build a future-oriented cooperative
relationship.” Bloomberg reported that Park described the summit as a “precious
opportunity” to address historical issues. The Washington Post reported that the meeting
lacked substance but would provide relief to the US, which had been concerned about the
tension between its two key allies in East Asia.
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-02/park-says-japan-summit-preciousopportunity-to-address-history accessed 07/26/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-southkorea-japan-idUSKCN0SR02A20151102 accessed
07/26/2016)
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/leaders-of-japan-and-s-korea-agree-to-keeptalking--thats-a-breakthrough/2015/11/02/906101c1-b003-4b00-9605b99b080b93ae_story.html accessed 07/29/2016)
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201511/02kaidan.html accessed/07/29/2016)

11.3

Japanese citizens group WAM (Women’s Active Museum on War and Peace) published
their reflections regarding the summit between PM Abe and President Park. WAM has
supported former comfort women since it was founded in 2005, and here criticized Japanese
media outlets for reporting that the South Korean government has changed its attitude
regarding the comfort women issue whenever a new administration is elected. According to
WAM, the South Korean government had been indifferent about the issue, but former
comfort women’s repeated claims had gradually moved them to negotiate with the Japanese
government on the issue.
(http://wampeace.blog60.fc2.com/blog-entry-152.html accessed 07/29/2016)

11.5

Shibuya ward in Tokyo issued Japan’s first partnership certificates for same-sex couples. The
partnership certificate recognizes same-sex unions as equivalent to marriage. The Guardian
reported that Shibuya ward was at the forefront of promoting LGBT rights in Japan. The
Nikkei Shimbun described the current movement in Japan regarding same-sex partnerships:
On October 29th, Lifenet Insurance made an announcement that the company would offer life
insurance to same-sex couples beginning November 4th. On July 20th, cell-phone carrier
KDDI said that they would provide family value plans to same-sex couples when Shibuya
Ward began issuing the certificates. Another district in Tokyo, Setagaya ward, decided to
begin issuing “written oaths” to recognize same-sex couples in November. According to the
Nikkei Shimbun, the oath would not be legally binding, but the ward would encourage local
hospitals and real-estate agencies to accept them. In parliament, a lawmaker’s group for
promotion of LGBT rights had been founded in March.
(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/05/same-sex-couples-japan-partnershipcertificates accessed 08/03/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXZZO93645140V01C15A1000000/ 08/03/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDG29HED_Z20C15A7CC1000/ 08/03/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASGC29H1N_Z21C15A0EE8000/ 08/03/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDZ19H5C_Z10C15A7TJC000/ 08/03/2016)

11.6

SEALDs held a press conference in Tokyo to protest the US base construction in Henoko,
Okinawa. They published a statement criticizing the Japanese government for ignoring
democracy and the principle of local self-governance. The Asahi Shimbun reported that they
would stage protests in Henoko, Tokyo, Kobe, and Nagoya on the 13th and 14th.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHC64K7JHC6UTIL01N.html?iref=comtop_list_pol_n04
accessed 08/03/2016)

11.6

According to a poll about the Japan-Korea summit conducted by the Korean research
company Korea Gallup, 46% said PM Abe and President Park's summit was not productive,
while 23% said it was productive. The poll also showed that 76% thought the Japanese
government would not change its attitude toward the comfort women issue, while only 14%
believed they would.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHC651DWHC6UHBI01M.html accessed 08/09/2016)

11.7

The Huffington Post reported the result of the election for president of Dōshisha University
on the 6th. Incumbent Murata Kōji (professor of American diplomacy) was defeated by
Matsuoka Takashi (professor of physics). The article also pointed out that 90 people working
for the university, including Matsuoka, had published a statement criticizing Murata for
supporting the security bills. In July, Murata had attended a central public hearing to discuss
the bills organized by a special parliamentary committee, where he testifed in support of the
security legislation, saying that the bills would strengthen the US-Japan alliance.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/11/06/urata-koji-doshisha_n_8496030.html accessed
08/03/2016)

11.9

The Sankei Shimbun reported that an American citizens group, the Korean-American Forum
of California (KAFC), demanded the Japanese government acknowledge that comfort
women had been subjected to sexual slavery. The group also demanded an official apology
from the Japanese government, and compensation for the victims. The KAFC has published
their argument and detailed reports of their activities on their website.
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/151109/wor1511090016-n1.html accessed 08/09/2016)
(http://kaforumca.org/ accessed 08/09/2016)

11.10

Utsukushii Nippon no Kenpō o Tsukuru Kai held an event entitled “Ima koso Kenpō Kaisei
o! Ichi-man Nin Taikai (Now is the Time for the Constitutional Revision! Conference with
10,000 supporters,” calling for constitutional revision. Journalist Sakurai Yoshiko, lawyer
Kent Gilbert, and Yamanaka Kyōko, a lawmaker of the Party for Future Generations,
attended the event. Although PM Abe was absent due to the ongoing parliamentary session,
he sent a video message. A detailed summary of the event is available on the group's website
and in the following Sankei Shimbun articles.
(https://kenpou1000.org/news/post.html?nid=48 accessed 08/09/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/premium/news/151110/prm1511100013-n1.html accessed
08/09/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/premium/news/151110/prm1511100014-n1.html accessed
08/09/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/premium/news/151110/prm1511100015-n1.html accessed
08/09/2016)

11.11

The Asahi Shimbun reported that, as of the 11th, the Tokyo District Court had rejected four
lawsuits insisting that the security legislation was unconstitutional. The court did not provide
an opportunity for oral arguments in any of the four cases. According to the Asahi Shimbun,

although lawsuits against the security bills had been initiated all over Japan, the bar for
courts to make constitutional judgments was high.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHBQ4VP4HBQUTIL02S.html accessed 08/09/2016)
11.11

The Tokyo Shimbun reported that the SDF had postponed its initial trainings for rescue
operations for Japanese people endangered abroad. It was thought that the government
delayed the trainings because of widespread protests against the security bills. The SDF
planned trainings in December in several prefectures, including Saitama and Gunma, in order
to prepare for the enactment of the security legislation.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201511/CK2015111102000132.html
accessed 08/092016)

11.12

A spokesman of the South Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs says that it is not acceptable
that Japan demands South Korea to remove the comfort women statue in front of the Japanese
embassy in Seoul. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the South Korean ministry indicated that
the statue was built by a citizens group without government involvement at a press
conference.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCD5DZ2HCDUHBI01N.html accessed 08/18/2016)

11.12

Japan's Defense Ministry says that they recognized a Chinese navy reconnaissance vessel
sailing around the public sea near Southern Senkaku Islands in Okinawa Prefecture.
According to the Nikkei Shimbun, it is the first time that they realized a Chinese military ship
in the region, although the ship did not violate Japanese waters.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201511130056 accessed 08/16/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS12H3K_S5A111C1PP8000/ accessed
08/16/2016)

11.13

PM Abe starts his visit in Turkey to attend the G20 summit at Antalya regarding financial and
global economics. He stays in Turkey until the 17th. On the 13th, PM Abe and Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan watch the digest of a film co-produced by Japan and Turkey,
"Kainan 1890". According to the Sankei Shimbun, the movie focuses on friendship between
the two countries, based on true stories. Local people rescued the crew of a Turkish ship,
Ertuğrul Fırkateyni, which wrecked in Wakayama, Japan in 1890. In 1985, Turkey relieved
Japanese citizens in Tehran after the Iran-Iraq War broke out.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151114/plt1511140010-n1.html accessed 08/16/2016)

11.13

Terrorists simultaneously attack several places in Paris. According to the Asahi Shimbun,
more than 120 people died in the attacks. PM Abe expresses sympathy toward victims of the
attacks. According to the Sankei Shimbun, he also pledges that Japan will devise a
countermeasure against terrorists with cooperation with other governments, including France.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCG2BW6HCGUHBI00D.html accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201511/19apec.html accessed 08/16/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151114/plt1511140024-n1.html accessed 08/16/2016)

11.14

The Asahi Shimbun reports that a senior member of the DPJ, Maehara Seiji, calls the JCP a
"termite". Regarding the upcoming general election of the House of Councilors, Maehara says
that the DPJ will lose its foundation by fighting with the JCP while the JCP has proposed to
found a coalition to fight against the Abe administration. The Daily Mail on the 19th reports
that the DPJ apologizes for Maehara's remark.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCG5TSBHCGUTFK00C.html accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/afp/article-3324862/Japan-opposition-party-apologisesCommunist-termite-remark.html accessed 08/16/2016)

11.16

PM Abe says that he will not have an extraordinary session of the Diet. The Asahi Shimbun
reports that the opposition parties criticize PM Abe for trying to avoid parliamentary
discussion on the security bills. JCP lawmaker Yamashita Yoshiki says that it is not fair that
the government does not provide an opportunity to discuss the bills in the parliament while
they extended the parliamentary period in order to approve the security legislation in
September.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCJ66MPHCJUTFK00K.html accessed 08/18/2016)

11.18

The Japan Ground SDF holds a ceremony to see off a new unit, which will join the PKO
operations in South Sudan. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, it is expected that the SDF
will work on a new mission under the security legislation; after the security bills are enacted
in March 2016, they will be allowed to rescue citizens/foreign soldiers.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20151119/ddm/012/010/049000c accessed 08/18/2016)

11.18 - 23

PM Abe attends APEC2015 (Nov. 18th -19th) and an ASEAN-related summit meeting (Nov.
20th - 22nd) in Manila, the Philippines. Additionally, he has several summits with the national
leaders. Abe has a bilateral summit with President Obama on the 19th. According to FOFA,
Abe says that the strong alliance of the two countries will contribute to global stability and
peace, mentioning the collaboration of Japanese Proactive Contribution to Peace and the US
rebalance policy. Obama appreciates the security legislation, which was approved in the
Japanese parliament in September. Bloomberg reports that Abe tells Obama that he will
consider sending maritime SDF to back up US operations in the South China Sea at the
bilateral summit. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, Abe makes his position to advance the
US-Japan alliance clear. The detailed summary of the summits that Abe had in Manila is
available on the Kantei and FOFA websites.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201511/18apec.html accessed 08/18/2016)
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/actions/201511/19apec.html accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/na/na1/us/page4e_000351.html accessed
08/18/2016)(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/ecm/apec/page22_001907.html accessed
08/17/2016)
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-20/japan-considers-sending-navy-tosupport-u-s-in-south-china-sea accessed 08/17/2016)

11.19

Japan and the Philippines roughly agree on a pact for defense equipment transfer. According
to the Japan Times, they have strengthened their defense cooperation over China's muscleflexing in regional waters. Reuters reports that PM Abe may consider a request from the
Philippines for large ships to patrol the South China Sea after the two countries reached a deal
on defense equipment transfer.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/11/20/national/politics-diplomacy/japan-philippinesstrike-broad-accord-defense-equipment-transfer/#.V7Tn9ZgrI2x accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-japan-idUSKCN0T90DX20151120 accessed

0817/2016)

11.19

The Asahi Shimbun reports that PM Abe demanded South Korea to remove the comfort
women statue in front of Japanese embassy in Seoul at the meeting with President Park on
Nov. 2nd. At the meeting, Abe emphasized that the 1965 treaty finalized Japan's compensation
toward Korea. He also said that the removal of the statue is necessary to resolve the comfort
women at an early point.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCL5FJ3HCLUTFK00B.html 08/16/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/11/16/national/politics-diplomacy/japan-demandcomfort-women-statue-outside-seoul-embassy-removed/#.VowBZlKKSP8 accessed
08/16/2016)

11.19

The Tokyo Shimbun reports that more SDF personnel will die on duty after the security bills
are enacted. The Tokyo Shimbun introduces the UN report about the sacrifice of international
troop personnel who served for the PKO operations: 446 personnel have died since 2012
when Japan joined the UN PKO operations for the first time.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201511/CK2015111902000119.html accessed
08/18/2016)

11.20

Acting leader of the DPJ Ren Ho has a press conference and criticizes PM Abe for intending
to send the SDF to the South China Sea without discussing it in an Extraordinary Diet
Session. According to the Sankei Shimbun, she says that it is selfish for the government to
make a decision regarding the SDF's operation only in the cabinet.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151120/plt1511200042-n1.html accessed 08/17/2016)

11.20

A Japanese citizen's group protests the US base transfer from Futenma to Henoko in front of
the West Wing in DC. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, the group leader says that the US
government should be responsible for the US base issue in Okinawa as well.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/world/list/201511/CK2015112102000238.html accessed
08/17/2016)

11.22

PM Abe has a press conference and reports his visit in Turkey and the Philippines. Abe says
that the East Asian Summit (EAS) leaders discussed the South China Sea issue. Abe indicates
that the leaders agreed with the idea that every country should follow international law and
avoid aggressive escalation for the territorial dispute. The full-version of Abe's conference is
available on Kantei's website. The detailed summary of the EAS summit is accessible from
the MOFA's website.
(http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/97_abe/statement/2015/1122naigai.html accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/a_o/rp/page3_001482.html accessed 08/17/2016)

11.22

Approximately 120 people assemble to protest the security legislation in Kanazawa,
Ishikawa-prefecture. The Mainichi Shimbun reports that a youth citizen's group, "Choose Our
Future, Don't Let 'em (COF)", organized the "sound-demo (sound-demonstration). In Japan,
the demonstration style has spread after popularity of anti-Iraq War protests. Generally,
sound-demo has a "sound car", which carries a DJ booth, speaker system and amplifier;
participants protest with music and dance.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20151123/ddl/k17/010/184000c accessed 08/16/2016)

11.22

A new PKO unit composed of approximately 100 personnel leaves for South Sudan to join the
UK operation there. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the new unit will work on road
improvement for six months while it is expected that enactment of the security bills in March
2016 will assign new roles to the unit.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCQ3D1KHCQOBJB002.html accessed 08/16/2016)

11.22

According to the Japan Times, Osaka Ishin is overwhelmingly victorious in the double
elections to choose the Mayor and Prefectural Governor of Osaka. Hashimoto Tōru retired
from politics after the referendum rejected his Osaka metropolitan plan in May. In that
context, the elections on the 22nd was significant for Osaka Ishin to seek the judgement of
people, reported the Sankei Shimbun.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/11/23/national/politics-diplomacy/election-winsenergize-osaka-ishin/#.V7UOXZgrI2x accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/151122/wst1511220054-n1.html accessed 08/17/2016)

11.23

Five lawmakers from several countries, such as US senator Mike Honda, have a press
conference at the UN Headquarters. According to the Sankei Shimbun, they announce that
they have founded an international lawmaker league for victims of sex slavery. They also
claim that the Japanese government should make an apology for the former comfort women.
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/151124/wor1511240028-n1.html accessed 08/17/2016)

11.25

The Sankei Shimbun reports that a citizens group plans to build a memorial park for comfort
women in the center of Seoul, where there used to be Japanese Resident-General's house.
(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/151125/wor1511250052-n1.html accessed 08/17/2016)

11.27

54 scholars release a statement to protest the indictment of Professor Park Yu-ha at Sejong
University in Korea. Park published a book, "Comfort Women of the Empire", in 2013. In
June 2014, some former comfort women and their supporters sued Park. The criminal
complaint argued that the book injured comfort women's reputation. According to the Asahi
Shimbun, the plaintiff group said that it was not acceptable that the book described the
relationship between the Japanese military and comfort women as basically companionship
(同志的). The 54 scholars are composed of Japanese and American professors such as Ueno
Chizuko (Tokyo University), Okonogi Masao (Keio University), Soeya Yoshihide (Keio
University), Iriye Akira (Harvard University) and Andrew Gordon (Harvard University). The
full version of the statement is available on the Huffington Post.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/kan-kimura/comfort-women-common-sense_b_5510172.html
accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/11/26/park-yuha-charge-remonstrance_n_8659272.html
accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCM347THCMUHBI00Y.html accessed 08/17/2016)

11.28

Former staff writer of the Asahi Shimbun Uemura Takashi has a press conference with
president of Hokusei Gakuin University Tamura Shin'ichi. According to the Japan Times,
Tamura says that Uemura will get a teaching position at a Catholic university in Seoul next
spring. Uemura is known for his article regarding comfort women in 1991. The article has
been criticized for being fake by some media members and Hokusei Gakuin University has
been threatened. According to Tokyo University, Uemura says that he appreciates that
Hokusei Gakuin University allowed him to work there in spite of the aggressive attacks
against him and the university. The Catholic university in Seoul associates with Hokusei

Gakuin University.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/11/26/national/ex-asahi-reporter-wrote-comfortwoman-story-teach-south-korea/#.V7UXvZgrI2x accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201511/CK2015112602000261.html accessed
08/17/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCV054VHCTIIPE03Y.html accessed 08/17/2016)
11.28

Chairman of Kōmeitō Election Campaign Committee Saitō Tetsuo attends a BS TV program.
According to the Sankei Shimbun, he says that revision of Article 9 is not necessary anymore
after the security bills are enacted in March next year.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151128/plt1511280018-n1.html accessed 08/16/2016)

11.28

PM Abe attends the reception held by lawmaker's group "Sōsei Nippon (創生日本)", which is
composed of parliamentary members of multiple parties. The homepage of the group
identifies the group with "true conservatism (真・保守主義)". According to the Sankei
Shimbun, Abe called for cooperation between parties to win the general election of the House
of Councils planned in July 2016, aiming for constitutional revision.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151129/plt1511290004-n1.html accessed 06/16/2016)

11.29

The Asahi Shimbun holds a poll regarding the LDP lawmakers' thoughts about the
constitutional revision. According to the poll, 57% think there is no necessity to rush the
constitutional revision while 34% look for the revision. Also, 43% say that Article 9 should
not be changed but 37% insist on the article's amendment.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHCW4FXMHCWUTFK007.html accessed 08/17/2016)

11.29

The Japan Times introduces a Kyodo News poll. The support rate for the Abe administration
rises 3.5 points to 48.3%. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, 56% feel unsatisfied because an
Extraordinary Diet Session was not held. Reuters points out that support for the LDP is
36.7%, which is more than three times of support for the main opposition party, the DPJ.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/11/29/national/politics-diplomacy/cabinet-sees-risein-approval-rate-to-48-3/#.V7UeG5grI2x accessed 08/17/2016)
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201511/CK2015113002000118.html accessed
08/16/2016)
(http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-japan-politics-abe-idUKKBN0TJ07O20151130 accessed
08/16/2016)

11.30

The Sankei Shimbun and the Yomiuri Shimbun publishes a statement to criticize TBS's
popular news show NES23 for lacking fairness, which the Broadcast Act requires. According
to the Mainichi Shimbun, the news show's anchor and senior staff writer of the Mainichi
Shimbun Iwai Shigetada said that media should call for disapproval of the security bills on
September 19th.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20151130/ddm/004/040/056000c accessed 08/16/2016)

12.1

Approximately 50 people in Ishikawa prefecture sue the government claiming that My
Number System violates Article 13 in the constitution, which guarantees privacy rights.
According to the Huffington Post, a group composed of citizens and lawyers will
simultaneously present the case to courts all over Japan.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/11/30/my-number_n_8685408.html accessed 08/22 2016)

12.2

The government demands Okinawa Prefecture to undo the cancellation of acceptance of
transferring the US base from Futenma to Henoko. The government raises a lawsuit on behalf

of Mayor of Okinawa Onaga Takeshi. The court starts a trial to discuss the issue with the first
oral proceedings. Onaga insists that the government began transferring the US base from
Futenma to Henoko without approval from citizens in Okinawa Prefecture. The full-version of
Onaga's written statement is available in the Ryūkyū Shimpō.
(http://www.sankei.com/affairs/news/151202/afr1512020038-n1.html accessed 08/22/2016)
(http://ryukyushimpo.jp/pages/entry-181721.html accessed 08/22/2016)
12.3

Citizen's group Asia to Nihon no Rentai Jikkō Iinkai (アジアと日本の連帯実行委員会) has a press
conference and makes an announcement that they will sue the Japanese government for
interfering with their event by not issuing visas to participants from China. They say the
government has suppressed freedom of speech against the Abe administration and denied
democracy. According to the Sankei Shimbun, they invited twelve people from China,
including families of victims who died because of Japanese biological and chemical warfare.
None of them were given visas to attend the event.
(http://www.sankei.com/affairs/news/151203/afr1512030035-n1.html accessed 08/17/2016)

12.4

The Mainichi Shimbun reports that the security laws will be enacted on March 29, 2016. It is
expected that the SDF will execute Japan's collective self-defense right and broaden its
logistics support.
(http://mainichi.jp/auth/guide.php?url=%2Farticles%2F20151205%2Fddm%2F002%2F010%
2F062000c accessed 08/17/2016)

12.4

The Japan Times reports that Japan's 2016 Defense Budget will reach five trillion yen for the
first time. According to Reuters it is expected that the government will purchase costly
defense equipment and gear up the transfer of the US base to Henoko. Japan's defense budget
has increased in these four years.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/12/04/national/politics-diplomacy/japans-defensebudget-likely-to-top-%C2%A55-trillion-for-first-time/#.VowfklKKSP8 accessed 08/22/2016)
(http://jp.reuters.com/article/defense-idJPKBN0TN08Y20151204 08/22/2016/2016)

12.5

Japan Ground Self-Defense Force and the US Army has a ceremony to kickoff their joint
training in Camp Itami. According to the Kobe Shimbun, approximately 6,500 personnel from
both sides attend the training. Although the SDF and the US Army have had the joint training
every year for nearly seventy years, this is the first large-scale joint training after parliament
approved the security bills. Superintendent-general of Japan Ground SDF Suzuki Junji says
that the training follows the laws before the security legislation was approved and the new
security bills do not affect the training.
(http://www.kobe-np.co.jp/news/shakai/201512/0008623178.shtml accessed 08/22/2016)

12.6

According to the organizers, SEALDs and the Association of Scholars Opposed to the
Security-related Laws, approximately 45,000 people assemble to call for disapproval of the
security bills in Tokyo. The Asahi Shimbun reports that it was the biggest demonstration
against the security legislation this year.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHD262PKHD2UTIL040.html accessed 08/22/2016)

12.6

The LDP elects former Minister of Justice Kamikawa Yōko to Director of Liberal Democratic
Constitutional Reform Promotion Headquarters. Another former Minister of Justice, Mori
Ēsuke, became the headquarters' Chairman, replacing Funada Hajime in October. The Sankei
Shimbun points out that the current two leaders had not participated in discussion of the
constitutional revision before they took the position at the headquarters. It is expected that the
LDP intends to show a moderate attitude toward the amendment of the constitution to get

support from other parties and avoid raising a controversial debate before the general election
planned in July 2016.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151207/plt1512070001-n1.html accessed 08/22/2016)
12.7

The Asahi Shimbun reports that the government says that they will not add a new mission to
"go to the rescue of citizens/foreign soldiers in distance" to the PKO by the SDF under the
security legislation until the general election next year is over. It was expected that the
Japanese unit in South Sudan would work on the new mission in May 2016, when the current
unit would be replaced with a new one.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHD64F6JHD6UTFK001.html accessed 08/19/2016)

12.8

Chairman of the CPJ attends a TBS radio program and says that the CPJ requires disapproval
of all of the security bills, cooperating with other opposition parties. However, there are some
differences toward the security legislation among the opposition parties. According to the
Sankei Shimbun, the DPJ agrees the government's idea that the SDF should rescue citizens
working for NGOs in the case they are attacked by foreign militaries.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151208/plt1512080034-n1.html accessed 08/17/2016)

12.8

The Mainichi Shimbun publishes an article about Jōhō Kanshi Shinsa Kai (情報監視審査会) that
investigates appropriation of the State Secret Law's enactment. The Council belongs to House
of Representatives and it discusses application of the State Security Law (Tokutei Kimitsu
Hogo Hō / 特定秘密保護法). Although it is expected that the council will have eight members,
one seat is still open. There is a possibility that the CPJ will take the seat because of the Ishin
split. Jōhō Kanshi Shinsa Kai is going to be established in December 2015. The council
website is reachable from the House of Representatives website.
(http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_annai.nsf/html/statics/shiryo/jyouhoukanshi.htm
accessed 08/22/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20151209/k00/00m/010/023000c accessed 08/22/2016)

12.10

Professor Park Yu-ha at Sejong University in Korea wins the Waseda Journalism Prize
(早稲田ジャーナリズム大賞) for her book, "Comfort Women of the Empire". According to the
Mainichi Shimbun, at the award ceremony, Park says that she wants many people to know
about the issue and she wrote the book for both of the supporters for comfort women and
people who deny the issue. She also wins the Asia Pacific Special Prize (アジア・太平洋賞),
which was founded by the Asian Affairs Research Council and Mainichi Shimbun. She visits
the Mainichi Shimbun and receives a shield because she missed the award ceremony held the
previous month due to illness.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20151211/k00/00m/040/075000c accessed 08/22/2016)

12.10

Citizens' groups and opposition parties against the security legislation hold a seminar to
exchange thoughts regarding the bills. The DPJ, CPJ, Ishin and SDPJ attend the event. Rikken
Democracy no Kai (立憲デモクラシーの会), the Association of Scholars Opposed to the
Security-related Laws (安全保障関連法案に反対する学者の会), Mothers against War
(安全保障関連法案に反対するママの会), SEALDs and Sensō Sasenai 9-jō Kowasuna! Sōgakari
Undō Jikkō Iinkai (戦争させない・9条壊すな！総がかり運動実行委員会) join the discussion as well.
They aim to found a citizens' league to disapprove the security bills on the 20th.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201512/CK2015121002000142.html accessed
06/17/2016)

12.10

Former PM Koizumi Junichirō criticizes PM Abe for being over-assertive for the security
bills approval in his interview in a monthly magazine, "Shūkan Shimchō" released on the 10th.

According to the Tokyo Shimbun, he says that Abe should have been cooperative with the
DPJ for the security legislation as he did for the legislation dealing with military emergencies
in 2003. He also points out that it would be impossible for Abe to revise the constitution
without support from the DPJ.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201512/CK2015120902000127.html accessed
08/18/2016)
12.11

The Sankei Shimbun reports that while Chinese ships have entered Japanese waters around
Senkaku Islands, the Japanese government raised the status of the related section, Jōhō
Renraku Shitsu (情報連絡室), to Kantei Renraku Shitsu (鑑定連絡室).
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151211/plt1512110013-n1.html accessed 08/22/2016)

12.11

Former lawmaker of the House of Representatives Kōno Yōhei attends a BS Nihon TV's
program, Shinsō NEWS (深層 NEWS). In the program, he says that comfort women were
sometimes tricked and forced into brothel work by a great power. He continues that it meant
that they were forced against their will. Kōno is known for his statement in 1991, when he
was Chief Cabinet Secretary. He apologized to former comfort women in the statement.
(http://www.news24.jp/articles/2015/12/12/04317191.html accessed 08/22/2016)

12.12

Osaka Ishin no Kai has an extra party convention. At the convention, they accept Mayor of
Osaka Hashimoto Tōru's retirement and new mayor Matsui Ichirō's inauguration. According
to the Sankei Shimbun, Matsui says that Osaka Ishin no Kai is a part of the two-third to push
the constitutional revision. The constitutional revision requires approval of at least two-thirds
of the members of the Houses of Representatives and Councils. Hashimoto will be a law and
policy advisor of the party but leave party management after his retirement.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151212/plt1512120022-n1.html accessed 08/22/2016)

12.14

SEALDs and the Association of Scholars opposed to the Security-related Laws
(安全保障関連法に反対する学者の会) hold a press conference and announce that they have
founded a new think-tank, ReDemos. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, they aim to (1) found
a section to check if any law violates the constitution, (2) make a system to protest
parliamentary discussion and (3) propose bills to prevent suppression of free speech and
encourage opening information to citizens.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201512/CK2015121502000112.html accessed
08/23/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/12/15/national/sealds-members-next-step-launchingthink-tank/#.V7yquk0rKUl accessed 08/23/2016)
(http://redemosjpn.tumblr.com/ accessed 08/23/2016)

12.16

PM Abe attends a meeting with high-level secretaries of the SDF at the Ministry of Defense.
According to the Sankei Shimbun, he instructs them to prepare for the enactment of the
security legislation. He also demands that they promote strategic and international defense
cooperation. The Tokyo Shimbun reports that PM Abe is considerate of the SDF personnel's
feelings while it is expected that the security legislation will raise the risks they take. He says
that the SDF's operation will be as dangerous as it used to be and the SDF mission to protect
the people's life and peaceful lives will not change.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151216/plt1512160009-n1.html accessed 08/23/2016)
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201512/CK2015121602000230.html accessed
09/23/2016)

12.16

The Supreme Court makes a judgment that married couples have to have the same family

name. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, while the Civil Code rules that married couples have
to choose either of their family names, five married couple argued that it violates their human
rights determined by the constitution. Three of the fifteen judges are female and they all agree
with accusers. The Supreme Court recognizes that mainly women are in inconvenient
situations by changing their maiden name to their husband's name. However, the Supreme
Court also concludes that the inconvenience would be relieved because it has become
common to continue to use a maiden name at work or some other occasions in general. The
Wall Street Journal reports the news with the headline "Ruling keeps in place 19th-century
law under which most wives in Japan end up sharing their husband’s name". On the other
hand, regarding another article of the Civil Code that prohibit women from remarriage within
six months after they get divorced, all of the judges agree that the article is unconstitutional.
According to the Asahi Shimbun, the Supreme Court judges that the remarriage-prohibition
period should be shortened from six months to one hundred days.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHDJ4Q3PHDJUTIL01W.html accessed 08/23/2016)
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201512/CK2015121702000118.html accessed
08/23/2016)
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/japans-top-court-rules-married-couples-must-have-same-lastname-1450267126 accessed 08/23/2016)
12.17

Commandant of Japan Coast Guard Satō Yūji has a press conference and reports Chinese
vessels' current activities around the Senkaku Islands. According to the Sankei Shimbun, he
says that Chinese public vessels have entered Japanese waters 33 times in this year and 167
times since the Japanese government officially possessed the islands in 2012.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151217/plt1512170042-n1.html accessed 08/23/2016)

12.17

A Seoul district court makes a judgment that Sankei Shimbun reporter Katō Tatsuya is not
guilty of defaming South Korean President Park Geun-hye. According to BBC News, while
many South Korean newspapers questioned why Park was not involved in the initial hours
after the Sewol ferry disaster in April 2014, he reported that she was with a man at that time.
The Seoul district court says that Katō's report was not appropriate but the principle of
freedom of speech should protect Katō.
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-35118701 accessed 09/02/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDG17HAH_X11C15A2CR8000/ accessed
09/02/2016)

12.18

Mayor of Osaka Hashimoto Tōru has a press conference regarding his retirement from
politics. According to the Sankei Shimbun, he says that what he has done is small in a big
picture and it is necessary to change the process of the state's decision-making by
constitutional revision. He continues that, although constitutional discussion tends to focus on
Article 9, the constitution determines the fundamental norm of state governance. He overlaps
the Osaka metropolitan government plan, which he has looked for, with his idea of
constitutional revision. He says that the two ideas both can be a path toward the development
of Osaka and Japan.
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/151218/wst1512180064-n1.html accessed 08/23/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/west/news/151218/wst1512180070-n4.html accessed 08/23/1016)

12.19

The Mainichi Shimbun introduces various protests against the security legislation held across
Japan to mark three months after the bills were approved on September 19th. The Mainichi
Shimbun reports protesters' voices from Tokyo, Osaka, Hiroshima, Kyoto, Nara and
Kitakyushu. In Osaka, a teenager's group, T-ns SOWL west, organizes a demonstration.

According to the group, approximately 30 middle and high school students and 200
supporters assemble. The group reports the details of the group's activities with Facebook and
Twitter accounts.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20151220/k00/00m/040/075000c accessed 08/23/2016)
(https://www.facebook.com/tnssowlwest/ accessed 08/23/2016)
(https://twitter.com/tnssowlwest accessed 08/23/2016)
12.20

Five citizens' groups found an alliance to call for disapproval of the security bills. According
to the Nikkei Shimbun, the five groups, including SEALDs, hold a press conference and
announce the foundation of "Civil Alliance for Peace and Constitutionalism
(安保法制の廃止と立憲主義の回復を求める市民連合). Association of Scholars Opposed to the
Security-related Laws (安全保障関連法に反対する学者の会) and Mothers against Wars
(安保法制に反対するママの会) join the conference as well. A member of the scholar's association,
Satō Manabu of Gakushūin University, says that cooperation between opposition parties is not
enough to beat the government in the general election next year and the new alliance aims to
get support from independent voters. The detailed information about the alliance is available
on its website.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS20H29_Q5A221C1PE8000/
(http://shiminrengo.com/ accessed 08/23/2016)

12.21

Lawyer group Anpo Hōsei Iken Soshō no Kai (安保法制違憲訴訟の会) has a press conference in
Tokyo. According to the Asahi Shimbun, they contend that the security bills violate the
people's rights to live, which the constitution determines. They say that they will bring a case
to disapprove the security bills at several places in Japan, involving local citizens, residents
near the US bases and people working in foreign NGOs. The group recruits accusers on their
website. The details of the lawsuit is available on the group's website.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHDP5W85HDPUTIL030.html accessed 08/23/2016)
(http://anpoiken.jp/ accessed 08/23/2016)

12.22

Akita prefectural assembly approves a resolution to demand PM Abe and Chairman of the
House of the Councilors and Representatives to ignite the constitutional discussion to amend
it. According to the Sankei Shimbun, LDP assembly member Komatsu Takaaki claims that
the current constitution cannot deal with cyber-attacks, conflicts between the US and China in
the South China Sea and North Korean nuclear development because it does not have an
article to manage emergencies. Protesters against the resolution assemble in front of the Akita
assembly building. On the 18th, the Yamanashi prefectural assembly also approved a
resolution to encourage constitutional discussion in the parliament. The resolution says that
the East Asian situation surrounding Japan has been urgent.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/151222/plt1512220010-n1.html accessed 08/24/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/region/news/151218/rgn1512180073-n1.html accessed 08/24/2016)

12.24

PM Abe meets Minister of Foreign Affairs Kishida Fumio and they decide that Abe will visit
South Korea soon for "resolution of the comfort women issue at an early point", which Abe
and President Park agreed with in November. According to the Asahi Shimbun, both
governments are considering sending PM Abe's letter to living former comfort women and
developing a follow-up project of Asian Women's Fund, which dissolved in 2007.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHDS6F8PHDSUTFK017.html accessed 08/23/2016)

12.25

A Tokyo district court orders Nikon Corporation to pay damages over cancelling the use of its
showrooms for a photo exhibition on comfort women, which was planned by a photographer

in 2012. According to the Japan Times, the compensation is 1.1 million yen. The Asahi
Shimbun reports that the photographer's prosecutor claimed that the one-side cancellation
without appropriate reasons by Nikon violated the fair and equitable principle. Nikon argued
that it became difficult to guarantee security because of strong protests against the exhibition
in Japan.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20151226/k00/00m/040/085000c accessed 09/02/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHDT5G7HHDTUTIL03V.html accessed 09/02/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/12/25/national/crime-legal/nikon-ordered-to-paydamages-for-aborting-comfort-women-photo-events/#.V9bHEU0rKUl accessed 09/02/2016)
12.26

Three Chinese public vessels enters Japanese waters near Senkaku Islands. The Asahi
Shimbun reports that the vessels carried a gun-like object.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHDV3JP2HDVUTIL00R.html accessed 08/23/2016)

12.28

The Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Japan and South Korea, Kishida Fumio and Yun Byungse, meet in Seoul and make an agreement regarding the comfort women issue. According to
the Huffington Post, the South Korean government will establish a foundation to support
former comfort women and the Japanese government will provide one billion yen for that.
However, Kishida says that the Japanese government does not mean this as a reparation. Also
PM Abe will express his most sincere apologies and remorse to the comfort women. Yun
indicated that the Korean government will endeavor to replace the memorial statue of comfort
women in front of Japanese embassy in Seoul by negotiating with citizens' groups. Reuters
reports that Yun says "on the premise that the steps pledged by the Japanese government are
earnestly carried out, the Korean government confirms that the matter (of comfort women) is
finally and irreversibly resolved". The two ministers' statements are available in the
Huffington Post.
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-southkorea-comfortwomenidUSKBN0UA04120151227 accessed 09/02/2016)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2015/12/28/japan-korea-agreement_n_8882714.html accessed
08/25/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-southkorea-comfortwomenidUSKBN0UB0EC20151228 accessed 08/25/2016)

12.28

The Asahi Shimbun reports that the SDF has struggled to hire new personnel. It is pointed out
that the approval of the security bills prevent young people from applying for the SDF
because they expect that the legislation will raise the risks that the SDF personnel have to
take.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASHDL5KKWHDLTIPE01X.html accessed 08/25/2016)

12.28

PM Abe's wife, Abe Akie, visited Yasukuni Shrine. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, she
reported her visit via Facebook
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS28H4G_Y5A221C1PP8000/ accessed
08/26/2016)

12.29

The Mainichi Shimbun reports that Nagasaki city has received approximately 120 reflections
regarding Mayor of Nagasaki Taue Tomihisa's statement to mark the 70th anniversary of
nuclear bombing in Nagasaki on August 9th. About 60% of the reflections were supportive for
his statement. In the statement, Taue criticized the security bills, which was still being
discussed in the parliamentary session at that time.

2016
1.1

PM Abe releases his New Year's Reflections. The Tokyo Shimbun reports that Abe says that
he will push the constitutional discussion considering the upcoming general election of the
House of Councilors in July. The full-version of his statement is available on the Kantei
website.
(http://japan.kantei.go.jp/97_abe/statement/201601/newyear2016.html accessed 09/02/2016)
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201601/CK2016010402000191.html accessed
09/02/2016)

1.2

The League of Japanese and Korean lawmakers declares that they are considering meeting
with former comfort women. According to the Asahi Shimbun, while it is expected that the
summit between PM Abe and President Park will be held in May, they plan to meet former
comfort women and encourage them to understand the agreement between two governments
in order to prepare for the summit.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ1255C2J12UTFK003.html accessed 09/13/2016)

1.3

TV Asahi reports that PM Abe intends to have a meeting with President Park, inviting
President Obama at the end of March. All of the three leaders will attend the Nuclear Security
Summit, which will be held in D.C. between March 31st and April 1st.
(http://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000065561.html accessed 09/13/2016)

1.5

PM Abe visits Ise Shrine with nine cabinet members. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the
nine includes Minister of Foreign Affairs Kishida Fumio, Minister of Defense Nakatani Gen
and Minister of State for Economic and Financial Policy Amari Akira. The cabinet members
make a preliminary inspection for the next G7 summit, which will be held in Ise Shima.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ15366PJ15ULFA003.html accessed 09/12/2016)

1.5

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide says that PM Abe will not attend the annual meeting
of the World Economic Forum, which will be held in Davos, Switzerland. According to
Reuters, Abe will skip the meeting because he gives more priority to domestic affairs.
(http://jp.reuters.com/article/abe-suga-idJPKBN0UJ0JB20160105 accessed 09/12/2016)

1.5

DPJ leader Okada Katsuya has a press conference and agrees with PM Abe's idea that the
constitutional discussion should be the main issue of the general election in July. According to
the Sankei Shimbun, he aims to prevent the governmental parties from gaining more than the
two thirds of the parliamentary seats which would allow them to revise the constitution. Also,
he says that he will not participate in the constitutional discussion led by Abe because he has
violated constitutionalism throughout the security legislation process.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160105/plt1601050040-n1.html accessed 09/13/2016)

1.6

North Korea makes an announcement that they had a successful thermonuclear device test.
The Mainichi Shimbun reports that if what the North Korean government said is true, North
Korea would have had the test four times so far.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160106/plt1601060031-n1.html accessed 09/12/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160107/ddm/007/070/032000c accessed 09/12/2016)

1.7

Former Chairman of the House of Councilors Ibuki Bumei says that the constitutional
revision based on the LDP's draft is not realistic. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, he
indicates that the draft was written when the LDP was a opposite party and the draft originally
aimed to criticize the government party at that time, the DPJ.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160108/k00/00m/010/110000c accessed 09/13/2016)

1.8

The DPJ accused PM Abe of not holding an extraordinary Diet session after the security bills
were approved in September. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, in the Budget Committee
of the House of Representatives, DPJ lawmaker Ōgushi Hiroshi says that he feels anxious of
having the constitutional discussion under the Abe administration, which violated the
constitution for the security legislation.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160109/k00/00m/010/078000c accessed 09/13/2016)

1.10

PM Abe indicates that he aims to win two thirds of the seats in the House of Councilors in the
general election planned in July with cooperation of non-LDP parties in favor of the
constitutional revision, such as the Ishin. The Mainichi Shimbun reports that Abe might think
of holding double general elections of the House of Representatives and Councilors in order
to push the constitutional revision by gaining a two-thirds majority in the both Houses.
However, some of the LDP lawmakers have tried to create a coalition with the DPJ
lawmakers to amend the constitution in a comparatively more moderate way than Abe. The
Mainichi Shimbun points out that the defense has caused conflicts inside of the LDP.
(http://mainichi.jp/senkyo/articles/20160111/ddm/003/010/063000c accessed 09/13/2016)

1.12

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide says that the Japanese government told the Chinese
government that Japan would send SDF ships to the Senkaku Island in case a Chinese naval
vessel enters Japanese weather around the island.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160113/k00/00m/010/085000c accessed 09/14/2016)

1.13

A South Korean Court orders Professor Park Yu-ha to pay 10 million won to each of nine
former comfort women who have prosecuted her for defaming them in her book, "Comfort
Women of the Empire" in 2013. The New York Times reports that the Eastern District Court
in South Korea says that Park must pay reparations to the nine accusers because she defamed
them with her "false", "exaggerated" and "distorted" writing in her book.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ1F4JLTJ1FUHBI018.html accessed 09/14/2016)
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/14/world/asia/south-korea-park-yu-ha-verdict.html
accessed 09/14/2016)

1.13

The Sankei Shimbun publishes an article to examine editorials of major newspapers regarding
the agreement to resolve the comfort women between the Japanese and South Korean
governments last year. According to the Sankei Shimbun, while the Asahi, Mainichi
Shimbun, Nikkei and Tokyo Shimbun positively evaluated it, the Sankei and Yomiuri
expressed worries that South Korea will bring up the matter again.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160113/plt1601130009-n1.html accessed 09/13/2016)

1.14

LDP lawmaker of the House of Representatives Sakurai Yoshitaka indicates that comfort
women were prostitutes for business. According to the Huffington Post, Chief Cabinet
Secretary Suga Yoshihide says that it is more significant that the Japanese and South Korean
governments made an agreement last year and that it is not necessary to react to a lawmaker's
remark.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2016/01/14/ianfu-sakurada_n_8976130.html accessed
09/14/2016)

1.14

The Tokyo Shimbun reports that at least 58 resolutions against the security legislation have
been approved in local assemblies since the related bills passed in the Diet in September last
year. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, 47 of the 58 called for disapproving the security
legislation.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201601/CK2016011402000125.html accessed

09/14/2016)
1.15

DPJ leader Okada Katsuya says that the emergency article would enable Prime Minister to
control laws. According to the Sankei Shimbun, Okada expresses worries that what the LDP
aims to achieve by creating the emergency article is similar to the process by which the Nazis
gained power in Germany.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160115/plt1601150031-n1.html accessed 09/14/2016)

1.16

Taiwan elects the leader of the Democratic Progressive Party Tsai Ing-wen as President.
According to the Huffington Post, she is the first female president in Taiwan. She said that the
Senkaku Islands belong to Taiwan when she declared victory after the presidential election.
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2016/01/16/taiwan-election_n_8997524.html accessed
09/15/2016)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2016/01/16/taiwan-election_n_8997760.html accessed
09/15/2016)

1.18

PM Abe says that some domestic and foreign media have slandered Japan by calling comfort
women sex slaves. According to the Sankei Shimbun, in the Budget Committee of the House
of Councils, he indicates that it is not a fact that they were slaves and the number of them
reached approximately 200,000. He continues that it is necessary for the government to
contend that these are not correct facts.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160118/plt1601180014-n1.html accessed 09/15/2016)

1.19

Scholars and lawyers against the security legislation found a "People's Movement Committee
for Regaining Constitutional Politics (立憲政治を取り戻す国民運動委員会)". According to the
Tokyo Shimbun, approximately 200 people join the committee, including well-known
constitutionalists, such as Higuchi Yōich and Kobayashi Setsu.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201601/CK2016012002000124.html accessed
09/14/2016)

1.19

Professor Park Yu-ha claims that she did not defame comfort women in her publication. The
Mainichi Shimbun reports that she insists on her innocence while the Eastern District Court in
South Korea ordered Park to pay compensation to nine former comfort women who argued
that Park defamed them in her book about comfort women.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160120/k00/00e/030/244000c accessed 09/15/2016)

1.20

A Tokyo District Court denies Chūō University Professor Yoshimi Yoshiaki's accusation.
According to the Sankei Shimbun, Yoshimi has sued former lawmaker of the House of
Representatives Sakurauchi Fumiki, claiming that Sakurauchi defamed Yoshimi. In 2013,
Sakurauchi said that Yoshimi "invented" that the comfort women were sex slaves in his book.
Yoshimi demanded Sakurauchi to pay twelve million yen for compensation. The Tokyo
District Court judge says that although Sakurauchi's remark defamed Yoshimi, it should be
regarded as a part of discussion.
(http://www.sankei.com/affairs/news/160120/afr1601200030-n1.html accessed 09/15/2016)

1.21

A group mainly composed of high school students, T-ns SOWL, has a press conference. They
say that they will simultaneously hold demonstrations against the security legislation in
Tokyo, Tohoku and Osaka. They aim to assemble 30,000 participants. According to the
Tokyo Shimbun, they founded the group in July 2015.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201601/CK2016012202000122.html accessed
09/19/2016)

1.23

Chairman of Research Council of the LDP Inada Tomomi expressed her passion to revise the
constitution at her founding party in Nagoya. The Sankei Shimbun reported that she said that
Article 9 should determine how Japan can enact its self-defense right. She also continued that
it violates constitutionalism, as if you read the constitution literally, the SDF is
"unconstitutional".
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160123/plt1601230023-n1.html accessed 09/21/2016)

1.23

The Civil Alliance for Peace and Constitutionalism (Anpohōsei no Haishi to Rikkenshugi no
Kaifuku o Motomeru Shimin Rengō / 安保法制の廃止と立憲主義の回復を求める市民連合) holds a
symposium in Tokyo. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, 1,300 people attend the event. At the
symposium, a main member of SEALDs says that raising voices can change the world.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201601/CK2016012402000101.html accessed
09/19/2016)

1.24

Campaigning for the mayoral election of Kyoto-city is permitted to start. According to the
Mainichi Shimbun, historically the JCP candidate and non-JCP candidate have been
competitive over becoming the Mayor of Kyoto-city. It is expected that there will be three
candidates: the incumbent recommended by the LDP, DPJ, Kōmeitō and SDPJ, a newcomer
recommended by the JCP, and an independent newcomer. The Mainichi Shimbun reports that
the JCP has increased the number of its supporters by organizing protests against the Abe
administration regarding the security legislation. On the 9th, Secretary General of the LDP
Tanigaki Teiichi said that the LDP should gear up to win the election due to the rapid growth
of the JCP.
(http://mainichi.jp/senkyo/articles/20160122/k00/00e/010/195000c accessed 09/20/2016)

1.24

Osaka Ishin no Kai holds a meeting to start writing their original draft to revise the
constitution. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, it is expected that they will set the
constitutional revision as the main issue of the general election in July. Former Mayor of
Osaka Prefecture Hashimoto Tōru also attends the meeting. At the meeting, they confirm that
their constitutional draft includes their district reform, Dōshū-sei, and educational reform to
make high school and university tuition free.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160125/k00/00m/010/049000c accessed 09/21/2016)

1.26

Leader of the DPJ Okada Katsuya raises questions in the plenary session of the parliament.
According to the Mainichi Shimbun, he says that he aims to propose his alternatives to the
LDP by making questions for the Abe administration. He suggests to bring the voting
eligibility age down from 20 to 18 and to approve a bill to resolve discrimination toward the
LGBT community. The Tokyo Shimbun reports that he also says that the emergency article
that the LDP wants would suppress basic human rights.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160127/k00/00m/010/060000c accessed 09/20/2016)
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201601/CK2016012702000130.html accessed
09/21/2016)

1.26

The DPJ and the Ishin concludes two bills to disapprove the security legislation. According to
the Asahi Shimbun, the DPJ additionally finalizes three alternate bills to the security bills,
including one to revise the Act on Measures to Ensure the Peace and Security of Japan in
Perilous Situations in Areas Surrounding Japan (Shūhen Jitai Hō / 周辺事態法). The Asahi
Shimbun points out the DPJ has conflicts inside of the party between a "liberal group" and a
"conservative group".
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ1V4RM2J1VUTFK00L.html accessed 09/19/2016)

1.26

Two former comfort women visit Tokyo from Seoul and hold a press conference at the office
building of the House of Representatives. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, they claim that
the Japanese and Korean governments made the agreement to resolve the comfort women
issue without listening to their voices.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160126/k00/00e/040/203000c accessed 09/21/2016)

1.27

Supporters of the comfort women assemble near the President's office in Manila. According
to the Asahi Shimbun, they demand the Japanese government make an official apology and
pay compensation. It is expected that they planned the meeting to coincide with when
Japanese Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko would visit the Philippines between January
26th and 30th.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ1W00SHJ1VUHBI02W.html accessed 09/20/2016)

1.27

Commander of the United States Pacific Command Harry B Harris Jr. gives a talk in
Washington, D.C. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, he declares that the United States would
protect the Senkaku Islands in Okinawa Prefecture if China attacked them.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASGM28H2X_Y6A120C1EAF000/ accessed
09/21/2016)

1.27

Emperor Akihito meets Philippine President Aquino and expresses remorse over atrocities by
the Japanese Imperial Army. Reuters reports that he also asks the youth to "keep alive the
memories of the Second World War" and the hardships that followed. The Emperor and
Empress mourn at the Tomb of Unknown Soldiers. The details of the Emperor and Empress'
visit in the Philippines are available on MOFA's website.
(http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-philippines-japan-idUKKCN0V50G8 accessed 09/21/2016)
(http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/area/philippines/visit_201601/index.html accessed 09/21/2016)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2016/01/27/emperor-philippines_n_9092994.html accessed
09/21/2016)

1.30

The DPJ hold an annual convention. According to the Sankei Shimbun, DPJ leader Okada
Katsuya mentions the possibility of dissolving the DPJ and creating a new political party in
cooperation with other opposition parties.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160130/plt1601300031-n1.html accessed 09/21/2016)

1.31

The Japan Times reports that Japan has doubled the number of F-15s on southern Okinawa
near the Senkaku Islands.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/01/31/national/japan-doubles-number-f-15sokinawa-amid-senkaku-incursions-china/#.V-L_nU0rKUk accessed 09/21/2016)

2.1

The Asahi Shimbun reports that the Japanese government submits a paper to the Committee
on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women of the UN. The paper says that the
government research on the comfort women issue did not find any evidence that proves the
Japanese government's commitment to force the woman to serve the war-time military.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ2156VFJ21UTFK00B.html accessed 10/17/2016)

2.1

South Korean First Vice-Minister summons the Japanese ambassador in South Korea and
expresses worries regarding the agreement between South Korea and Japan that aims to solve
the comfort women issue. The Sankei Shimbun points out suspicion of Japan's behavior
concerning this issue has spread in South Korea since the Japanese government submitted a
report to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women of the UN,
denying that the Japanese military forced women to work at war-time brothels.

(http://www.sankei.com/world/news/160201/wor1602010041-n1.html accessed 10/17/2016)
2.3

PM Abe is explicit in his call to amend Article 9 in the budget committee. According to the
Tokyo Shimbun, Abe points out that 70% of scholars regard the SDF as unconstitutional
because the second clause says “land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will
never be maintained.” Abe then urged that the contradictory situation between the constitution
and reality should be resolved, citing the LDP's 2012 draft, reported the Japan Times.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201602/CK2016020402000132.html accessed
09/26/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/03/national/politics-diplomacy/abe-explicit-callamendment-constitutions-article-9/#.V_PzQ-ArI2x accessed 09/26/2016)

2.3

The Japanese government orders the Marine SDF to set its Aegis ballistic missile defense
warships and land-based Patriot PAC-3 rocket units to shoot down North Korean missiles
between February 8th and 25th. North Korea notes that they plan to launch a space rocket
which is expected to be a test of a long-distance ballistic missile. According to the Nikkei
Shimbun, on the 3rd, PM Abe holds a National Security Council (NSC) and exchanges
opinions with related cabinet members regarding the North Korean missile issue. The Japan
Times reports that Abe says the government's order “will effectively mean the firing of a
ballistic missile. It would be a clear violation of United Nations Security Council resolutions
and a grave, provocative act against the security of our country,” in the Diet session.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/03/national/anger-sanctions-threats-greet-northkorea-rocket-launch-plans/#.V_P1F-ArI2x accessed 09/26/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS03H3O_T00C16A2PP8000/ accessed
09/26/2016)

2.4

The Japanese government might decide to extend the SDF's PKO in a U.N. mission in South
Sudan until the end of October. The Japan Times reports that PM Abe says that the
government is considering to expand the role of the Ground SDF there in accordance with
Japan’s new security legislation that will take effect in March. However, the Asahi Shimbun
reports that the government will not add a new mission to the current on-duty SDF unit and
postpone to make the decision regarding expansion of the SDF's missions after the general
election in July.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/04/national/politics-diplomacy/abe-mullsexpanded-sdf-role-south-sudan/#.V_QaaeArI2x accessed 09/26/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ243558J24UTFK004.html accessed 09/26/2016)

2.4

South Korean officials say that 16 of the 21 surviving former comfort women in South Korea
positively react to the agreement between the South Korean and Japanese governments in
December. The Japan Times reports that the South Korean government contacted the former
comfort women regarding the two governments' plan to create a fund for them.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/05/national/seoul-16-21-surviving-koreanformer-comfort-women-accept-tokyo-fund-accord/#.V_Qdv-ArI2x accessed 10/04/2016)

2.6

Angelina Jolie's movie "Unbroken" finally opens in Japan after some controversial argument.
According to the Sankei Shimbun, the movie illustrates half form Olympic athlete Louis
Zamperini's life, who was taken captive in Japan during World War II. It was expected that
the movie might not be released in Japan for the criticism to the move for being "antiJapanese"; there are scenes where Japanese soldiers abuse Zamperini.
(http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/wireStory/angelina-jolies-film-unbroken-finally-opens-

japan-36754164 accessed 10/11/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/premium/news/160206/prm1602060006-n5.html accessed
10/11/2016)
2.8

A pro-Article 9 intellectuals' group, Kyū-jō no Kai, released a statement that criticizes PM
Abe for trying to change Article 9 for the worse. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the
members have a press conference in Tokyo. They regard the statement as an urgent protest
against PM Abe's current remarks in the Diet, which call for revising Article 9. The statement
says that Abe is directly denying the significance of Article 9. The full-version of the
statement is available in the Asahi Shimbun.
(http://ajw.asahi.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/behind_news/social_affairs/AJ201602090061 accessed
10/19/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ285T7SJ28UTIL03Y.html accessed 10/19/2016)
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ285TG2J28UTIL03Z.html accessed 10/19/2016)

2.8

Reuters publishes an article about Tony Marano, who is known as "Texas Daddy" in Japan.
According to Reuters, he is a "mouthpiece" of Japanese nationalists. One of the videos on his
YouTube channel, "PropagandaBuster", has been viewed more than 300,000 times. Regarding
the comfort women, he said "to say that the Japanese Imperial Army was on a sexual
rampage, that is inaccurate," he also added "this whole comfort women story stinks".
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-texas-japan-idUSKCN0VG0QR accessed 10/11/2016)

2.9

The Japan Times reports that the US and Japan plan to have a meeting of coast guard
commanders with Australia and the Philippines. According to the Japan Times, the two
countries aim to forge a unified front against China’s maritime activities, according to
diplomatic sources.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/09/national/politics-diplomacy/japan-australiaphilippines-u-s-coast-guards-huddle-china-activities/#.V_3MAOArLb1 accessed 10/11/2016)

2.9

The five non-opposition parties, the DPJ, Ishin, JCP, Seikatsu and SDPJ, make a decision to
submit two related bills to disapprove the security bills in the House of Representatives on the
19th. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, they aim to present the two bills on the same day as
when the government's security bills were approved last September.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201602/CK2016020902000125.html accessed
10/17/2016)

2.10

The Japan Times reports that the Mayor of Ginowan-city, Sakima Atsushi, hopes to visit
Washington, D.C. in April. According to the Okinawa Times, he would demand that US
senior officers close U.S. Marine Corps Air Station Futenma as early as possible.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/10/national/ginowan-mayor-wants-to-lobby-forbase-closure-in-washington/#.WAfqmI8rKUl accessed 10/19/2016)
(http://www.okinawatimes.co.jp/articles/-/23719 accessed 10/19/2016)

2.11

There are events organized by groups both for and against the National Foundation Day. The
Asahi Shimbun reports that, in Tokyo, the Committee to Celebrate Japan's National
Foundation composed of "conservative" groups such as Jinja Honcho has a ceremony at Meiji
Jingū Hall. According to the organizer, approximately 1,200 people assemble at the
ceremony. The LDP Vice-President Kōmura Masahiko calls for constitutional revision. On
the other hand, Heiwa Forum (Peace Forum), comprised of labor unions in association with
the Sōhyō and citizen's pacifist groups, has a meeting to rethink about the constitution and

National Foundation Day. According to them, about 350 attendants gathered.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ2C4SR5J2CULZU007.html accessed 10/13/2016)
2.11

LDP Secretary-General Tanigaki Teiichi attends a seminar in Niigata prefecture and says that
the Abe administration primarily aims to revise the constitution. According to the Tokyo
Shimbun, he continues that the government's other main purpose is solving the Northern
Territories issue with Russia.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201602/CK2016021202000132.html accessed
10/14/2016)

2.12

The Asahi Shimbun reports that Civil Alliance for Peace and Constitutionalism will be
officially associate with a candidate in Kumamoto prefecture for the general election planned
in July. This case is the first case that the Civil Alliance announced to work with a certain
election candidate to fight against the Abe administration.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ2C5T0NJ2CTIPE01G.html accessed 10/17/2016)

2.12

The Ishin Chairman of Research Commissions, Ono Jirō, says that they will not work with the
Abe administration to revise the constitution. According to the Sankei Shimbun, it is expected
that Ishin no Toh is in accordance with their parliamentary group partner, the DPJ. The DPJ
leader Okada Katsuya has indicated that his party would not discuss the constitutional
revision under the Abe administration.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160212/plt1602120055-n1.html accessed 10/14/ 2016)

2.15

A former comfort women passes away. According to the Korean Council for the Women
Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan, she was born in 1926. When she was 16 years
old, she was deceived into working at the wartime brothel for Japanese military in Taiwan for
four years; she was told that she could work at a factory in Japan. According to the Asahi
Shimbun, there are 45 former comfort women who are alive.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ2H7JJCJ2HUHBI036.html accessed 10/25/2016)

2.15

The Japan Times reports that, according to her published emails, US Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton has thought the US should make an effort to relax tensions between Japan and
China in October 2012, three weeks later than Japan's nationalization of the Senkaku Islands.
Clinton's emails were published while it became clear that she has used her private account
for work emails. Another email also tells that the US encouraged the Japanese government to
talk to the Chinese government before nationalizing the islands a week ahead of that.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/15/national/politics-diplomacy/clinton-emailsshow-u-s-tried-heal-tokyo-beijing-rift-senkakus/#.WAfwOY8rKUm accessed 10/19/2016)
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASGM15H10_V10C16A2EAF000/ accessed
10/19/2016)

2.16

The Ishin's lawmaker Kakizawa Mito criticizes the government for trying to be dictatorial by
creating a new constitutional article which vests the PM with more authority under emergency
situations caused, for example, by natural disaster. The Sankei Shimbun reports that
Kakizawa says that the government's way is similar to what Hitler did under the Weimar
Constitution.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160216/plt1602160057-n1.html accessed 10/14/2016)

2.16

Kōmeitō leader Yamaguchi Natsuo confirms that his party treads warily in the constitutional
discussion. The Sankei Shimbun reports that while the LDP has held the first meeting of the
Liberal Democratic Constitutional Reform Promotion Headquarters this year, Kōmeitō aims

to restrain the LDP aggression for constitutional revision.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160216/plt1602160050-n1.html accessed 10/14/2016)
2.16

Japanese Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, Sugiyama Shinsuke, explains that there is no
evidence that proves the Japanese military forced women to work at the wartime brothel in the
UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. The Japan Times
reports that Sugiyama says that the belief that women were forced into sexual servitude is
based on the false testimony by Seiji Yoshida. According to the Sankei Shimbun, he also
mentioned that Japan should not be blamed for the comfort women issue because the Japanese
government signed the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women in 1985.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/17/national/history/no-documents-foundconfirm-military-forced-comfort-women-sexual-servitude-japan-envoy-tells-un/#.VsU6xeaKQpl accessed 10/26/2016)
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160216/plt1602160071-n2.html 10/26/2016)

2.16

The LDP's section for promotion of the constitutional revision, the Liberal Democratic
Constitutional Reform Promotion Headquarters, starts discussion again after an eight-month
interval. According to the Japan Times, Chairman Eisuke Mori says that the headquarters'
mission is "to build a consensus among the public”. The Mainichi Shimbun points out that it
is expected that the headquarters will not focus on any specific article or clause before the
planned general election in July.
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/16/national/politics-diplomacy/ldp-reactivatesconstitution-revision-panel/#.WBEalo8rKUl accessed 10/26/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160217/k00/00m/010/115000c accessed 10/26/2016)

2.17

The Mainichi Shimbun reports that Taipei Women's Rescue Foundation announced that they
will open the first memorial hall for comfort women in Taiwan in September.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160218/ddm/007/030/142000c accessed 1026/2016)

2.19

The five non-opposition parties, the DPJ, Ishin, JCP, Seikatsu and SDPJ, submit two related
bills to disapprove the security bills. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, they claim that the
government's bills violate the constitution and the five parties aim to make the security
legislation the main issue for the general election in July. The Mainichi Shimbun reports that
DPJ leader Okada Katsuya declares "down with the Abe administration" at the meeting of the
five opposition leaders.
(http://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/politics/list/201602/CK2016021902000261.html accessed
10/19/2016)
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160219/k00/00e/010/211000c accessed 10/19/2016)

2.19

Five months have passed since the security bills were approved in the Diet. The Asahi
Shimbun reports that, according to the organizer, approximately 7,800 people assemble to
protest the security legislation in front of the Diet.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ2M5RJ3J2MUTIL03V.html accessed 10/19/2016)

2.20

The SDPJ holds a party convention in Tokyo. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, the leaders
of four opposition parties: the DPJ, Ishin, Seikatsu and JCP attend the convention. It is the
first time for a JCP leader to attend SDPJ's convention. The five opposition parties appeal to
their solidarity to fight against the government at the general election in July.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160221/k00/00m/010/017000c accessed 10/31/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/22/national/politics-diplomacy/socialists-vow-to-

fight-constitution-revision-urge-unity-between-opposition-parties/#.WBdeFtUrKUm accessed
10/31/2016)
2.22

The government sends Parliamentary Secretary Vice-Minister, Sakai Yasuyuki, to a memorial
ceremony to mark "Takeshima Day" held in Tottori prefecture. The Nikkei Shimbun reports
that the ceremony has been held for four years. The South Korean government criticizes the
Japanese government for being provocative regarding the dispute island. However, according
to the Nikkei Shimbun, the South Korean protest is milder compared with the past three years.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDE22H04_S6A220C1PP8000/ accessed
10/30/2016)
(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/22/national/politics-diplomacy/socialists-vow-tofight-constitution-revision-urge-unity-between-opposition-parties/#.WBdiJdUrKUn accessed
10/31/2016)

2.22

The Mainichi Shimbun releases an interview with Komeitō leader Yamagushi Natsuo.
Yamagushi expresses his unpleasant feelings while the LDP has claimed for the amendment
of Clause 2 in Article 9. He says that revising the clause is ajar with the security legislation,
which will be enacted in March.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160223/k00/00m/010/037000c accessed 10/24/2016)

2.24

Chairman of the LDP General Council, Nikai Toshihiro, says that the constitutional revision
is not an urgent issue. The Asahi Shimbun reports that he indicates that it is not necessary to
amend the constitution immediately.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ2S6DP6J2SULFA02J.html accessed 10/24/2016)

2.25

The Asahi Shimbun reports that approximately 155,000 people have watched a movie about
comfort women that was recently released in South Korea. The film, Spirits' Homecoming,
describes a story of a 14-year-old comfort woman at that time.
(http://www.asahi.com/articles/ASJ2S4QTZJ2SUHBI01Q.html accessed 10/25/2016)

2.25

The Nikkei Shimbun reports that South Korean Ministry of Education declares that the
government-designated textbook for the 6th grade elementary school students will exclude
"comfort women", "sex slavery" and a photograph of comfort women after revision in 2016. It
is expected that the South Korean government aims to control anti-Japanism concerning the
agreement between the two governments.
(http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDE25H03_V20C16A2PP8000/ accessed
10/23/2016)

2.26

LDP Secretary-General Tanigaki Teiichi declares that the LDP wrote its 2012 constitutional
revision draft in a provocative language on purpose as an opponent party at that time.
According to TV Asahi, he says that the draft aims to raise up an issue regarding the
constitutional discussion.
(http://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000069127.html accessed 10/24/2016)

2.26

The Ministry of Justice announces that the content of the revision of the Civil Code.
According to the Mainichi Shimbun, the amended Civil Code will allow women to remarry
before 100 days pass in case the woman is not pregnant.
(http://mainichi.jp/articles/20160227/ddp/001/010/003000c accessed 10/24/2016)

2.29

In the budget Committee of the House of Representatives, PM Abe indicates that he does not
think it is possible to revise the constitution in exactly the same way as the LDP 2012 draft

proposed. According to the Sankei Shimbun, he also says that he would want to work on
comparatively simpler parts that the people can easily make a consensus on.
(http://www.sankei.com/politics/news/160229/plt1602290012-n1.html accessed 10/24/2016)

3.1

PM Abe says that Article 9 would permit Japan to fully enact its collective self-defense right
if the clauses are amended based on the LDP's 2012 draft. The Tokyo Shimbun reports that
Abe explains that the new security legislation would enable Japan to partially practice its
collective self-defense right.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/15/2016)

3.2

Parliamentary Vice-Minister Masakazu Hamachi meets UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al-Hussein. According to the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, they
discussed the abduction of Japanese citizens by North Korea and Zeid comments that he
intends to continue to cooperate with Japan. The detailed summary of the meeting is available
on the MOFA's website.
(Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan; accessed on 11/15/2016)

3.2

PM Abe indicates that he is aiming for constitutional revision while he remains in office. The
Asahi Shimbun reports that it is expected that Abe wants to achieve the goal by September
2018, when the next election for the LDP leader is planned to be held.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/15/2016)
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/15/2016)

3.5

The Chair of the Kōmeitō Central Board (中央幹事会) has a press conference and says that
Kōmeitō would prefer the revision to the protection of the constitution, if they have to identify
themselves with one of the two. However, the Mainichi Shimbun reports that he emphasizes
that Kōmeitō looks for "adding clauses" to the constitution (加憲).
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/15/2016)

3.4

LDP lawmaker Santō Akiko criticizes PM Abe for being too provocative regarding
constitutional revision. The Mainichi Shimbun reports that she represented the LDP
lawmakers who are moderate regarding the constitutional amendment; they contend that the
LDP should avoid setting controversial issues at the front of the general election planned in
July in order to be more attractive to voters.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.7

Osaka Ishin no Kai holds a meeting of their project team, Kenpō Project Team (PT), to
discuss constitutional revision. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, they include their
government reform strategy (Dōshū-sei), free education and the foundation of the Supreme
Court regarding the constitutional interpretation in their revision.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.7

The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women concludes that the
Japanese government has not done enough on the comfort women issue. According to the
Tokyo Shimbun, the committee demands the Japanese government care for the victims
adequately to practice the agreement. Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide indicates that
the counsel is not acceptable the next day, reports NHK.
(Source: The Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: NHK News Web; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.8

Ishiba Shigeru, LDP lawmaker and Minister for Overcoming Population Decline and
Vitalizing Local Economy, says that it would be technically impossible to revise all of the
constitutional clauses that the LDP wants to change. According to the Asahi Shimbun, he also
indicates that people would be troubled if the LDP tries for the full-set constitutional revision.

(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.8

Secretary General of the Ishin Baba Nobuyuki releases the content of his party's draft of
constitutional revision. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, they will add a new clause to the
draft in order to permit local governments to impose a tax.
(Source: Mainichi Digital; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.8

The DPJ and Ishin make an agreement on the basic ideas to be included in the platform of the
new party that they plan to start this month. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, they will
call for "protection of constitutionalism" in the platform.
(Source: Mainichi Digital; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.8

The Tokyo District Court rejects a retrial of the Sunagawa case. According to Nikkei
Shimbun, the four accusers will immediately appeal the decision.
(Source: The Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.10

Zeid Ra'ad Al Hussein, the UN High commissioner for Human Rights, criticizes the JapanKorea agreement regarding the comfort women issue for ignoring the victim's voices. The
Mainichi Shimbun reports that Zeid describes the comfort women as women who survived the
sex slavery system by the Japanese military during the war.
(Source: Digital Mainichi: accessed on 11/15/2016)

3.11

The JCP Chair, Shii Kazuo, published a statement to mark the 5th anniversary of the
earthquake and tsunami disaster that hit the Tohoku region in 2011. The Sankei Shimbun
reports that he criticizes PM Abe for using disasters to revise the constitution: Abe has
insisted to start constitutional revision with adding an emergency article that centralizes
power to Prime Minister in a nationwide emergency situation, using a national disaster as an
example.
(Source: The Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/20116)

3.11

Secretary-General of the UN Ban Ki-moon meets a former comfort women at the UN
Headquarters in New York. The Asahi Shimbun reports that it was his first time to meet a
former comfort women. While Ban has declared that he welcomed the Japan-Korea
agreement regarding the comfort women issue, he expressed a sense of regret at the
agreement, saying that the governments ignore the victim's voices.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.12

NHK reports that DPJ leader Okada Katsuya says that the main issue of the upcoming general
election in July should be constitutional revision and the evaluation of "Abenomics".
(Source: NHK News Web; accessed on 11/15/2016)

3.13

The LDP holds a convention and determined its principles for the general election in July.
According to the Asahi Shimbun, PM Abe gives a speech and says that the coming election
will be a fight against the DPJ and JCP. He does not mention constitutional revision.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/15/2016)

3.14

The leaders and secretary generals of the DPJ and Ishin have a meeting regarding their joint
party. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, they release the new party's name, the Democratic
Party (Minshin Toh / 民進党) at a press conference after the meeting.
(Source: The Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.16

According to a Yomiuri Shimbun poll, 67% of the respondents say that they will consider
constitutional revision when they choose which party / candidate they will support at the
election planned for July. Also, 50% say "No" to constitutional revision, exceeding "Yes" by
1%.
(Source: Yomiuri Online; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.18

The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology announces the textbooks
that they approved. The Tokyo Shimbun reports that the textbooks more directly reflect the
Abe administration's views on some controversial issues. According to the Tokyo Shimbun,
description regarding the territorial issue increases by 60% compared with current textbooks.
More textbooks describe Takeshima, Senkaku Islands and Northern Territories as "territories
inherent to Japan". The government adds two criteria to approve textbooks: textbooks should
(1) write that there are still discussions regarding numbers that opinions are divided on, and
(2) follow views that the government has finalized and publishes.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.18

PM Abe attends the graduation ceremony of the Japanese Coast Guard School. According to
the Tokyo Shimbun, at the ceremony, he encouraged the graduates, saying that the role of the
Japan Coast Guard will be more important based on the tense situation around Senkaku
Islands in Okinawa Prefecture.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.22

Former leader of the Ishin Eda Kenji says that his party does not give priority to constitutional
revision, reports the Asahi Shimbun. He suggests that lawmakers work on other political
issues, such as social security system reform, instead of constitutional revision.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.24

The Osaka Ishin no Kai finalizes their constitutional revision proposals. The Nikkei Shimbun
reports that the draft contains a governmental reform with Dōshū-sei, free education and
foundation of Supreme Court regarding the constitutional interpretation. They will officially
approve the draft at the convention on 26th.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.25

The newly-formed Democratic Party (DP) publishes a list of their board members. The Nikkei
Shimbun points out that the new board members are mostly "liberal" and don't include
"conservatives". The new Chair of the Policy Affairs Research Council, Yamano Shiori, is
known for raising the child-care waiting list issue. In contrast, former DPJ lawmaker Hosono
Gōshi will leave as Chair of the PARC; he is regarded as "conservative" within the DPJ.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.26

The New York Times publishes an interview with US presidential candidate Donald Trump.
In the interview, he says that he would withdraw the US military from Japan and Korea if the
two countries do not take more burden of the alliance. He also indicates that he would accept
Japan and Korea holding nuclear weapons.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: New York Times digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.27

29 former comfort women and their supporters sue the Korean government, claiming that the
Japan-Korea agreement regarding the comfort women issue is unconstitutional. According to
the Tokyo Shimbun, they insist that the agreement violates the constitutional clause that
secures people's property rights.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.28

The DP is founded, including approximately 150 lawmakers. At the convention, the leader of
the new party, Okada Katsuya, calls for grasping the last chance to change of the government.
The Tokyo Shimbun reports that a main member of SEALDs, Okuda Aki, gives a speech at
the convention. He encourages the new party, saying that he would like to say "thank you" to
politicians.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.28

PM Abe expresses passion toward constitutional revision in the budget committee of the
House of Councilors. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, he says that constitutional revision
was a campaign pledge he made when he took the office.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.28

The Ministry of Defense announces that the Japan Ground Self-Defense Forces will establish
a new camp in Yonaguni Island in Okinawa Prefecture. According to the Nikkei Shimbun,
approximately 150 personnel will join the new camp.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.29

The security legislation that was approved in September 2015 are put into effect.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.29

Donald Trump attends a town hall organized by CNN. He repeats that Japan should change its
security policy. In that context, he encourages Japan to hold nuclear weapons, reports the
Tokyo Shimbun. The full transcript of Trump's remarks is available on CNN.
(Source: CNN.com; accessed on 11/16/2016)
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.30

The White House assails Trump's remark that should allow its Asian allies to obtain nuclear
weapons. The White House says that his suggestion that Japan and South Korea should have
their own nuclear weapons would destabilize the region.
(Source: New York Times digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

3.31

PM Abe and President Park have a summit in Washington D.C. on the sideline of the Nuclear
Security Summit. They repeatedly confirm that they both intend to resolve the comfort
women issue, reports the Asahi Shimbun.

(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/17/2016)
3.31

PM Abe has a summit with President Obama in Washington D.C. At the meeting, Obama
points out the delay of the relocation of the US base from Futenma to Henoko, reports the
Mainichi Shimbun.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/17/2016)

4.1

At a press conference, Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide denies that Obama expressed
worries regarding the US base issue in Okinawa at the summit on March 31st in Washington
D.C. He says that Abe discussed with Obama how to make a reconciliation between the
Japanese government and the local government and residents.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/17/2016)

4.1

The government parties decide not to hold the Commission on the Constitution of the House
of Representatives during this Diet period. According to the Sankei Shimbun, it is expected
that the government wants to avoid discussion on the security legislation. The Commission on
the Constitution of the House of Representatives has been closed since last September.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

4.3

Leaders of government and opposition parties attend a debate on the NHK TV program
"Sunday Debate (日曜討論)". The LDP Vice President, Kōmura Masahiko, says that it is
impossible to disapprove the security bills that already passed in September with support from
a majority of the Diet. He criticizes the opposition parties for confusing the Japan-US
Alliance.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/16/2016)

4.5

The Mainichi Shimbun reports that the Japan Coast Guard has reinforced its defense system
around the Senkaku Islands in Okinawa Prefecture. Currently the JCG deploys 12 ships to
patrol the region at all times, reports the Japan Times.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/17/2016)
(Source: Japan Times digital; accessed on 11/17/2016)

4.10-11

The G7 summit is held in Hiroshima, Japan. On the last day, the ministers of the UN and the
seven counties (the US, UK, France, Germany, Italy, Canada and Japan) visited the
Hiroshima atomic bomb memorial and laid flowers at a cenotaph in the Peace Memorial Park.
According to the New York Times, the US Secretary of State, John Kerry, seized the initiative
on the visit and pushed for adoption of the Hiroshima Declaration by the eight ministers. In
the declaration, they reaffirm their commitment to seeking a safer world for all and creating
the conditions for a world without nuclear weapons. The detailed summary of the summit and
the full-version of the declaration are available on the Japanese MOFA's website.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/17/2016)
(Source: New York Times; accessed on 11/17/2016)
(Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan; accessed on 11/18/2016)

4.12

The campaign for the elections to fill government vacancies is permitted to start in Hokkaido
District 5 and Kyoto District 3. In Kyoto, the government parties gave up supporting an
official candidate. In Hokkaido, candidates from the government and opposition parties
directly fight against each other, reports the Nikkei Shimbun.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/17/2016)
(Source: Japan News; accessed on 11/17/2016)
(Source; Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/17/2016)

4.12

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide says that the constitutional discussion should start
with the parts where making consensus can be reached easily, such as the environmental issue
and financial support for private schools by the government. The Sankei Shimbun reports that
Suga expresses eagerness to revise the constitution on a TV program of BS Fuji.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/17/2016)

4.14-16

An intermittent powerful earthquake shakes the Kyushū region in Japan after the first shock
on the 14th. According to Reuters, as of the 16th, 35 people have passed away.
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 11/17/2016)

4.15

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide says that the creation of an emergency article in the
constitution is a very "heavy" issue for the Japanese people, reports the Nikkei Shimbun. He
insists that the people should deepen the discussion on the issue, mentioning the current
earthquake in Kumamoto.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/17/2016)

4.16

A second deadly earthquake hits the Kyūshū region, reports Reuters.
(Source: Ruters.com; accessed on 11/18/2016)

4.17

The Japan Coast Guard inaugurates a new unit to patrol around Senkaku Island in Okinawa
Prefecture. According to the Japan Times, the unit disposes 12 ships.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/18/2016)

4.20

Ampohōsei Iken Shoshō no Kai has a press conference and announces that they will sue the
government, claiming that the security bills are unconstitutional on the 26th. According to the
Asahi Shimbun, the group is composed of lawyers, victims of air raids and atomic bombs in
WWII and SDF personnel families. They plan to bring the lawsuit to five district courts all
over Japan.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/18/2016)

4.21

PM Abe makes a ritual tree offering but does not visit Yasukuni Shrine for its spring festival.
The Asahi Shimbun reports that Abe aims to avoid angering Asian neighbors.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/18/2016)

4.25

The LDP candidate, Wada Yoshiaki, wins the Hokkaido by-election. According to Jiji Press,
he has insisted on the necessity of the security legislation while the other candidate has called
for disapproval of the security bills. In Kyoto, the DP candidate, Izumi Kenta, wins. The
Huffington Post reports that the DP wins a national election for the first time.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/18/2016)
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/18/2016)
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 11/18/2016)

4.26

Approximately 500 people who support Ampohōsei Iken Shoshō no Kai bring a lawsuit to
Tokyo District Court. They claim that the security bills are unconstitutional. According to the
Mainichi Shimbun, about 200 accusers enter the same lawsuit in Iwaki-city, Fukushima. The
group will go to court in Sapporo, Sendai, Nagoya and Fukuoka.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/18/2016)

4.27

Taiwanese fishermen protest the Japan Coast Guard for securing their boats around the
disputed islands in Okinawa, reports the Asahi Shimbun.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/18/2016)

(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/182016)
4.29

Minister of Foreign Affairs Kishida Fumio starts his visit in China. He meets Dr. Li Keqiang,
the Premier of the State Council of the People's Republic of China, Mr. Yang Jiechi, a
Member of the State Council of the People's Republic of China, and Mr. Wang Yi, Minister of
Foreign Affairs of the State Council of the People's Republic of China. They exchanged
opinions regarding issues of the relationship between two counties. A detailed summary of the
meeting is available on MOFA's website.
(Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan; accessed on 11/18/2016)

5.1

According to the Asahi Shimbun's poll, the approval ratings for constitutional revision drops
to 37% from 43% in March 2015. On the other hand, the percentage of those who answered
"Needless to amend the constitution" rises from 48% to 55%.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.3

The Japanese constitution has its 69th anniversary. According to a Mainichi Shimbun poll, the
percentage of people who support the phrase "the constitution should be revised" and "it
should not be revised" are both 42%. While 52% of the respondents answer that Article 9
should not be amended, 27% choose the opposite that demands the revision of Article 9.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.3

Various groups for and against constitutional revision holds events all over Japan to mark the
69th anniversary of the Japanese constitution. "Utsukushii Nippon no Kenpō o Tsukuru
Kokumin no Kai (美しい日本の憲法を作る国民の会)", a group looking for constitutional
revision, announces that they have collected 7,002,501 signatures for the promotion of
constitutional revision, reports the Mainichi Shimbun. They amassed the signatures via local
shrines and their parishioners (ujikos / 氏子).
(Source: Digital Minichi; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.3

Kōmeitō releases a statement to mark the 69th anniversary of the Japanese constitution. In the
statement, they declare the main issues of constitutional addition: creation of new articles for
environmental protection and the development of local self-government. The full-version of
the statement is available in the Sankei Shimbun.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.6

The Minister of Overcoming Population Decline and Vitalizing Local Economy, Ishiba
Shigeru, has a press conference in Washington D.C. while he has visited the US. According to
the Mainichi Shimbun, at the press conference, he encourages Mr. Donald Trump to carefully
read Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the United States and Japan once
more. Ishiba points out that Trump does not correctly understand the treaty while Trump
insisted that Japan should take all of the financial cost of the US-Japan alliance.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.9

Professor Kobayashi Setsu at Keio University has a press conference to announce his
candidacy for the general election in July. He also declares that he will found a political party,
Kokumin Ikari no Koe (国民怒りの声) and send approximately 10 candidates to the election.
According to the Mainichi Shimbun, they are going to recruit candidates and invite donations.
The detailed information about the party is available on their official website.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/21/2016)

(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/21/2016)
(Source: Kokumin Ikari no Koe's website; accessed on 11/21/2016)
5.9

Three Chinese public ships enter the Japanese waters around the Senkaku Islands. According
to the Sankei Shimbun, it is the twelfth time for the Japan Coast Guard to recognize a
violation of Japanese territorial waters by Chinese ships.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.10

President Obama will visit Hiroshima, reports BBC. The president's Press Secretary read a
statement: "The President will make an historic visit to Hiroshima with Prime Minister Abe to
highlight his continued commitment to pursuing peace and security in a world without nuclear
weapons." It is expected that the visit will a part of his trip in May that will be taken in
Vietnam as well. According to the White House, Obama is not going to make apologies for
the atomic bombing during WWII when he visits Hiroshima.
(Source: BBC.com; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.13

The leaders and Secretary Generals of the four opposition parties, the DP, Seikatsu, SDPJ and
JCP, has a joint press conference. They announce that they have agreed to fight against the
government together at the next general election of the House of Representatives in addition
to the election of the House of Councilors. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, there might
be a possibility that the general election of the House of Representatives is set in July at the
same time as the House of Councilors election.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.13

According to a Japan Times poll, a majority of respondents do not think that President Obama
should apologize when he visits Hiroshima. The respondents are 1,042 of the JT's readers
from 90 countries. The question was “Do you think President Obama should apologize for the
atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945?” 42 percent said “No,
but he should commit to the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons,” 39 percent chose “Yes,”
and 19 percent replied “Absolutely not.” Also, 64.9 percent of Japanese respondents thought
Obama does not need to apologize but that he should commit to nuclear non-proliferation.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.17

Former Prime Minister Koizumu Junichirō has a press conference with accusers against
Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) in California. Former US soldiers have sued
TEPCO over radiation from the Fukushima plant, and Koizumi has supported the accusers.
They have struggled with health problems since they served for the US military's rescue
operation, the Tomodachi Operation, in the aftermath of the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and
tsunami.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.18

PM Abe and the DP leader, Okada Katsuya, have a debate in the parliament. They discuss
pacifism determined in Article 9. Okada says that the text of Article 9 in the LDP's 2012 draft
would allow Japan to unlimitedly enact its self-defense right. He criticizes the government for
trying to destroy Japan's pacifism by amending Article 9. On the other hand, Abe responses
that Japan would never aggress even if Article 9 is revised based on the LDP's 2012 draft and
that the LDP draft would carry out Japan's pacifism.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.19

A civilian employee of the US army is arrested for abandoning a dead body in Okinawa. It is
expected that the body is of a missing woman from Uruma City, Okinawa, reports the Nikkei

Shimbun.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/21/2016)
5.25

While a civilian employee of the US Army was arrested for abandoning a dead body of a
Japanese woman in Uruma City, PM Abe protests crimes by the US Army in Okinawa to
President Obama, who has visited Japan to attend the G7 summit in Ise Shima. Obama
expresses regret over the death of the victim. Obama promises cooperation regarding the
criminal case by the US Army employee in Okinawa.
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 11/21/2016)
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.25

The Japan Coast Guard recognizes that four Chinese ships enter Japanese waters around the
Senkaku Islands. The JCG has observed Chinese ships violating Japanese territorial waters for
nine days in succession, reports the Sankei Shimbun.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.26-27

Japan hosts the G7 summit in Ise Shima. After the session where the leaders discussed
security issues, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Sekō Hiroshige says that although they
exchanged some opinions regarding China's threat, the summit declaration will not
specifically mention China, reports Reuters. The detailed summary of the summit is available
on MOFA's website.
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 11/21/2016)
(Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.27

President Obama becomes the first US president to visit Hiroshima. He lays flowers and talks
with atomic bomb survivors in Peace Memorial Park. He also gives a speech and calls for a
"world without nuclear weapons". The full-transcription of Obama's speech in Hiroshima is
available in the New York Times.
(Source: New York Times digital version; accessed on 11/21/2016)

5.31

In Seoul, committee members discuss an agreement between the Japanese and Korean
government to resolve the comfort women issue. They have the first preparation meeting for
the foundation of a fund for comfort women survivors. According to Jiji Press, Professor Kim
Tae-hyeon at Sungshin Women's University becomes the committee chair. Eleven members,
such as related specialist and bureaucrats, comprise the committee.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 11/21/2016)

6.1

A citizen's group in South Korea has a press conference and announces that citizen's groups in
Japan, China and South Korea have applied to UNESCO to add comfort women to the list of
memories of the world.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.3

Osaka Ishin no Kai releases its campaign pledge for the general election in July. The pledge
upholds constitutional revision, reports the Yomiuri Shimbun. The party has called for
constitutional revision based on their principles such as local government reform, Dōshū-sei.
(Source: Yomiuri Online; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.4

Approximately 5,000 women protest the security legislation in front of the Diet, making a
human chain. According to the Tokyo Shimbun, they wear red clothing or accessories. The
organizer is a citizen's group, Women's Peace (女の平和). The group has held the human
chain against the security legislation three times.

(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/22/2016)
6.5

Citizen's groups simultaneously hold demonstrations against the security bills all over Japan.
According to the Asahi Shimbun, approximately 40,000 people assemble around the Diet in
Tokyo.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.7

The four opposition parties, the DP, JCP, SDPJ and Seikatsu, made an agreement with the
Civil Alliance for Peace and Constitutionalism (市民連合) to fight together in the general
election in July, calling for disapproval of the security bills, reports the Asahi Shimbun. The
Civil alliance consists of SEALDs and lawyers.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/21/2016)

6.7

The Mainichi Shimbun interviews former South Korean Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Trade Yu Myung-hwan. Yu is a member of the preparation committee for the fund based on
the Japan-South Korea agreement to resolve the comfort women issue. According to Yu, the
committee has requested activists who support the victims to join the committee.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.8

118 people sue for mental damage by the security legislation in Nagasaki, demanding
compensation. According to Jiji Press, the accusers are composed by atomic-bomb survivors
(hibakusha). They claim that the security legislation violates the people's right to live
determined in the constitution.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.8

713 people raise a lawsuit against the security legislation in the Kansai region. They bring the
case to Osaka District Court. The accusers are composed of religious people, doctors and
those who fought in WWII, reports the Asahi Shimbun. "Sensōhō" Ikensoshō no Kai (「戦争
法」違憲訴訟の会) organizes the accuser group. They claim that the security legislation
violates the "peaceful right to live" that was determined in the constitution.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/21/2016)

6.9

Kōmeitō publishes its campaign pledge for the general election planned in July. According to
the Mainichi Shimbun, it gives the most priority to social welfare and does not mention
constitutional revision.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.9

The DP publishes its campaign poster. It says "do not let the government get more than two
thirds of the Diet seats". The DP put "prevention from constitutional revision" forward in their
campaign, reports the Yomiuri Shimbun.
(Source: Yomiuri Online; accessed on 11/22/2016)
(http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/election/sangiin/2016/news1/20160610-OYT1T50008.html
accessed 11/22/2016)

6.9

The Japanese government summons the Chinese ambassador to express concern after Chinese
warships continue to sail near Senkaku Island, reports Reuters.
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 11/22/2016)
(http://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-china-islands-idUSKCN0YV01U accessed
11/22/2016)

6.9

South Korean citizen's groups supporting former comfort women launch a foundation
opposed to the one that the Korean government will establish based on the agreement between
Japan and South Korea. The counterpart group consists of several citizen's groups such as the
Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan (韓国挺身隊問
題対策協議会 / 挺対協), reports the Japan Times.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/22/2016)
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.10

PM Abe has avoided discussing constitutional revision in speeches in anticipation of the
general election in July, reports the Mainichi Shimbun. The opposition parties have criticized
Abe for deliberately hiding the goal that Abe truly desires to achieve.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.13

According to the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 94% of
public schools have held a special educational program (sovereign education / 主権者教育)
to encourage high-school students to vote when the voting age will be lowered to 18 years
old, reports Jiji Press.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.13

While the opposition parties have promoted cooperation to fight against the government,
calling for disapproval of the security legislation, the LDP has criticized the DP and JCP for
being irresponsible by ignoring Japan’s responsibility to help the United States military that
the US-Japan alliance has created over time.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.17

The Tokyo gubernatorial election is set for July 31st, reports the Asahi Shimbun.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.17

A group of accusers sue the government, arguing that the security legislation violates the
constitution in Okayama, reports the Mainichi Shimbun.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.19

The leaders of the nine main parties attend a debate organized by Nico Nico Dōga. PM Abe
says that it is not necessary to set the constitutional discussion as the main issue at the general
election in July. However, the opposition parties such as the DP insist that parties should
discuss the constitution in anticipation of the election, reports the Asahi Shimbun.
(Source: Digital Asahi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.21

Two thirds of former comfort women accept the comfort women agreement between the
Japanese and South Korean governments. In accordance with the majority of the victims, it is
expected that the agreement will be implemented under the Park administration that will come
to an end in 2018, reports Jiji Press.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.22

The campaign for the general election of the House of Councilors is permitted to start. While
one of the 55 candidates of the government parties has mentioned constitutional revision, 54
of the 88 candidates of the opposition parties have referred to amendment of the constitution,
reports the Mainichi Shimbun.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

6.23

A majority of British people vote to leave the European Union in a national referendum.

According to the New York Times, the Brexit campaign wins by 52 percent to 48 percent.
(Source: New York Times digital version; accessed on 11/22/2016)
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 11/22/2016)
6.29

The commencement ceremony of a Memorial Park for the comfort women is held in Seoul.
According to the Mainichi Shimbun, it is expected that the park will be open on August 15th
to mark National Liberation Day of Korea.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/22/2016)
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/22/2016)

7.1-3

A terrorist group attacks a restaurant in Dhaka, Bangladesh, involving eight Japanese people
on July 1st. Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide has a press conference and confirms that
seven of the Japanese hostages are dead while one of them was rescued. PM Abe says that the
attack is an "unforgivable act of terror", reports the Wall Street Journal on the 3 rd.
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 11/23/2016)
(Source: Wall Street Journal digital version; accessed on 11/23/2016)

7.5

The Japan Coast Guard recognizes that three Chinese public ships enter the Japanese water
around the Senkaku Islands. The violation of Japanese territorial waters by Chinese ships
have repeated continuously for 21 days, reports the Sankei Shimbun.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/23/2016)
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 11/23/2016)

7.6

LDP Vice-President Kōmura Masahiko emphasizes that there would be a 0% possibility to
revise the constitution, even if the government parties win the two-third seat majority that is
required, reports the Japan Times. He attends a BS Fuji news show and criticizes the DP
leader, Okada Katsuya, for overestimating the possibility to make the electorate feel cautious
and gain their support.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/23/2016)
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/23/2016)

7.7

Reuters reports on the campaign for the upper house election, focusing on LGBT
communities in Japan. Reuters points out that Japanese society has generally accepted more
sexual diversity over time. An independent candidate, Kaori Satō, campaigns with the support
of a citizen's group, Nakano LGBT Network Nijiiro, on July 2nd. The ruling party, the LDP,
refers to "promoting understanding of sexual diversity" in a chapter of their manifesto.
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 11/23/2016)

7.10

The pro-constitutional revision parties, the LDP, Kōmeitō, Nippon no Kokoro o
Taisetsunisuru Toh and Osaka Ishin no Kai, win more than two-thirds of the seats of the
House of Councilors. According to the Nikkei Shimbun, the majority of teen voters supported
the LDP, while less than 50% of over-60 voters voted for the LDP.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/23/2016)

7.10

A former comfort woman passes away, leaving 40 alive. According to the Sankei Shimbun,
six of them have died since the Japanese and Korean government made the agreement to
resolve the issue.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/23/2016)

7.10

Chair of the JCP Shii Kazuo says that the alliance between the opposition parties at the
general election was just the first. He also indicates that he looks for continuing the alliance at
the next general election of the House of the Representatives. On the other hand, President of
the DP Okada Katsuya declares that although his party faces the disappointing election result
that they could not prevent the pro-constitutional revision parties gaining a two-thirds
majority in the Diet, he will not resign soon.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/25/2016)

7.13

Several newspapers and broadcast programs report that the Emperor, Akihito, considers
abdicating "within a few years". (Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on
11/28/2016)

7.13

The leader of Nippon Kaigi, Takubo Tadae, has a press conference at the Foreign
Correspondent's Club of Japan. He predicts that the "pacifist" constitution will be revised in
ten years, reports the Japan Times. According to the Huffington Post, he indicates that the
current electoral victory of the pro-constitutional revision parties in the House of Councilors
provides the best chance to amend the constitution. The detailed of summary is available on
the FCCJ's official website.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)
(Source: The Foreign Correspondent’s Club of Japan website; accessed on 11/28/2016)

7.14

In California, the board of education approves new school curriculum guidelines that suggest
that teachers teach students about comfort women. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the
resolution is not binding.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/23/2016)

7.14

Four hibakusha (atomic bomb survivor) groups in Hiroshima have a press conference and say
that they will work on a campaign to collect signatures, looking for the enactment of a
Nuclear Weapon Convention. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, it is the first time for the
four groups to have a joint project.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/25/2016)

7.14

The SDPJ President, Yoshida Tadatomo, declares that he will resign, accepting responsibility
for the party's poor showing in the Upper House's election, reports the Japan Times.
According to the Sankei Shimbun, the SDPJ put two candidates, Yoshida and Fukushima
Mizuho (the SDPJ Vice-President) on the list of the proportionally represented constituency,
but they only won one seat for Fukushima.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)

7.15

The DP President, Okada Katsuya, repeats that the majority of his party are against revising
Article 9, reports the Japan Times.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)

7.19

Citizen's groups protest the security bills that were approved in the Diet on September 19th.
Approximately 4,500 people join the protest. The Mainichi Shimbun reports that a large-scale
demonstration against the security legislation has been held every month on the 19th.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/25/2016)

7.20

The DP sets its leadership election on September 7th, while the term of Okada Katsuya, the
current DP leader, will expire at the end of September. According to the Nikkei Shimbun,
Okada has not clarified if he will run for election or not.
(Source: Japan News digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)

7.22

The government brings a case to the Naha branch of Fukuoka District High Court, claiming
that it is illegal for the Okinawa local government to not follow the government's decision to
cancel the revocation of the US-base transfer from Futenma to Henoko, reports the Tokyo
Shimbun.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)

7.24

The Japanese and South Korean Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Kishida Fumio and Yun Byung-

se, meet in Laos. They confirm the implementation of the agreement between the two
governments regarding the comfort women issue, reports the Nikkei Shimbun.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)
7.25

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide says that the constitutional discussion should start
with the environmental article. He attends a BS Nippon television program. He also insists
that the Commission on the Constitution of the Diet should discuss the election system of the
House of Councilors.
(Source: Nippon TV; accessed on 11/25/2016)

7.26

LDP Vice-President Kōmura Masahiko gives a talk in Tokyo and expresses a negative view
regarding revising Article 9. According to Jiji Press, he says that the majority of the LDP look
for revision but they cannot achieve the goal soon.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 11/18/2016)

7.28

The South Korean government launches a foundation to support the former comfort women
based on the agreement between Japan and South Korea. A student protester breaks into the
press conference for announcing the foundation's start-up, reports the Huffington Post.
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 11/282016)

7.28

The Tokyo District Court throws out the lawsuit against the Asahi Shimbun for defaming the
Japanese people in a report on comfort women. According to the Mainichi Shimbun,
approximately the 25,000 accusers include an Emeritus Professor at Sophia University,
Watanabe Shōichi. They had demanded the Asahi Shimbun to pay compensation to each
Japanese person. The Asahi Shimbun reports their own triumph at the trial.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 11/28/2016)
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/28/2016)

7.29

According to the Asahi Shimbun, it is expected that the Emperor, Akihito, will express his
thoughts regarding his abdication in the next month.
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 11/28/2016)
(Source: Asahi Digital: accessed on 11/28/2016)

7.30

DP President Okada Katsuya has a press conference and declares that he will not run for the
leadership election of the party. According to the Asahi Shimbun, he says that he has a sense
of accomplishment that the DP allied with other opposition parties for the Upper House's
election.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 11/28/2016)

8.2

The Ministry of Defense publishes an annual white paper. According to the Nikkei Shimbun,
the white paper declares that Japan will be strategic on defense-related equipment,
highlighting a growing Chinese threat.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 12/14/2016)

8.3

PM Abe finalizes his new cabinet members. Eight of nineteen ministers are new faces and
three of them are female. Chair of the Policy Research Council Inada Tomomi will be the new
Defense Minister. Reuters describes her as Abe's "hawkish ally". According to the Mainichi
Shimbun, the LDP expects her to become experienced as a possible future PM.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 12/7/2016)
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 12/7/2016)

8.4

New Minister of Defense Inada Tomomi has an interview with some newspapers. In the
interview, she questions Japan's aggression during WWII, mentioning that the damage has
been "overestimated" in the cases of the Nanjing Massacre and comfort women in the Korean
peninsula, Reuters and the Sankei Shimbun reports.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 12/14/2016)
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 12/14/2016)

8.5

Renhō, the acting leader of the DP, makes an announcement to run for the party's leadership,
Jiji Press reports. Bloomberg introduces her as half-Taiwanese and an ex-model/newscaster.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 12/14/2016)
(Source: Bloomberg.com: accessed on 12/14/2016)

8.6

A Korean citizen's group in Australia holds a ceremony to unveil a memorial statue for
comfort women that is the same as the one established in front of the Japanese embassy in
Seoul. According to Jiji Press, it is the first installation of such a statue in Australia. Local
Japanese citizen's groups protest the statue installation.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 12/7/2016)

8.6

PM Abe meets seven groups of atomic bomb survivors (hibakusha) in Hiroshima City.
According to the Sankei Shimbun, while the survivors oppose the security legislation, Abe
explains that the security bill would prevent wars. He also has a press conference and
indicates that the government still uphold the Three Non-Nuclear Principles.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 12/7/2016)

8.6

Chinese coast guard vessels and 230 Chinese fishing boats gather around the Senkaku Islands,
the Japan News and ABC News report. The Japanese government lodges a protest with
Beijing after the continuous aggression of Chinese ships near the disputed islands in South
China Sea.
(Source: ABC News; accessed on 12/14/2016)
(Source: Nikkei Asian Review; accessed on 12/14/2016)
(Source: Japan News digital version; accessed on 12/14/2016)

8.7

The government decides to send an SDF unit to South Sudan with new missions that are
allowed under the new security legislation. According to the Mainichi Shimbun, the SDF unit
will serve to rescue citizens at a distance and to secure locations with foreign militaries in
South Sudan starting in November.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 12/7/2016)

8.8

The Emperor, Akihito, gives a speech and expresses desire for abdication. In his speech, he
says that he has been worried that he might not be able to devote himself to accomplish his
role as the national symbol while he senses a decline in his health, the Nikkei Shimbun
reports.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 12/7/2016)

8.15

The US Vice President, Joe Biden, says that the US drafted the Japanese constitution in order
to prevent Japan from holding nuclear weapons. According to the Huffington Post, the remark
is a part of his speech to criticize the US presidential candidate, Donald Trump, who pushes
Japan to arm itself with nuclear weapons. Biden gives the speech to support former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton, who is running for president.
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 12/7/2016)

8.15

A women's rights organization in Taipei holds a demonstration calling for the Japanese
government to apologize for using comfort women. According to the Mainichi Shimbun,
while a memorial museum was planned to be established in September, it is expected that it
will be opened in December instead.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 12/8/2016)

8.15

SEALDs dissolves, marking the 75th anniversary of the end of WWII. According to the Tokyo
Shimbun, they publish a message on their website, saying that it is necessary to continue
movements that take root in Japanese society and that someday it will be a shield to protect
democracy.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 12/7/2016)

8.15

The Washington Post reports that PM Abe conveyed a message to Harry Harris Jr., the head
of the US Pacific Command, to oppose President Obama in changing the US nuclear weapons
policy. While Obama is considering promising never to be the first to use nuclear weapons in
a conflict, Abe thinks the policy change would deteriorate deterrence against East Asian
regional threats, such as North Korea. According to the Washington Post, additionally, South
Korea, France and Great Britain do not welcome this possible policy shift. However, on the
20th, Abe denies the Washington Post's report, the Asahi Shimbun says.
(Source: Washington Post digital version; accessed on 1/18/2017)
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/18/2017)

8.16

The leader of Komeitō, Yamaguchi Natsuo, gives a speech in Ikebukuro, Tokyo. According to
the Huffington Post, he says that revision of Article 9 is not necessary after the security bills
were legislated.
(Source: Huffing Post digital version; accessed on 12/26/2016)

8.16

The Japan Coast Guard releases a video of Chinese ships entering Japanese waters. The
Huffington Post reports that the JCG filmed the video from August 5th to 9th.
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 1/18/2017)
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 1/18/2017)

8.21

The Asahi Shimbun reports that an article on the security bills by former High Court Justice
Fujita Tokiyasu was rejected by a well-known jurist's journal. Fujita's article includes
criticism against the Abe administration regarding the security legislation, introducing jurist
opinions that the bills are unconstitutional. Fujita published his article in a different Journal,
Jichi Kenkyū/自治研究, in February after Hō no Shihai/法の支配 rejected it in December 2015.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/15/2017)

8.21

Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide says that the discussion on the Emperor's abdication
should be very open and involve the Diet and opposition parties in addition to the government
parties. According to Jiji Press, he points out that the Emperor's position is determined by the
Japanese people's consensus because the constitution provides sovereignty to the people.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/17/2017)

8.21

Mono Takeji, a Japanese anti-war activist and journalist, passes away at 101. The Nikkei
Shimbun reports that he retired from the Asahi Shimbun after failing guilty for being a part of
its wartime coverage. He wrote about agriculture, education and peace in a weekly newspaper,
Taimatsu/たいまつ, that he established in Yokota, Kanagawa, in 1948.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/17/2017)

8.22

Jiji Press reports that the LDP considers extending its president's term from a continuous twoterm six years to a continuous three-term nine years. According to Reuters, a media survey
shows that a majority of people want Abe to stay in the top job until the Tokyo 2020
Olympics.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/16/2017)
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 1/16/2017)

8.22

The Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Defense inform Yamaguchi Prefecture and Iwakuni
City that the US military will start deploying F-35 fighters at its bases in the city in January
2017. According to the Asahi Shimbun, it will be the first time for the US to set up F-35s
abroad.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/16/2017)

8.23-24

The Japanese, Chinese and South Korean Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Kishida Fumio, Wang
Yi and Yun Byung-se, have a joint press conference after a meeting in Tokyo. According to
the Asahi Shimbun, they agreed with demanding North Korea to control its aggressive missile
development. On the 24th, Fukuda and Wang have a meeting. Although they do not reach an
agreement regarding the territorial dispute over the Senkaku Islands, they conclude that the
leaders of the two countries, PM Abe and President Xi, will have a summit in China where the
next G20 summit will be held.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/18/2017)
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/18/2017)

8.23

The LDP decides to reappoint Mori Ēsuke to the Chair of their headquarters for the
constitutional reform promotion. According to the Sankei Shimbun, Mori has given priority to
creation of agreements over government and opposition parties since he took the position in
October 2015.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/16/2017)

8.24

The government announces that the SDF will kick off training to protect foreign armies,
enacting Japan's collective self-defense right that was included in the security legislation
package approved in September 2015. The Tokyo Shimbun reports that a unit of the Ground
SDF will starts the new training on the 25th. The unit will replace the current one serving in
South Sudan in November.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/16/2017)

8.24

In a cabinet meeting, the Japanese government decides to provide one billion yen to the
foundation created after the Japan-South Korea agreement to solve the comfort women issue.
According to the Mainichi Shimbun, Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs Kishida Fumio
meets South Korean Minister of Foreign Affairs Yun Byung-se to tell him that the Japanese
government concluded the procedure.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 1/16/2017)

8.30

Twelve former comfort women bring a case to Seoul Central Court, accusing the South
Korean government of causing them mental anguish by agreeing to the Japan-South Korea
agreement. According to Jiji Press, a citizen's group against the agreement, the Korean
Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan
(韓国挺身隊問題対策協議会) has a press conference. The accusers demand the South Korean
government pay one hundred million won to each of them in their lawsuit. The accusers
comprise 30% of living former comfort women.
(Source: Jiji Press; accessed on 1/17/2017)

9.1

In Guma Prefecture, a group of lawyers and former judges, Anpohōsei Ikensoshō no
Kai/安保法制違憲訴訟の会, announce that they will sue the government for causing people
mental anguish by approving the security bills in December at earliest. They contend that the
security legislation is unconstitutional. The approximately 713 (as of Aug. 31st) accusers
demand compensation from the government.
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/17/2017)

9.1

The Japanese government completes transferring one billion yen to the fund based on the
Japan-South Korea agreement to resolve the comfort women issue, the Japan Times reports.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 1/20/2017)

9.2

PM Abe visits Vladivostok in Russia to meet President Putin. They agree that Putin will visit
Yamaguchi Prefecture in the middle of December. After the summit, the Sankei Shimbun
reports that Abe says that he has made good progress regarding the discussion on the Northern
territorial issue with Russia.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/19/2017)

9.4

Three candidates for the DP presidential race, Renhō (acting leader), Maehara Seiji (former
Minister of Foreign Affairs) and Yūichirō Tamaki (Vice Chair of Diet Affairs Committee),
express positive feelings toward discussion on constitutional revision. According to the
Mainichi Shimbun, they attend a debate program by NHK. Renhō mentions the necessity of
the constitution in local governance and Maehara proposes to add a third clause in Article 9 to
determine the role of the SDF. In contrast, Tamaki insists on protection of the constitution.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 1/18/2017)

9.5

PM Abe visits Hangzhou City, China to attend the G20 summit. Additionally, Abe and
President Xi have a meeting. They agree with the idea that they should avoid a conflict over
the territorial dispute around the Senkaku Islands.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 1/19/2017)

9.7

PM Abe meets President Park in Vientiane, Laos. According to Jiji Press, Abe demands Park
to remove the memorial statue for comfort women in front of the Japanese consulate, citing
the agreement on the issue between the two governments. Park responds by saying that it is
important to steadily follow the agreement.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/19/2017)

9.7

The Tokyo High Court rejects a lawsuit that claims that the security law (秘密保護法) is
unconstitutional. According to the Asahi Shimbun, a lawyer who belongs to the Shizuoka Bar
Association brought the case to the court.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/20/2017)

9.8

The Japan Times reports that there is a plan to install a statue of a girl symbolizing comfort
women in Freiburg, Germany, in December. It will be the first such girl statue in Europe.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 1/20/2017)

9.14

A poll shows that 80% of Japanese people fear a military clash over the Senkaku Islands, the
Japan Times reports.
(Source: Japan Times digital version; accessed on 1/20/2017)

9.15

The DP elects Renhō as their new leader. At a press conference right after the election, she
mentions constitutional revision. She suggests that Chapter 8 (local governance) be amended,

but expresses a negative impression regarding the LDP's proposal to add a sentence to
determine a family concept, the Huffington Post reports. On the other hand, according to Jiji
Press, there is a conflict inside of the party over the issue that it came to light that she held
dual citizenship: Japanese and Taiwanese. The Japanese government does not officially allow
citizens to keep any nationalities other than Japanese. People have to renounce the second
nationality when they turn 20 years old.
(Source: Huffington Post digital version; accessed on 1/20/2017)
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/20/2017)
9.15

DP leader Renhō has a press conference in Tokyo. The Nikkei Shimbun reports that she says
that although the DP is open to have constitutional discussion in the Diet, they are carefully
going to avoid arguments that aim for constitutional revision itself.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed 1/18/2017)

9.15

The LDP decides to appoint Mori Eisuke to Chair of the Commission on the Constitution of
the House of Representatives before an extraordinary Diet session starts on the 26th. Mori is
also Chair of the LDP's headquarters for promotion of constitutional reform. Additionally, the
LDP will provide a new agenda based on their constitutional draft in 2012.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/18/2017)

9.16

According to Reuters, the Tokyo District Court rejects the lawsuit in which 482 Asahi
Shimbun readers accused the newspaper of not examining what they reported about comfort
women.
(Source: Reuters.com; accessed on 1/24/2017)

9.19

Protesters assemble all over Japan to mark the first anniversary of the security legislation.
According to the Mainichi Shimbun, people call for the protection of the constitution, saying
that they will not give up until the security bills are disapproved.
(Source: Mainichi Digital; accessed on 1/24/2017)

9.19

PM Abe gives a speech at a United Nations' summit for refugees and migrants and pledges
that the Japanese government will provide 2.8 billion dollars to address the issues, Reuters
reports.
(Source: Reuter.com; accessed 01/24/2017)

9.19

The leader of Kōmeitō, Yamaguchi Natsuo, attends a TBS show and says that even if the next
general election for the House of Representatives is held in two years, it would be impossible
for the government to propose constitutional revision. Yamaguchi also points out that the
LDP's draft was written before the security legislation was approved and suggests that the
LDP carefully examine their 2012 draft again, reports the Sankei Shimbun.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/22/2017)

9.21

The mayor of Suwon City in South Korea announces that a German City, Freiburg, declined
to install a statue of a girl symbolizing comfort women, reports the Sankei Shimbun. Suwon
City is a sister city to Freiburg City. He criticizes Japan for giving pressure Freiburg City to
refuse to install the statue.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/24/2017)

9.22

PM Abe becomes the first Japanese Prime Minister to visit Communist-ruled Cuba and meet
with former Cuban President Fidel Castro. According to Jiji Press, they agreed with the idea
to seek the abolition of nuclear weapons. Abe askes Castro to work together on sanctions

against North Korea that has aggressively developed nuclear weapons. Castro expressed a
desire to visit Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He visited Hiroshima in 2003.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/24/2017)
9.23

The Japanese government releases the names of the members of the advisory panel of the
Emperor's abdication. According to Jiji Press, six advisors, including Professor Mikuriya
Takashi at Tokyo University and Professor Seike Atsushi at Keio University, compose the
panel.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/23/2017)

9.26

The LDP assigns former Minister of Justice Mori Eisuke to the Chair of the Commission on
the Constitution of the House of Representatives, the Asahi Shimbun reports.
(Source Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/22/2017)

9.26

PM Abe gives a speech at the beginning of the 192nd extraordinary Diet. He says that it is the
Japanese people who decide what the constitution should be, not the government, the
Mainichi Shimbun reports.
(Source: Digital Mainichi; accessed on 1/22/2017)

9.26

The Chair of the JCP, Shii Kazuo, has a press conference and says that four opposition parties
(the JCP, SDPJ, DP and Seikatsu) agreed with the idea that they would not accept the LDP
draft-based constitutional discussion, the Sankei Shimbun reports.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/22/2017)

9.26

Japanese media reports that Cabinet Legislation Bureau's paper about the security legislation
had a careless mistake. The paper said the bills were approved in the cabinet on May 0, but it
should have been May 14th. According to the Asahi Shimbun, the Cabinet Legislation Bureau
has already fixed the mistake and made an apology. However, the Tokyo Shimbun questions
if the bureau examined the security bills carefully enough.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/23/2017)
(Source: Tokyo Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/24/2017)

9.26

Japan and the US sign an agreement concerning reciprocal provision of logistic support,
supplies and services (ACSA). The agreement expands logistics cooperation between the SDF
and the US Armed Forces based on the security legislation. The SDF will be able to provide
ammunition to the US Armed Forces even in peacetime. The original document of the
agreement is available on MOFA's website.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/24/2017)
(Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs website; accessed on 1/24/2017)

9.27

The LDP executive board approves the appointment of the former Chair of the Commission
on the Constitution of the House of Representatives to the leader of the LDP's headquarters
for promotion of constitutional reform, reports the Sankei Shimbun.
(Source: Sankei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/22/2017)

9.27

PM Abe rejects withdrawing the LDP's constitutional draft published in 2012. The Asahi
Shimbun reports that DP Secretary-General Noda Yoshiko demands Abe to take the draft
back in the plenary session in the House of Representatives.
(Source: Asahi Digital; accessed on 1/20/2017)

9.29

The South Korean Minister of Foreign Affairs has a press conference and says that the South
Korean government expects additional action from the Japanese government according to the
agreement between the two countries. He suggests the Japanese Prime Minister send a letter
to former comfort women to apologize, reports Jiji Press. On the 30th, Japanese Minister of
foreign affairs Kishida Fumio expresses unpleasantness and rejects the South Korean
expectation, reports the Nikkei Shimbun.
(Source: Jiji.com; accessed on 1/24/2017)
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/24/2017)

9.30

PM Abe expresses hope that constitutional discussion progresses based on the LDP's 2012
draft in the budget committee of the House of Representatives. In contrast, acting DP leader
Hosno Gōshi contends that LDP draft-based discussion is not acceptable. Hosono also
criticizes the LDP for removing Article 97, which determines basic human rights, from the
constitution, the Nikkei Shimbun reports.
(Source: Nikkei Shimbun digital version; accessed on 1/22/2017)

